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No more Coil Changing with this

NEW LEWCOS ACHIEVEMENT
The

Lewcos Twin
Two Pin Base
Price 12/6
Ref.: TT/PB

Many users, both expert and amateur,
testify that the Lewcos Two -Pin Coils
have reached a standard of efficiency on
which it would be difficult to improve,

but another device to eliminate

coil

changing when Two -Pin Coils are used
has recently been perfected.
With this new Lewcos achievement you
can switch from the Medium Broadcast
Waveband, 235-550 m., or to the Long
Waveband, 1,000-2,000 m., by the turn of
a knob. The twin sets of coil holders

are arranged at right angles to each
other in order to prevent damping by

the coils not in use.
This useful component comprises a
moulded base containing switching
apparatus conforming to telephone practice, viz,, cam -operated blades with
silver contacts.

Its robust design, high-class materials
and workmanship ensure efficiency.

Write for fully descriptive leaflet, Ref.
R.69.

Recommended Coils for use with the
Lewcos Twin TwoPin Base:
40 C.T.
60 X
100 C.T.
250 X

specially suitable for circuits which
have been described from time to time
in "Amateur Vtireless."

THE
W. I I: I.

1.

task

,,1,<N ELECTRIC
/M PANY
D-

,M1 I 11S. LIMITED,

LEvroisr,

N DUN, E.10.

Re respectfully request the
public to order through their
local radio dealer, as we only
supply direct to the trade.
.....

LEWCOS RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER RECEPTION
You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning. "A'. W." to A lvertisers
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THAT

REPRODUCTION

entateutWtrek,s5

MAKES

YOU

au evi e
1

STRAIGHT FROM THE SPOTLIGHT/
each ' turn ' complete in itself-different-

the famous operatic singer is quickly followed by an equally famous dance band . .. by
a popular comedian . . . by a musical burlesque . . and so on through the programme.

Each item in its turn is so faithfully reproduced by TELSEN that one can scarcely
refrain from applauding as each turn comes
to a close.
The rapid tonal changes of so varied a programme are a severe test on your Set, but,
when TELSEN TRANSFORMERS are incorporated, they only tend to prove the unlimited capacity of these famous components.
TELSEN Transformers are scientifically de-

signed and built by expert radio engineers.
Put one in YOUR Set .

at the realism .
greater volume.

111

. .

.

. you will be amazed

the purity . . . and the
For real enjoyment, fit-

i171

iTA
...

5-1 and 3-1

8'6

" RADIOGRAND"

5-1 and 3-1

12'6

RAD:OGRAND" SUPER 7-1

17/6

" ACE "

Advt. of Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Birmingham

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

VISUALISE
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The unit which triumphs in every test
The Undy 8 pole Dynamic Loud -speaker Unit gives a volume
and clarity of reproduction far beyond any other, yet working
on a minimum of power is amazingly economical to run.
This extreme sensitiveness ensures the maximum result from
every receiver, however small, and removes the necessity of
high -power final stage valves, with the consequent saving on
power whether from batteries or mains.
Within the few months of its introduction the ` Undy "
has literally swept the country-pronounced popularity which proves its amazing efficiency.
Hear the Undy at any radio store and
realise its pronounced suturiority.

Patent No.
336,930

Patent No,
336,930

UNIT ONLY

ITH CHASSIS

METAL RECTIFIERS

' forALL-MAINS RADIO
Why have the trouble ... the worry

the ex-

pense of batteries and accumulators if your house
is on the mains? Why risk missing a specially
good programme because "the battery's down
again " ?

Our booklet, "The All Metal Way, 1931" gives
complete information as to the most suitable type
of rectifier for converting any battery -run set into
an all -mains set.

If you are buying a mains set, make sure that it

Metal Rectifiermost of the good makes now do. If you are
incorporates the Westinghouse

building such a set, send for the forty -page

" The
All Metal Way,
booklet,

It is
written by our
1931."

technical staff
a n d contains
informative sections on radio
sets, eliminators,
battery chargers,
moving coil loudspeakers,
etc.
(Please enclose 3d. for your copy)
PRICES of the Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers

are from 15 -

USE YOUR A.C. MAINS AND
A WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIER
THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD.
82, YORK ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1. Phone: North 2415
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS.

COUPON.

Please send me your foty-page
booklet, "The All Metal Way,
1931," for which I enclose 33. in
stamps.

NAME

ADDRESS
\V1-731

Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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WITH Ti --1

AC/P
The

MAZDA AC/ PI
CHARACTERISTICS :

Filament Volts
Filament Amps (approx.) .
Max. H.T. Voltage
.
Amplification Factor
Anode A.C. Resistance (ohms) .
Mutual Conductance (mA/V) .
.

4.0

.

200

1.0
5

2,000
2.5

PRICE 17/6

SWAN
ELECTRIC CO.,
LTD.
EDISON
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering,
THE

and Radio Business of the British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd

Radio Division :
fa Newman Street, Oxford Sfreef, W.1
Showrooms in all the Principal TWITS

1

Thera is no need to use a directly heated
output valve in your all -mains set-with
consequent risk of hum and the additional
inconvenience of having to provide a separate L.T. winding on your transformers. Use

the AC/PI - the finest output valve ever
developed for all -mains sets, a valve which

gives a huge output at only 200 volt H.T. !

[emu
MAZDA

VALVES

EDISWAN
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

V.83
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HERE IS THE

RADIO GRAMOPHONE CABINET
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
INSTALL A

"LANGMORE"

and have your Gramophone,
Wireless Set, Loud - speaker
and Batteries all in one cabinet.
These cabinets are very strongly constructed of selected Oak and Plywood.
Size overall, 3 ft. 2 in. high by 21 in
wide by 15 in. deep.

006"M$
40* INTERFERENCE
ifyoufita
PAILLARD

THE TOP SECTION. Size, 41 in.
high by 18 in. wide by 14 in. deep,
gives ample accommodation for gramo-

phone and pick-up.

,UNA

THE CENTRE SECTION. Size,
10 in. high by 18 in. wide by 14 in.
deep, is for the wireless set, to take a
panel either 18 in. by 7 in. or 18 in.
by 8 in.

ELECTRIC

THE BOTTOM SECTION. Size,
14 in. high by 18 in. wide by 1371 in.
deep, gives accommodation for loudspeaker and batteries,
The whole of the back is enclosed by double
doors, so that all parts are easily accessible.
ALL are fitted with hinged top, heavy platform to take a I2 -in. turntable for the gramo-

phone, and a substantial baseboard for the
wireless

set.

BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED
::
::
JACOBEAN OAK

INDUCTION MOTOR

No brushes or commutator to cause interference. No belt.
The motor runs smoothly and silently, without variation in
the revolution speed even with largely fluctuating mains
current. 12 velvet -covered turntable, automatic brake and

cut-out.

Price 49/6 each
Packed FREE and sent Carriage
Paid to any address in Gt. Britain.
Trade Inquiries Invited.

THE MISCELLANEOUS TRADING Co. Ltd.
13 & 17, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.1

For 100-130 and 200-250 V. A.C. 7%" x 5 I/2 X 5W.

£ 4-117/6 (without Unit Plate, f4/10/0):
Super

Pick-up

and

Arm,

1212/6.

Portable Gramophone Cabinet fitted
with Paillard Motor, Super Pick-up
and volume control, £811510 complete.

APOLLO GRAMOPHONE CO., LTD.
4-5 Bunhill Row, London, E.C.1

Phone : Holborn 4894.

A

TWO WONDERFUL VALVES
Highest Efficiency

good item

Lowest Price !

on any

SUPER -DETECTOR
Slope
...
Mag. Factor

programme

Current

2 Ma, V
15

0.15

HYPER-POWE R
(2-veh)

Slope
Mag. Factor
Fil. Current

0.3

Steep

low

Slope,

2.3 Ma/V
5

impedance,

splendid volume, beautiful tone.

Wonderful reproduction of the
bass notes.

N.C.C.899

It's the
Tobacco that Counts

Ask your dealer or write for

free folder to :-

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD:

Bez-t war

538 High Road, Leytointone, E.11.

Matioots
os

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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LITTLE STORIES OF GREAT MOMENTS

FE

Tll

The goodness of FERRANTI components
is reflected in the performance of
FERRANTI All -electric Radio. Experienced constructors know that nothing less

than the best

satisfies

Ferranti, and in

every detail the range of All -electric Radio
maintains the traditions Ferranti have
established.

2 -VALVE SETS for the REGIONAL
Twin Transmissions. No tuning. Either
programme at the turn of a switch. Good
radio in its simplest form.
£16

2 -VALVE SETS for the Local Station.
Long and medium waves. Dial illuminated
and scaled in wavelengths.

7001C1
Pi going -ifs going.
There was gladness in some hearts and consternation in many when Stephenson's Rocket
started on its first perilous journey. Long em-

bittered critics were confounded and the habits
of a nation transformed. It was the complete
triumph of a lifetime spent in doing one thing
and doing it well.
It is this same spirit of "doing one thing and
doing it well " which has, for years, been behind
all T.C.C. endeavour. That is why T.C.C. have
never made anything
but Condensers, and
that is why T.C.C. Condensers are unmatched

-for accuracy and for

dependability.
One of the many types
is shown here. It is
the T.C.C. .0003 mfd.
Upright Mica Condenser.

Price 1;6.

£16

3 -VALVE SETS. Capable of superb
reproduction, ample volume, and sufficient
selectivity to ensure variety. £25 to £28

CONSOLES incorporating the

3 -valve

Set and a Moving -Soil Speaker.
From 28 guineas to £55

RADIO -GRAMOPHONES providing
magnificent reproduction of gramophone
records and the broadcast programmes.
75 guineas

All these Sets have plug and socket for
gramophone pick-up. All are fitted with
fuses and safety switch, and dual ratio
(1-1 and 15-1) output transformer.

Easy Hire Purchase Terms are available.

FERRANTI

ALL -ELECTRIC RADIO
IS SUPREME

CBIVDENSER
TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO., LTD., N. ACTON, W.3.

FERRANTI LTD.
Head Office and Works : HOLLINWOOD, Lancs.
LONDON : BUSH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

mat.cur Wircie.s!)
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COSSOR VALVE
'"DESIGNED especially for more efficient H.F. amplification in
Li non -screened grid Receivers, the new Cossor 210 H.L. possesses
features of vital interest to all users of that type of Set. Amongst

these may be instanced its special grid current characteristics. By
the complete elimination of grid current in this valve a remarkable
degree of distortionless H.F. amplification is ensured without the
necessity of employing grid bias. As a result the Cossor 2.10 H.L.
can be worked under the most efficient operating conditions-its
amplification unimpaired by the effect of bias. Because of
this and because of the other special features of the Cossor 210 H.L.
detailed below the use of this new valve will effect a considerable

increase in the efficiency of any non -screened grid Receiver.

M CA BRIDGE

UNIFORM

SUSPENSION

MOUNTING

PERFORMANCE

Practical experience has
shown that the Cossor 7
suspension system
point

Permanent alignment of the
electrode system is ensured by a

The Cossor mica bridge construction permits no variation

stout mica bridge which forms
an integral part of the anode

of

assembly. Whets finally secured

ity of perforniance is therefore

SEVEN POINT

definitely eliminates micro.
phonic noises. Th system
is employed in the support
of the exceptionally long lila.
went of the Cossor 210 H.L.

The new Cossor 210 H.L. 2 volts, 'lamp.
Impedance 22,000. Amplification Factor
24, Mutual Conductance, 1.1

in position the whole structure
becomes

one interlocked unit.

characteristics due to
differences in introolectrode
spacing. Complete uniform-

ensured between all valves.
of the same type.

THE NEW

m.a.lv. Anode voltage 75.150. 8
Price

. . . . .

Be sure to get one of our novel, circular
Station Charts, which give identification

details of nearly 50 stations with space for
entering your own dial readings. Ask your
dealer for a copy, price 2d. or send 2d. stamp
to us and head your letter'StationChartAIF

OSSOR
210 N.L.

A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.5
Q 7188

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

No. 449.
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THE LEADING RADIO WEEKLY FOR THE
CONSTRUCTOR,LISTENEP E, EXPERIMENTER.

A BUMPER NUMBER
pERE'S another bumper issue

free full-size wiring and layout plan. You
will find this near the centre of this issue.
1 AMATEUR WIRELESS-the great fea- Just remove the complete sheets from the
of

ture of which is a fine new receiver, the issue, and there you are, ready to make
" 1931 Ether Searcher." For months the up one of the best sets that has ever been
Technical Staff has been working on the produced.
production of a new set which really can
NEXT WEEK
cut out unwanted stations and which, at
AND,
by
the way, do make sure of
the twist of only one knob, can bring in
getting next week's issue. This will
up to fifty stations, all on the speaker. You contain further information and construcmay be dubious and think that, with the tional details with regard to the "Ether
ether so crowded as it is, no set could do Searcher," and there is bound to be a big
this ; but it can-the " 5931 Ether Searcher "
does do it !

A FREE CONSTRUCTION PLAN

demand for it. You will be disappointed if

you find that the newsagent is sold out
next week; so snake sure now and order

'HIS amazing set is a three-valver with your copy to -day. See details on page 9o.
1 one screen -grid stage, and the secret
HAVE YOU HEARD ICELAND ?
lies in the special tuning system employed.
IN spite of several reports to the conThe set is easy to build,
trary, the Iceland transmitter has not
and, to make the construcyet come on the air. The wavelength will
tional work easy for novice
be 1,200 metres, and announcements will
and expert alike, we are
giving in this issue a

Page
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be made in Icelandic with occasional use

of German and English. Arrangements
have been made for every school in Iceland

to be equipped with a receiver so that all

scholars can obtain the benefit of the

special school transmissions which will be
arranged.

IMPROMPTU BROADCASTS
AGERMAN radio station recently
organised a novel broadcast. Four
people were invited to the studio-a
gardener, a bookbinder, a seamstress, and
a housewife. No special subject was given,

but the four were invited to just chat
among themselves. After a preliminary
canter to get used to each other, the
microphone was " opened" in their midst.
The remarks were quite spontaneous.
They joined in the discussion with such

enthusiasm that the station director was
ultimately forced to fade them out as the
time limit had been overstepped. Within
a few moments of the fade-out the station

was telephoned with requests that the
broadcast might continue !

SETS IN PRISON
LOGGING THOSE FIFTY STATIONS ! When you have made up your " Ether Searcher,"
you, too, will be able to study a map of Europe and tune in practically any station you wantWITH NO INTERFERENCE

IT is interesting to hear that wireless sets

are now being installed in prisons.

During the last six weeks Kolster-Brandes

NEXT WEEK : ANOTHER BUMPER NUMBER WITH MORE ABOUT THE "ETHER SEARCHER"

matter
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NI-WS 8-- G,OSSID
have supplied sets to Norwich Prison and
to H.M. Prison, Perth. This development
bears out the remarks of the Home Office
official, who says : " Wireless is already
installed in several prisons, and I foresee
the time when broadcasting will be used
extensively for both education and entertainment of "good conduct" prisoners.
DIALLING THE SET !
EVEN now tuning isn't a difficult Process : with one -knob sets it is child's
play. But the possibility of an automatic
tuning control worked in the same way as
the new dial -type telephones is rumoured.
It is reported that patent rights have been
granted to two Nottingham men for their

OF THE WhEK -Continued

the 30o,000th will take out a licence in
a week or so. To mark the event, the
Czech broadcasting authorities will make
a presentation to the lucky 30o,000th
listener ! It's a pity the B.B.C. doesn't do
something on these lines !
WHAT LISTENERS WANT
INTERESTING side -lights on what the
average listener expects from the
B.B.C. are revealed in the analysis of the
Daily Mail ballot, recently, concluded.

daily press that the B.B.C. should extend
facilities for experimental transmissions
of this system. But it cannot be too
greatly emphasised that the apparatus in
question is only in the laboratory stage.

allocate a million pounds to B.B.C.
programmes for 1931. To simplify matters,

OUR FREE WIRING

THOSE INTERNATIONAL

our impressions of H.M.V. television.

Some suggestion has been made in the

An insuperable difficulty in using the broad-

cast facilities of the B.B.C. for this system

Readers were asked how they would

all broadcast matter was classified under
the five headings of Vaudeville, Plays,

invention of a dialling device for auto- -Popular Music, Classical Music, and Talks.
matically tuning and controlling receivers Vaudeville and Popular Music still head
and transmitters. It consists of a mechan- the list, but not in quite so pronounced a
ism operated by a dial similar to that used
in connection with automatic telephones.

H.M.V. TELEVISION
ELSEWHERE in this issue we record

fashipn as in 1927. There is evidence of

support for the talks, but plays do not
seem to be popular. A typical day's
analysis shows that Vaudeville secured
roo votes, Popular Music 99, Classical

BROADCASTS
AMERICA (the Columbia chain in Music 25, Talks 15, and Plays only 7.
particular) is relaying many British
THE TALKS CONFERENCE
items just recently, and there is an "international" complex on the other side of
AN overwhelming majority at the
the Atlantic. Mr. C. W. Horn, of the
National Conference on Broadcast
National Broadcasting Company, was in- Lectures decided in favour of broadcasting
timately connected with a large part of the the talks at 8 p.m. or thereafter. Opinion
preliminary development work on inter- was divided as to whether talks series
national broadcasting. He says : " I fore- should consist of six or twelve talks, and
see that we shall gradually improve and whether each talk should be of twenty
increase the number of broadcasts until, minutes duration or thirty minutes. It is
without any definite announcement or interesting to record that a strong appeal
warning, we shall be arranging programmes was made not to "talk down" to listeners.
for international consumption without The professorial manner of some talkers is,

PLAN
In this issue we have adopted a novel and

practical idea for giving a free full-size
constructional chart and wiring plan of

the" 1931 Ether Searcher." Simply detach
the sheets from the issue and use them as
a template for panel drilling, for mounting

the parts and for wiring. The chart simplifies

wiring because the wire lengths are given
in full size. Any novice can make up the
" Ether Searcher " with the aid of this free
print.

of television would be the wide frequency
channel required. Readers will recall that
the Baird experimental transmissions are
confined to the 9 -kilocycle channel available

for sound broadcasting. The B.B.C. adopts
the view that, while it is naturally

interested in all technical developments
allied to its service, it has no
to offer facilities for experiment. Actually,

there is not the slightest indication that
giving much thought to the question as we know, deeply resented by listeners.
the H.M.V. engineers desire such facilities
to whether or not conditions will be
at this stage.
SCHOOL
BROADCASTING
suitable."
FULL, details are now available of the SUNDAY PROGRAMMES AGAIN
A PRIZE FOR A LICENCE
proposed broadcasts to schools for the
CONSIDERABLE space has of late
CZECHOSLOVAKIA has had a bright spring and summer terms of 1931. The
been devoted to controversy about the
idea There are now 293,000 listeners Central Council for School Broaddasting, make-up of the B.B.C.'s Sunday proin Czechoslovakia, and it is expected that a body of teachers and others engaged in grammes. We are particularly interested

education, have to see that an appreciable amount of
no desire to correspondence in the daily press records
make broadcast favourable impressions of the present
lessons compuls- programmes on Sunday. And when we
ory, but the y look at the advance programmes we must
claim that admit that with Albert Sandler, the

broadcasting Gershom Parkington Orchestra, and the
can furnish first -

Wireless Military Band there is little
h a n d informa- cause to complain of the absence of light
tion beyond the music on Sundays.
resources of the
MOSCOW CALLING !
average school.
Although still in
AVE readers heard the English broad-

the stage of ex-

periment, school
broadcasting has

certainly as-

' casts from the Moscow station on

1304 metres? This station is easily heard
in London on a three -valve all -electric

set. The broadcasts are frequently made in

sumed a very the English language and relate to propaimportant part. ganda on the Russian Soviet Five-year

"We know that plan. From what we have heard it would

at this mom- seem that the proudest boast of a Soviet
A school for broadcasters. In order to train artistes for the microphone a
school has been started in London dealing with this special branch. Pupils

attend the school, and sing, speak or play their particular instrument before a microphone. Almost immediately afterwards they hear their
performance amplified, from a record, from which they can pick out the
mistakes.

ent 3,000 odd worker is that his output has exceeded
schools are tak- the requirements of the Five-year Plan!
ing these talks," Touching little episodes are broadcast to
said a B.B.C. show how workers who were disgruntled
official "and we before the revolution are now happily
estimate that working for the good of the cause. Somealtogether at times a Russian delivers the English
least 5,000 broadcasts, but on one occasion we
schools listen." distinctly recognised a Clydeside accent!

,
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HOW TO CONTROL THE
TONE OF YOUR SPEAKER
Details of a novel unit

to

connect to your speaker to accentuate bass or treble at will
CAN you control the tone of your
speaker? It is easy enough, of course,

to fit a volume control either to the set

itself or to the speaker so that the strength
can be controlled, but many people do not

realise how easy it is to alter the output

arrangement so that the tone can be
altered.
Now, you may want to alter the tone to
a certain extent peirmanently. Perhaps you

are dissatisfied with the natural tone of

the speaker, and think that it would be an
ttnprovement if in some way it could be
fore powerful either at the high- or low requency end of the scale.

Or perhaps you would like to have a

handy control near the speaker by means of

which you could, at will, shift the tone
from boominess to shrillness. In this way
you could make the most of any particular

broadcast item.

On dance bands, for

instance, you could add plenty of resonance

to the bass, while on items such as piano
and violin solos, you could alter the
tone, generally towards greater accentuation of the higher end of the scale.
The little unit illustrated by the
accompanying photographs gives you this
handy tone control. It is extraordinarily
simple to make up and, considering the
benefit it gives, is very low in cost. It will
be seen from the list of components that
heavy duty parts are specified. It is an
absolute waste of time to put unreliable
chokes, condensers, and variable resistances in a unit of this kind.
How does it work? Glance at the
circuit diagram which shows the connections of the special tapped three -henry
choke, the .o5-microfarad condenser, and
the 50,00o -ohm potentiometer.

The unit connected to the set
speaker terminals

condenser and to the moving arm of the

potentiometer. A tapping is provided from
The idea is that the choke results in a one side of the potentiometer winding, and
high -note circuit, whereas the condenser the other end of this wire should have a
produces an accentuation of the bass. spade tag soldered on to it so that it may be
The potentiometer is provided to control placed in any one of the five other terminals
the amount by which either the choke or of the transformer.
Now for working. Simply connect the
input side of the unit to the loud -speaker
terminals of the set and connect the output
50,0000/11175
terminals to the speaker itself. Note that

-osief

this unit must not be used without some form
of output circuit insulating it from the anode
D.C. current.

Try each tapping on the choke in turn,

varying the potentiometer at the same

time and noting the tonal change possible.
It will be found that one setting gives the
best standard of tone and the most satisfactory possible variation.

Input

output

BLI/EPR/NTMA.W269

5

3 henries
The circuit of the unit

condenser arrangement is brought into
circuit.

Constructionally, the unit presents no
difficulties at all because the choke and
condenser are simply screwed to a small
piece of ply -wood, forming the base of the

unit, and the input and output terminals

and potentiometer. are mounted on a small
strip of ebonite screwed at right -angles to
the baseboard.
COMPONENTS
Baseboard 4 in. by 41 in.

Ebonite strip 4i in. by 21 in.
Tapped special 3 -henry ehoke (Varley).
One 50,000 -ohm potentiometer (Regentstat,
Coivern, Clarostat).

Four terminals, two marked " input " and

two " output " (Belling -Lee, Igranle, Eelex).
One .05 fixed condenser (T.C.C., Dubilier,
Linen).

Make sure to connect up the choke

The construction of the unit requires only
three components

correctly. It will be seen that the terminal

o is connected to one side of the fixed

The layout and wiring diagram. A full-size
blueprint is available, price 6d.
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ANOTHER SPECIAL NUMBER NEXT WEEK

11

A Pictorial Guide for the "Ether Searcher" Builder
WE have produced the set of the

season. Before publishing a word

about it, we took many opportunities of getting it tested by different
people, and I give here just a few extracts
from the test reports. A telegram received
says : " Thanks for opportunity of testing
out the ' 1931 Ether Searcher.' Selectivity
marvellous.

Stations All Round the Dial.

I

One hundred per cent. better than the
best. Heartiest congratulations."
A Broxbourne, Herts, tester says : " I
tested the ' 1931 Ether Searcher' a few
days ago. There was

No Interference from Miihlacker
when listening to the Regional. This
speaks for itself. A novice friend also
worked the set, and after five minutes'
experience at the single -knob control he
had brought in twenty-four stations quite
clearly on the speaker, five of these being

I!

Midland Regional. The Ether Searcher'
Another London, S.E., tester says :
' What most impressed me when I tried

A Brockley tester says : " The 1931
Ether Searcher' certainly ranks among the
very best. Very few receivers, especially
of the battery type, can separate such
pairs of high-powered giants as, say,
Rome and Stockholm, Langenberg and

11

11

1

treat individually a number of special
points, all simple but requiring to be
observed.
Particularly, shall we make clear the
order of assembly and fixing of the parts.
This is a matter in which a new constructor
sometimes makes trouble for himself, but

the ' 1931 Ether Searcher ' was the strength
of the foreign stations. One might reason-

ably expect that some loss of strength

would be experienced with this selectivity.

Actually there appears to be a gain. The
three tuned circuits, operated by a single
knob, constitute the only satisfactory way

do the first things first, he will have no
difficulty whatever.

gestion."
Alan Hunter, who designed the original

A big and novel feature of next week's

special issue will be the inclusion of a

" Ether Searcher " two years ago, has
tested the " 1931 Ether Searcher," and
says : " With this set you can search the

constructor's

Large-scale Pictorial Layout

ether just as easily as in the halcyon days,
when the original model was produced. To
search the ether to -day you must have, at

in which every component of the " 1931

Ether Searcher " will be shown in position,
and which will give, in addition, practical

least, three tuned circuits. These are
provided in the 1931 Ether Searcher'
with a simplicity of construction and

hints that will guide the amateur builder.
This pictorial layout will measure about

16 in. by rr in., and will be part of the

operation

issue itself, not loose.

In many other ways, next week's issue
will have special character and more than
usual reader interest. Everyone keen on

Never Before Equalled
in a three-valver."
Do you wonder at the fact that we have

the new set must not miss it, and every

never put forward a set with greater
confidence than we do this amazingly

other reader will find in next week's issue
many valuable
features.

selective "three." We shall have a lot more

The Set of the Season.
A HANDY DEVICE

Thus we have a handy method of placing

experiment.

F. C. W.

should give quite good results.
Of the various methods of receiving on

the short waves, the oscillating detector

-

lengths the frame has to be of very small amplifier. Apart from the last two mendimensions, so that its high -frequency pick- tioned usages, the screen -grid valve, of
up must remain relatively small. There course, is mostly used as a high -frequency
are certainly some good possibilities in this amplifier. There are signs that the superdirection and the reader who is keen on heterodyne receiver is coming back into
popularity again and now that we have the
WHY NOTtake more care with the reaction control ?

pins and rigid metal supports soldered to
the latter. Corresponding holes are made
in a valve holder which is in turn soldered
to the upper ends of the supports. To add
to rigidity, melted paraffin wax should be
poured into the valve holder, whilst cross
strips of ebonite may be necessary to
strengthen the rods.

useful

followed by two low -frequency stages has
undoubtedly been the most popular in the
past. The coming of the screen -grid
WAVE DIAL
valve altered the position somewhat. This
HAVE any readers ever tried using a type of valve is now being used as a high.:
frame aerial for short-wave reception? frequency amplifier in various forms, it is
I tried using one some time ago and ob- being used as a detector in some receivers,
tained some quite good results, too. The and lastly, it is also coming into use as a
trouble is that on the very shortest wave- resistance -capacity coupled low -frequency

AROUND THE SHORT-

testing

and

experimenting on the short waves is certainly advised to build a small frame and
try various arrangements. If the frame
is efficiently constructed, the pick-up will
be surprisingly large, except as mentioned'
before, on the very shortest wavelengths.
For the bands from 3o metres upwards it

voltage to the others-quite useful for

Made out of an
old valve base this
novel device facilitates

recreative

Start Building It !

THE following device, which can be a valve on " stilts," as it were. It may be
made at the/cost of a few pence, will more easily examined in working condibe found to be extremely useful in experi- tions : its filament and plate voltages
mental, work. A burnt -out or otherwise checked and its anode current taken.
useless valve is broken and the base care- Again, by making a break in the filament
fully " disembowelled " of all adhering connections, we have a handy means of
glass. Holes are then bored close to the running one of the valves at a different

(56.1.000

111

if he will just follow our instructions and

of coping with the present ether con-

on the long waves."

11

to say about it next week, when we shall
give further constructional details and

does."

screen -grid valve, it is possible to get enormous amplification from this type of

receiver. A short-wave super -heterodyne

To obtain good quality, one must remember never to force reaction. If one then
requires more selectivity, add more tuned

receiver is probably the most pow erful type

Searcher."
fit an anti -motor -boating unit ? The con-

appearance during the last few weeks.

circuits,

as is done in the new " Ether

denser should have a value of 2 micro farads and should be capable of standing
up to the mains voltage.

of receiver available for ordinary amateur
use today.
A new short-wave station has made its

This is WIXAZ, a to -kilowatt relay station
of WBZ at Springfield, Mass., U.S.A. The
wavelength is about 32 metres.
MANDER BARNETT.
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ANNOUNCERS IlEl IL THEIR

SICLIES

SOME

QUAINT
BROADCASTERS
By DANIEL PRIOR AND

CARL SCHIONNING,
of the Copenhagen Station

THERE are two announcers at the

Copenhagen station, and we share the
Service between us. In the minds of many

'Danish listeners we pass for a kind of

Announcing from the Axelborg studio used by the Copenhagen station

" Siamese twins," not because we resemble

each other (on the contrary, one of us is "open." He turned round to the announcer the professor and take leave of him, buttall and lean and the other short and stout), and gave a sigh of relief, saying : "Thank what a sight I We had left him like a smart
but because listeners maintain that they goodness that that is over, such rot as it elderly gentleman wearing evening dress
can hardly tell who is who.
was ! "
and a prominent pair of gold spectacles
This can naturally occasionally be
A propos of an "open" microphone. but after the broadcast we ibuftd him with

annoying, but at other times to our Qne afternoon we had two Swedish

advantage, as, for instoo're, if one of us artistes who, had recited Strindberg. The
nta-k-es a mistake he can easily blame it on microphone was closed-at least, we
to the other; and often does I
thought so-but owing to some mistake in
the control room the microphone was still

" Our Artistes"

his trousers hanging down loose and wearing
only an under -vest.
His clothes lay

scattered about the studio-all except his

gold spectacles. He swore that this should
be the last time that he would broadcastswitched on. At that time it was still the and he kept his word I

But let me speak of our artistes. This is custom for the announcer to pay the
a little story from the early days. An artistes their fees. The result was that all

elderly and jovial actor had been given a the listeners heard how much the artistes
story to broadcast. He did not care for the received for their services, and could hear
story and complained, before broad- the actors expressing their pleasure !
casting, saying jokingly and in a loud voice

to the announcer that, nevertheless, he A Nervous Actor
would do his best.
Well, he began, and the announcer went

It'

can happen that even the most

experienced actors become nervous in
to the other end of the studio. The actor front of the microphone. 'One of our bestdid his best, but when he had finished he known Danish actors, let us call him "Mr.
forgot that the microphone was still H.", one evening during the broadcasting

of a play suddenly forgot what he ought to

say: When the play was over, I enquired
how he lost his cue. He would never
confess that he was at fault, and he made
the excuse that the lighting was to blame
and that he had the greatest difficulty in
reading his part. A few days later a
particularly bright lamp was placed over

the microphone, and "Mr. H." had to

broadcast again. Again he bungled, so
that the other actors very nearly lost their
cues. Afterwards he excused himself by

saying that it was the fault of "that

Daniel Prior, one of Copenhagen's announcers

carpet," which he nearly
A young lady who broadcast recently
stumbled over and which distracted his was little acquainted with the mysteries of
attention ! But then I suppose all artistes wireless, but still she knew that we had
have their faults !
just opened up our short-wave transOne evening we had a well-known mitter. At home she only had a crystal
professor who came to give a lecture. This set; but in all seriousness and with a
-man was unusually nervous about the happy smile she said : "Yes, and I must
microphone, and he seemed terrified when certainly say that since you opened that -being shown round the studio. But at last what do you call it ?-oh, yes, short-wave
we succeeded in reassuring the professor. station, we hear far clearer and more
We shut him in the studio and went into distinctly at home."
the announcer's listening cabinet. The
We put that one to the engineers !
confounded

lecture began and we could distinctly notice

that he grew more and more nervous.
Carl Schionning, the other announcer at
Copenhagen

Towards the close of the lecture his voice
positively shook.
At last he finished, and we went in to see

Let "Amateur Wireless"

solve your problems

motPur

eless
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A new Television System, which is based on already well-known

principles, has been developed by the " His Master's Voice"
engineers, who have set out to attain definite entertainment value.
Below is a description of the apparatus and the results obtained.
To explain the general principles of
TELEVISION on an entertainment
basis; that was the guiding thought of H.M.V. television we must refer to the
the H.M.V. engineers when they started to make-up of a picture. Any printed illustackle the many problems of transmitting tration consists of hundreds of small dots,
vision by electrical means. A few days varying both in size and blackness. The
ago we saw the first fruits of this H.M.V. larger the number of these dots in a given
research, when a select party was invited area the more detailed is the picture.

tively narrow frequency
channels allotted to broadcasting.
H.M.V. rightly state that this policy has
prevented the perfection of a picture, thus
forcing the all-important question of
entertainment value into the background.
" Without entertainment value," con-

Reducing the number of dots has tend H.M.V., " television must fail as a
the effect of reducing the picture popular commercial proposition." For the
time being, H.M.V. has concentrated on
detail.

UPPER FILM
SPOOL BOX

the perfection of the television image,
The Principle Used
leaving r,0 .s.sibLe commercialisation until
So much for still pictures; further research has slio-wh the way.
when we are dealing with moving objects the principle known Arc -lamp Lighting
as persistence of vision is inIn the H.M.V. television system a large

STANDARD FILM
PROJECTOR
117

tf4

The eye tends to retain
an image of the original object
for an appreciable time after it
has been removed. To give the
illusion of a continuously moving picture, twelve pictures per
second must be passed before
the eye. If the number of picvolved.

number of picture elements per unit area of

the picture are involved. And to get

sufficient illumination at the receiving end
a powerful arc -lamp is modulated by a
Kerr cell arrangement.
It has not been found possible to obtain
sufficient illumination from the neon lamps
that have so far been widely used in teletures per second is reduced a vision receivers. The neon lamp may be
flicker is noticed.
practicable for an image viewed by a single
In transmitting a picture in person, but there is not sufficient illuminawhich there may be as many tion with this device to project an image on
as io,000 dots, each of these to a screen. H.M.V. emphasizes the fact
dots must be reproduced twelve that there is nothing new in the fundamen-

times per second to give the tal principles of their system. But the

transmitted picture the illusion mechanical and electrical development is
of movement; 120,000 separate
(Continued on page sso)

DRIVING
MOTOR

signals would

therefore

FILM
LOWER FILM
SPOOL BOX

have to be

transmitted
per second,

The H.M.V. transmitter for televising films: a lens

drum is used for breaking up the image, the light

ARC LAMP

MIRROR DRUM
DRIVING MOTOR,
KERR

and even

falling on photo -electric cells

CELLS

PROJECTION

MIRROR
DRUM.

LENS

then the picby the Gramophone Company to see a ture would be lacking in

television demonstration
laboratories.

at the Hayes

fine detail.

The Gramophone

What we saw was television developed Company points out that

to a sufficient stage of perfection to be in television systems de-

called an entertainment. For some minutes we viewed a variety of scenes and
actions of extraordinary clearness. We
were reminded of a home cinematograph.
What we saw was not a simple screen
projection, but the result of a complicated
sequence involving all the processes of
television. The definition was such that
the numbers on trams in a London street

veloped up:to the present

there has been a tendency to

reduce

the

number of signals per
second required for television.

By so doing it

has been recognized that
detail would be lost,

but the object has been
scene could be easily read. These pictures to restrict the total numwere built up by the television receiver on ber of signals per second
a screen 24 inches by 20 inches and a large so that a television
number of people could view the pictures image could be broadwith comfort.

cast within the compara-

A

0

AMPLIFIERS
SCREEN

Here is the receiver, the image being reflected on to a
translucent screen from a mirror drum
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Mullard

VALVES
FOR
THE
1931

"ETHER SEARCHER"

P.M.i2

PM.2DX
P.M.2A
P.M.12-The Screened Grid valve for
DISTANCE.

P.M.2DX-The sensitive detector.

P.M.2A-The latest P.M. 2 -volt output
valve.

Chosen for this New Year circuit because

of their high efficiency, but also suitable
for any modern set employing the
Screened Grid - Detector - Power - Valve
combination.

Mullard

THE MASTERVALVE
Advt. The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, TV .C.2
Ark.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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Resolve for 1931
To have reliable,

convenient and
1001, efficient Radio
Don'i tolerate the inconsistencies and expense
of H.T. Batteries and Accumulators any longer.
Do away with them once and for all by investing
in an " ATLAS " All -Mains Unit-A.C.188. It

will last a lifetime and is the finest Unit yet
produced and gives an output of 150 volts at
25 m/A, which is twice that of any other Unit
at the price.
Without the slightest alteration or replacement
of Valves, A.C.188 makes any Set-Standard or
Portable-the equal of an expensive All -Mains
Set. Chosen by the experts as the finest Unit
at Olympia, A.C.188 provides H.T. direct to the
Set, and the combined Trickle Charger automatically charges either 2-, 4- or 6 -volt L.T.
Accumulators from the Mains.
Incorporating the " ATLAS " A.C.188, your Set
will amaze you and for the first time you will
really appreciate the meaning of perfect reception.

It is absolutely safe and silent in operation,
guaranteed for twelve months, and incorporates
the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier.
Insist on the " ATLAS " A.C.188 and don't be

put off with so-called " just as good "-there
are none.

If you require L.T. Charger only, ask for the
f` ATLAS " A.C.190 or A.C.124.

by thts
NEW

SUPER

Type A.- For

use

in detector

anode circuit.
rc

PePlormance Type 13.- Fdoevricuese baestwaeCeOnUra2
and detector valves.

fORMo
CHOKE
ARTHUR

PREEN 8/ C9 LTD'

WITH IIY-PAH CONDENSER

Sensational Pevelopmed
The introduction of the Forme Choke will mark the

OR 10A DEPOSIT
& BALANCE IN EASY
44MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Ask your dealer for a
demonstration or write

direct to the makers
for folders.

H. CLARKE & CO. (NI C12.1

LAD., OLD TRAFFORD,

MANCHESTER

LONDON OFFICE: 60 Chandos St., Strand.
W.C.2.
GLASGOW OFFICE: 93 Hope St., Glasgow.

AttAi

99

beginning of an entirely new perfection in reproduction
for thousands of set owners.
The performance of an H.F. Choke is the key to the
tuning of your set. After fitting this new Formo, the difference in reception is amazing. It has been wound with
an extremely high inductance (250,000 M. Henries), has
the low self capacity of 2'0 micro-microfarads, a low
resistance of 600 ohms. and is fitted with a condenser
for by-passing unwanted frequencies to earth.
Distortion and fierce oscillation are banished, giving

a de!ightfully smooth reaction that makes tuning a
new delight.
Increase the range, selectivity and performance
of your set by fitting the new Formo Choke.

Obtain-

able from all good dealers. price 7/6.
Send for
folder A.W.
:- ARTHUR PREEN & CO., LTD.,
Golden Square, Piccadilly Circus, W.1. FACTORY :
Crown Works, Southampton.
BUY YOUR RADIO WHERE YOU

Tifirst
FORM°

Displays

ALL -MAINS UNIT The Sign of the Best Deaki/s
Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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Release

that

imprisons
Force

that
lives

.!55

within
tiour set!
The loud -speaker is the final arbiter on all
sounds broadcast.

It is in many cases a

barrier which holds back volume, coarsens

BLUE
SPOT
66R
35'

reproduction, through lack of sensitivity, and
mars the work of a first-class receiver. Not
merely a good loud -speaker is good enough
-only the superlative excellence of the Blue
Spot can reveal with unquestionable perfection everything broadcast. Though highly

sensitive, a Blue Spot carries heavy loads
without a hint of " blare " or " boom." Hear

the Blue Spot demonstrated at any radio
store and realise its superiority.

Blue Spot Power Unit, Type 66P
Blue Spot Power Unit, Type 66K
Blue Spot Major Chassis Blue Spot Special Chassis -

THE 'BRITISH 131.114

- 27/6
- 25/ -

15/ -

10/6

ICIDMIPANY ITO

BLUE SPOT HOUSE 94/96 ROSOMAN STREET ROSEBERY AVENUE LONDON E C

'Grams : " Bluospot, Smith, London:"
'Phone : Clerkenwell 3570.
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland, and North IV ales : H. C. RAWSON
(Sheffield and London), LTD., loo London Road, Sheffield ; 22 St. Mary's Parsonage,
Manchester; 583 George Street, Glasgow.

Please Mention "AM; ." When Corresponding with Advertisers

ernateur

PRICES :

6o -v. Standard
90-v.
100-V.
I20 -V.

.
.

8/-

.

,,

6o -v. Super
,,

.
.

,r,

.
.

100-v.

I20V.
150-V.
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Wvrele-

.

,,

11/9
13/15/6
13/21/-

Hear that harmony, smooth and clear. Feel that warm vibrant
rhythm ; melodious, realistic, satisfying. That's the kind of
reproduction you hoped for when you bought your set . . . that's
what radio can bring to you.
But you can't expect this kind of reception unless your batteries
are right. If your set seems to lack the power it had when it
was new it's time to change to Pertrix.
There are two reasons for their super quality. First, NO sal ammoniac is used in their construction- second, they are made
as a good battery should be made . . . of nothing but the best.
Try one and hear ---your dealer has them.

25/6

31/-

Did you know that you can get Pertrix Batteries for your
flash -lamp ?
guarantee.

They are 6d. each, with an unlimited

NON -SAL -AMMONIAC

DRY BATTERIES

to

-)4./

Colossal Poteafi-

ildvt. of PERTRIX, LTD., Britannia House, 233, Shaftesbury Avenue, Lond on, W.C.2
Telephone: Temple Bar 7971 (-I line,)

Telegrams: Britanicus, Westcent, London.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

P1°3
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/
control for, at any rate, all main stations.
CONFIRMATION
AWEEK or two ago I mentioned that
A NEW NUISANCE
my Stenode showed that the London
MOST of us who wander about Europe
Regional, the Midland Regional, and the
on occasional evenings (and what
London National were all indulging to a
greater or less extent in wavelength wobble. valve man is there who doesn't ?) have
the decrease in spark signal
What happens during the reception of been blessingthat
has been noticeable on
Stuttgart. or Graz is that normally either interference
station is received completely free from the broadcast band for some little time.
London, but there are occasions When This is an excellent thing, and it is a
thought that in about two years
"Raucous Reg." wanders towards the cheering
wavelength of one or other of his neighbours sparks should be things of the past. But,
and comes through for a few seconds as a as is so often the case, our rejoicings are
strong interfering signal. As I mentioned, temper&Y by a chastening experience.
I believe that the London Regional was, Let me refer you once more to the Brussels
owing to wavelength wobble, in a large Laboratory report and ask you to look in
measure responsible for the interference it at the number of little circles that there
from Stuttgart complained of by users of are surmounted by a T. That T stands for
and often, as you will observe,
sets of average selectivity. The fact that telegraphy
London does wobble is confirmed by an this telegraphy is pretty well on top of a
examination of the November report of broadcast, transmission. Night after night,
the Brussels Laboratory, which, as you for example, there has been commercial

know, checks daily the wavelength of
nearly every station in Europe. Look at
that report and you will see, first of all;

SOME RESULTS
OU can see. if you think for a moment,
j ust what happens if two stations which

are wavelength neighbours both wobble a
little in the course of their transmissions.

Let us take an imaginary pair, calling
them A and B, and taking it that each
deviates to the extent of 200 cycles. At the

beginning of the transmission we will

start them fair by presuming that each is
precisely on its wavelength. They are then
separated by the full 9 kilocycles of the
Prague Plan. As time goes on each swings
a little above and a little below its proper
frequency. Sooner or later it is bound to

happen that one of them is zoo cycles
below its standard frequency, whilst the
other is 200 cycles above.

REDUCED SEPARATION

HE separation between the two
1.

stations then becomes only 8.6 kilo-

cycles, and if both are fairly powerful they
will cause mutual interference on receiving
sets designed to effect something approximating to a 9 -kilocycle separation. Further,

if a heterodyne whistle exists between
them its note will be observed to go

the calibrated circuit always place a
midget variable condenser. When you make

your calibration, set this exactly at the

half -way mark on its scale. Now, suppose
that you substitute a new valve, which is
pretty certain to havd a slightly different
inter -electrode capacity amongst other
things. You will find that the tuning is

:;lightly different all over the scale. But
you can bring it back again to agree with
your calibration chart with the aid of the
midget condenser. Take a station somewhere in the middle regions of the broadcast band-Toulouse, say, or Hamburg, or

Frankfurt-and set the dial of the main
tuning condenser exactly at the reading
recorded in the chart. Now tune in the
station by means of the midget condenser.
This having been done, you will find that

your recorded settings of the main con-

telegraphy within 2 kilocycles of Cork, and denser for all stations are nearly, if not
many other stations have suffered in the exactly, correct once more. If the midget

same way. One advantage of tonic -train
that no two consecutive measurements of or interrupted continuous -wave telegraphy
the London Regional wavelength are is that it does not give the broad -tuned
precisely the same and, secondly, that there interference associated with spark signals.
is an average error of 200 cycles with a It is confined, in other words, to a definite
maximum deviation of 7oo cycles. .This is wavelength. But if that wavelength is
a kilocycle or two of a broadcast
not bad, according to present-day stan- within
dards, but much closer working is required transmission the interference is such as to
if high-powered stations are not to inter- make the transmission definitely not worth
fere with one another when operating on a listening to as an entertainment.
wavelength allocation based on a 9 -kilocycle separation.

now, and I can strongly recommend it.
In parallel with the tuning condenser of

has a locking nut, clamp it up and leave it
alone until the next change is made.

REMEDYING A FAULT

RECENTLY, by one of these annoying
chances which do occur at times, my
receiver on which I do my normal listening
decided to break down. The signal simply
vanished, and although I tried all sorts of
dodges, like altering switches, to see that
the contacts were O.K., none of the usual
A CASE IN POINT
remedies appeared to make any difference
rrHE other night, when the Swedish whatever. The set remained ominously
1 stations were giving Carmen from the silent, while my' wife danced aroundStockholm Royal Opera House, I found well, you know the kind of thing she would
Stockholm itself fading rather badly and say! Here was I, the great "Thermion,"
said to myself : " Well, never minkl, and could not put a set_right.
Motala is sure to be top -hole." So far as
volume was concerned, Motala was splenDRASTIC MEASURES
did; but there was an I.C.W. morse signal
N
despair
I tore the back of the set off,
not merely near Motala's wavelength, but
bang on it. The great majority of these 1 and poked about inside. The valves were
morse signals, whatever system is employed, lightine, all right, and they had to be
are using wavelengths definitely reserved assumed satisfactory for the time being.
for broadcasting under the Washington On the principle of push everything you
Agreement, and it is high time that the can see, and pull everything else, I dropped
authorities in various countries took steps upon some fault,. When I was rewarded by
to end such unwarrantable interference a burst of speech from the speaker. I had
no idea what it was, and therefore I kept
with broadcasting
my hands in the position which had caused
the revival of the noise. The fun of it was
CALIBRATION
MOST people nowadays like to cali- that shortly after having relaxed my grip,
brate their sets in some way so that the set continued to function quite happily,
they can pick up, without any loss of time, and I ruefully surveyed my cramped.
such stations as they require. Some cali- fingers.
bration charts take the form of carefully
WANDERING VOLTAGE
drawn graphs; a less ambitious method is
to make a list of receivable stations with
ON looking into the cause, I found
that there was a break in the potentiotheir condenser settings. In either case the
whole thing may be somewhat thrown out meter controlling the voltage on the screenof gear if the valve in the' calibrated circuit grid-an A.C/S. Apparently the voltage
is changed or if some minor alteration, is on this valve had wandered about whither
made in the wiring of the components.
it listed, and I have observed before that if

slightly up arid down in pitch. And this is
exactly what you do find if two wobbly
stations are heterodyning one another.
A USEFUL HINT
The matter is one of extreme importance,
and I do hope 'that at the next conference qr HERE is a way out of the difficulty
of broadcastinc, authorities an effort will 1 which is both simple and effective. I
be made to bring in compulsory crystal have been using it myself for a long while

the screen voltage of an S.G. valve is

allowed to float about unattended it often

has the effect of polarising the valve
completely and prevents the set from
functioning. Anyhow, there we are.

Ainnreur WtreteSj
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On Your Wavelength!

(continued)

FILLING THE ETHER
though, despite all the B.B.C.'s proHE German broadcasting authorities nouncements about long-distance listening,
have definitely decided to replace it is those on the outside fringes of the
their existing system by nine high-powered service area who are most considered and the
transmitters, each rated at 6o kilowatts- rest have to suffer. What it actually comes
similar to Miihlacher, the station which has to is that if you use the high -frequency
recently made its presence felt in no stage which is necessary in order to obtain
uncertain fashion over here. The second adequate selectivity, deep modulation puts
station, Heilsberg, has already started either the ordinary leaky -grid -condenser
experimental transmissions, whilst the or anode -bend methods of rectification out
conversion of Langenberg is next on the of court where good quality . is desired,
list, though it is not expected to come into since neither of these can deal with the
full power until next autumn. The reason terrific peaks that frequently occur.
given by the German Reichpost for the
IF YOU WANT QUALITY
adoption of the new scheme is the " building
FOR
quality you must use either power
of new high-powered stations in neighbourgrid detection or push-pull detection.
ing countries."
Meanwhile our own
northern station at Slaithwaite will be on Hence we come to the astonishing fact
the ether very shortly, whilst the new that, so far from making reception of good
Scottish and West Regional stations are quality easier and cheaper, to obtain high,
under way. We seem to be moving in a power necessitates the use of more elaborate
vicious circle, and I only hope that im- receiving gear. Further, the high-tension
provements in selective reception, such as current consumption of either push-pull
the Stenode Radiostat, will manage to keep or power rectification is much greater
pace with all these developments at the than that of other methods. It follows,
therefore, that upkeep costs are greater
transmitting end.
Another amazing result of the present
NOT SUCCESSFUL
system of broadcasting is that unless the
MHE recent one -day experiment when set is converted to one of the detection
the LondOn Regional swopped wave- methods mentioned, less volume is now
lengths with Graz did not pan out success- available from the loud -speaker than
fully. As I anticipated, many others with previously. What I mean is that if you want
sets of only moderate selectivity found to avoid overloading when the peaks occur
matters worse than ever, since they were you must reduce your normal loudbothered by interference not only from speaker volume. Funny, isn't it?
Stuttgart, but also from Strasbourg and
QUEER IDEAS
Barcelona. The unfortunate Graz itself
IHAVE given you before some lovely
appears to have had a very poor time of it.

r

Austrian listeners found that both the
London Regional and Stuttgart caused
interference, and the result was very far
from jolly. Myself, I never expected it to
have a successful issue, for I am quite sure

that no pair of super -power stations can
work satisfactorily on neighbouring wave-

that is responsible for a very large part of come across the banshee variety which
the trouble. The Stenode shows that it is shrieked and howled. The truth is that
so deep that it affects the frequency at there are still people who regard the
intervals. Loud musical passages and catcalls produced either by themselves or
by the local ham-handed Henry as atmoscertain speech sounds definitely do so.
IT is difficult to make out why the B.B.C.
engineers aim at very deep modulation
of their high -power transmissions. The
reason, I suppose, is that it gives a longer
range and therefore a bigger service area,

but against this must be set the very
important fact that deep modulation
absolutely ruins quality at moderate
range. The whole of London lies within a

people who genuinely believe that their
sets cannot radiate. No doubt many

readers have come across such cases. As
a rule, you find that the offender is the last
person in the world who would willingly
cause distress to his -wireless neighbours
Often he possesses an old-fashioned three or four -valve set with a triode coupled by
the tuned plate method as high -frequency
amplifier. Reaction is arranged between the

plate and grid of the detector, and he
really believes that he can tune by the

squeal without causing a sound to reach

neighbouring aerials. Actually, of course,
this belief is utterly erroneous. The inter electrode capacity of triodes is quite
sufficient to pass oscillations hack to the
aerial, apart from the energy conveyed by
cross -coupling between the coils of ancient
sets with little or no screening. A modern
set, well screened and using an up-to-date
screen -grid valve as high -frequency ampli-

fier, can be quite innocuous, though I am
not going to say that it always is. On the
whole, I think it is best to make the little
test suggested before you indulge in

tuning by the squeal with any kind of
receiving set.

MAKE A NOTE
THE new Konigsberg transmitter al:

Heilsberg did not apparently come on
to the air some weeks ago with the whole

of the 75 kilowatts with which he was
to make his debut. As a matter of
instances of what the lay journalist billed
fact, he remained over a considerable
can do when he is turned on to wireless. period little, if any, stronger than the
Here is one of the best that I have ever original Konigsberg station. Just lately,
come across which occurred the other day though, he seems to have got into his
in a morning paper. There was a note on stride, and if you have not previously
the possibility of atmospherics being tried for him I would recommend your
caused by the movements of Mars and doing so now. I don't think that he is yet

Its opening sentence ran :
lengths if reception is to be conducted with Venus.
receiving sets of normal pattern and if the "Likeners who hear the shrieks and howls
" Well, I have heard a
modulation of one of them, at any rate, is of atmospherics
very deep. It is, I believe, the deep good many atmospherics of different
modulation on the London Regional's part brands, but I don't ever remember having

WHY DO THEY DO IT ?

A DANGEROUS BELIEF
AND, talking of howling, no small part
-A what there is now is produced by

pherics.

YOU SHOULD KNOW-

that the position of the speaker has a
bearing on the quality of reproduction.
Different positions in the room should be

tried before finally fixing the loud -speaker.

Speakers that appear to be deficient in

bass can often be improved by mounting
behind a baffle board.

using his full power. Eventually he will
go up to 120 kilowatts, and he ought then
to be a pretty useful kind of signal. Some
readers may find him rather too near the
National in wavelength, but with a selec-

tive set or with the aid of a good wave trap he ought to be receivable. Konigsberg generally puts on a good programme,

and the transmission is well worth your
attention.

LONG-DISTANCE CONDITIONS
T the time of writing, long-distance
conditions are extraordinarily good.

Fading, which was such a nuisance on the
medium waveband at the end of 193o, is

now far less severe and there are many

stations that one can hold for half an hour
or more on end without noticing trouble
from this source. Amongst the best of the

short radius of Brookmans Park and the

that it is a great mistake to have the same

foreigners at the moment are Budapest,

remainder of the area covered by a twenty -

than six months. Usually a falling -off in

Lyons Doua, Rome, Stockholm, Katto-

mile circle is thickly populated. That is to
say, by far the largest nuniber of listeners

in the service area are situated within

twenty miles of Brookmans Park. One
might think, therefore, that the first
consideration would be to give reception

of good quality to these. ' Apparently,

grid -bias battery in operation for more

Vienna,

quality is the first symptom to indicate

witz,

that the battery requires renewal.

that the Italian stations now open their
transmissions by playing a special gramophone record giving a carillon of bells to
the accompaniment of organ and orchestra.

Milan,

Prague,

Langenberg,

Frankfurt, Toulouse, Hamburg,
Barcelona (EAJ.i), Strasbourg, Brussels
(No. 2), Breslau, Gothenburg, Bordeaux,
Lafayette, Turin, Heilsberg, Bratislava,
Horby, and Nurnberg. There is a pretty
good list for you. Go in and get 'em.
THERMION
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MORE ABOUT THE

PUSH-PULL "TWO"
FOR D.C. MAINS
Constructional details of this receiver were given
last week. It incorporates a novel method of obtaining all current from the mains and push-pull
valves in the output stage. Here are some further
notes together with operating instructions.
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
resistance c a n always a variable factor depending entirely
readily be cal- upon local conditions. The arrangements
culated.
provided in this receiver are satisfactory

As far as the for all average supplies, and, in fact, the
set was 'tested on three different supplies
with satisfactory results in each case. The
push-pull output stage tends to eliminate
any hum, even though the filaments are

operation of the
receiver is concerned, it behaves' in the
Here is the complete set, the only exterior same manner as
connections required being aerial, earth, a n y ordinary

-

directly heated by the mains, and the
weakest link is the detector valve, which

set. It must,

mains and speaker

only has a roo-milliamp filament. However,

of course, be in practice the system is found to be quite

AMOST important point in the " ' Push- remembered that it will only operate when successful, and no hum was introduced on
pull' Two" for D.C. mains which the positive main is connected to the H.T. the detector stage loud enough to cause
was described in last week's issue, is to see positive side of the set. As most plugs or any interference with reception.

that the resistances are correct for the lamp adaptors are reversible there is an

voltage of the- mains. A table was given
last week showing the values of resistance
for different voltages ranging from zoo to
25o volts. As I explained, this is a better

method than the addition of an extra

even chance that the plug will be inserted The Earthed- Main

in the socket in the wrong *direction.

In my experience the difficulties with
Therefore, when the set is connected up D.C. mains arise from the fact that neither
and switched

on and no

30,000

Ohms

H,E Choke

who can guarantee their accuracy and their other way
round. There
current -carrying capacity.

HL 510

_ft

If any ready wishes to wind suitable will probably

resistances for himself, however, this can
be done quite easily. The wire may be
wound on a hard wood or paxolin former
with 34 -gauge Eureka. Either double silk -covered or enamelled wire may be
employed, as this wire will carry the .25
amp. necessary without becoming hotter
than the temperature of boiling water. A
good hard wood is, therefore, quite satisfactory for the former, but ebonite should
not be used as it gives out an objectionable
smell when it gets slightly warm. Thirtyfour -gauge Eureka wire has a resistance of
roN ohms per yard, from which the actual

length necessary to obtain the required

'0002 \

.0005,

be a faint hum

when the set
is

which will be

by

the signals as

81+a

lf',

1

AE

operating

drowned

LT2 Choke -444w,

The theoretical circuit

variable resistance, since it enables the sound is progreatest possible use to be made of the duced, the plug
available voltage. Unless the reader has should be resome means of checking the resistance for moved fro m
himself, it is advisable to buy these its socket and
resistances from a reliable manufacturer inserted t h e

F
E

soon as the set

0003

TT

000/

60
-8

To

OC.Matils

,me9.
P625

is tuned in.

40C

00,0 b an indication at once as to whether the of the mains is actually earthed. The
This will give

set is correctly connected. In the case of system, of course, must be earthed at some
any further difficulty a pole finder or a point, but this point often does not covoltmeter may be used, but this is hardly incide with either the positive or the
necessary under ordinary circumstances.
negative main, but is usually in the neigh The hum which results from a D.C. set is

(Continued at the foot of next page)

COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR THE ' PUSH-PULL ' TWO ' FOR D.0 MAINS "
Ebonite panel, 16 in. by 8 In. (Becol,
Trelleborg, Lissen, Keystone).
Baseboard, 16 In. by 13 in. (Cameo,
Eelex, Clarion, Pickett).
Panel brackets (Pete -Scott, Bulgin,
Readi-Rad).
.0005-mfd. variable condenser, with

drum dial (Lotus, Polar, Formo, J.B.,
Burton, Lissen, Ormond).

.000I-mfd. variable reaction con-

denser (Readi-Rad, Lotus,
Burton, Bulgin, Keystone).

Formo,

Mains switch, toggle typo (Lyons,

Bulgin).

Dual -range coil (Watmel).

Three four -pin valve holders (Burton, Clix, W.B., Lotus, Benjamin,
Wearite).
One .0002-mfd. and one .0003-mfd.
fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier,
Readi-Rad, T.C.C., Watmel, Atlas,
Graham-Farish, Ormond).
1-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen, Graham-Farish).
Grid -leak holder (Lissen, Bulgin,
Wearite, Graham-Farish).
High -frequency choke (Telsen, Lissen, Wearite, Lewcos, British General,
Watmel).
Push-pull input transformer (Varley).

Push-pull output transformer (Ferranti, type OPK1C).
Low - tension smoothing choke
(Wearite, type LT2).
Two 4-mfd. fixed condensers (T.C.C.,
Dubiller, Lissen, Ferranti).
2-mfd. fixed condenser (T C.C.,
Dubilier, Lissen, Ferranti).
resistance (Wearite).

Terminal block (Belling -Lee, Lissen,

Junit).
Two terminals, marked Aerial and
Earth (Clix, Belling -Lee, Eelex).

Length of red and black twin flex

for mains (Leweos).
Mains adaptor (Bulgin).
Connecting wire (Glazite).
30,000 -ohm
spaghetti resistance
Burne-Jones).
3 yards of No. 22 s.w.g. round -tinned
copper wire and sleeving (Lewcos).

650-ohm(Bulgin,

Dual resistance of 60 ohms and
40 ohms wound on same former
(Wearite).

Twin fuse for baseboard mounting
(Bulgin).

Wood block for supporting con-

denser, 3j in. by 11 in. by 11 in.
Cabinet (Eelex " Byldurone ").
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For the Newcomer to Wireless
IAM using a first -stage low -frequency must be dropped in it as current passes
valve just now which doesn't seem to through. It follows that in no wireless
circuit is the actual plate voltage exacqty
be working as it should.
equal to that of the H.T.B. tapping
How's that ?
The makers show that with a plate concerned.
I begin to see now. This valve is
voltage of loo it requires a negative bias
actually resistance -coupled.
of 4 1/2.
What is the value of the resistance ?
And you find ?

Suppose,

FINDING THE
PLATE VOLTAGE
for example, that a milli -

ammeter placed between the H.T.

positive lead of a circuit and the appro-

priate battery tapping registers half a
milliampere. Then the calculation is
.0005 ampere multiplied by 50,000 ohms,
OT 25 volts.

Then those are the volts dropped in

Fifty thousand ohms.
Then, at a rough guess with a valve of
pretty low impedance you are probably
dropping about 6o of your ioo volts in
the anode resistance.
How can one measure the real plate
voltage ? Is a voltmeter any use ?
Not as a rule, for it may give you an

the resistance ?
Yes. And to find the actual plate

that's a very different thing from putting
Then what can one do ?
You can measure the voltage quite
100 volts on to the plate itself.
easily with a milliammeter.
Please explain.
In the plate circuit of any valve there
Milliammeters don't measure volts.

resistance that you get a fair proportion

If I connect it to the roo-volt tapping
of my high-tension battery and give it
41/2 volts negative grid -bias it simply
goes out of action, passing no signals at
all. Can you tell me what is wrong ?
Why, you- are not giving it re° volts
on the plate.
But I've just told you that I am.
You are connecting its plate circuit

volts you simply subtract this amount
from the battery volts for the tapping
concerned.

I see. Then, if the ioo-volt tapping
is in use, the actual plate volts would be

ioo-25, or 75.
That's it, exactly. Making use of this

111

inaccurate reading owing to its comto the ioo-volt tapping, I admit; but paratively low resistance.
rule you can so arrange the value of the

of the battery voltage on to the plate :::

of a valve that needs a high anode

potential, Don't forget, though, that
True, but by Ohm's law volts equal where resistance coupling is used, you
the next you are obliged to have an resistance multiplied by current. In may often apply a rather higher negaanode resistance, or the windings of a the circuit you know the value of the tive grid -bias than the makers' figures

must be resistance, for to couple it to

111

choke, or the primary of, a transformer. resistance and you can measure the would suggest, since the curves on which
I hadn't thought of that.
current flowing through it. Thus it is they are based are taken as a rule with
And where there is a resistance, volts easy to find the volts dropped in it. .negligible resistance in the plate circuit.

pi

"MORE ABOUT THE D.C. PUSHPULL TWO
(Continued from preceding page)

"REG."

bourhood of one of them. In consequence
of this, induction effects sometimes arise
which are very difficult to cure. Fortu-

OR

"NAT."

=i1INCEM

By the FLICK of a SWITCH

nately such cases are only experienced MHOUGH many women love playing local station, and has been applied to valve
occasionally, and once again the push-pull 1 about with tuning Controls, the major- detectors with complete success.
The

output used in this receiver tends to mini- ity regard wireless solely as a medium for diagram shows the connections.
mise any such ill effect.
entertainment and demand that the set
The condensers used are of the semi shall always be in such a condition that variable, Formodensor type and, once set,
The Output
they can switch it on whenever they like. do not require touching again unless the
The output stage, of course, must be To such, a set which will enable them to station changes its wavelength. The aerial
correctly matched to the loud -speaker. select either of two twin regional stations switch is a Lissen push-pull five -point
This is more particularly important if a with no more trouble than flicking over a wired as a double -pole, double -throw,
moving -coil speaker is being used. A couple of switches will have a strong appeal. change -over. The main tuning change
moving -iron speaker has a very variable
switch is any 'ordinary push-pull two-way.
impedance, rising from quite a low value up

to a large value at the higher frequencies,
and any attempt at matching the speaker

-Doi

col

To grid

cod

impedance to the valve is, therefore, in the

nature of a compromise. A moving -coil
speaker, on the other hand, has a much
more constant impedance, but here the
effect of matching is very easily noticed.
One can definitely notice the differences in

50
T

How It Works
The method of setting the tuning is this.

First of all pull out the aerial switch and
push in the main tuning switch. Now tune
-0003 in one of the wanted stations on the main
tuning, using the larger tuning condenser
for the higher wavelength. When the
station is at maximum strength, tune it

signal strength when changing the output
transformer ratio. While after a little
190/ -00/
practice the optimum condition for best
undistorted output (this does not coincide
with the maximum noise) will easily he
The circuit of the selector described here
found. On the whole, the Ferranti arrangement, giving ratios of r-, 1.6-, and 2.7-i,
Such a tuning arrangement is easily
enables satisfactory matching to be carried arranged. The one I have devised has
out, although one sometimes feels the need three push-pull switches only on the panel
for an intermediate ratio.
and shows " On and Off " on one and, on
Apart from these points there is little the other two, " Reg. In," " Nat. Out." It
that one can say. The tuning coil adopted is perfectly simple for the most uninstructed
has an entirely separate primary winding, person to turn on either one or the other

out on the wavetrap, which is brought into

use by the aerial switch.

For the other
station reverse the process, having the

aerial switch in and the main switch out.
This done, we are in a happy state and can
leave the set to the operation of the family

with perfect faith that nothing can go

Both switches out brings in one
station and both switches in brings in the
wrong.

other.

The wavetrap is a complication, but
really is necessary when using a crystal
detector or a valve detector without H.F.
as was mentioned last week, and this is programme.
amplification. No attempt has yet been
essential from the point of view of safety.
The arrangement, which was devised for made to adapt the system to H.F. tuning,
This particular coil is capable of giving a crystal detector set in London, has since but this is quite possible. The switches

quite selective results without any serious been used in various parts of the country to could, of course, be " ganged " so that one
loss of signal strength.
separate the London Regional from the knob will control them all.
- 5YM.
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The 1931

Et erSear4ier
E4a11
OF "AMATEUR WIRELESS"
INCORPORATES THE FAM.
OUS TELSEN COMPONENTS
The master set of a master mind,
brilliant in its design-remarkable
in its performance-owes much of
its efficiency to the choice and inclusion of the world-famous Telsen

Components.

You will marvel at the clarity-the
realism-the tremendous power-the
extraordinary number of far -distant
stations this remarkable set brings

in-and you will realise the vast
difference the choice of components
can make. Your present set will
possess greater power - greater
selectivity-truer reception if you
incorporate in it
TELSEN

-ACE" TRANSFORMER

Specially selected for the
1931Ethei Searcher. Made

in ratios of 3-1 and 5-1
Price

8/6
P

TELSEN

hELSEN FOUR -PIN

the
TELSEN VALVE HOLDERS.
Pro. Pat. No. 20286/30. An
entirely new design in Valve
Holders, embodying patent

1931

Searcher.

1931

TE,Ls
F cHovr-

metal spring contacts, which arc

designed to provide the most
ffitent eontaet with the ve lye

Ether Searcher.

fiesigne

Ether

Pride 1/- each.

H.F. CHOKE.

Specially selected for the

VALVE HOLDERS.
Specially selected for

legs, whether Split or Non -Split.
Low - capacity, sell - locating.

supplied with patent soldering
tags and hexagon terminal nuts.

advt. of Telsen Electric Co, Ltd,, Birmingham,

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

to cover the

whole wave -band range

from 18 to 4,000 metr.

Extremely low
sell capacity, shrouded in
genuine Bakelite. Inductance
150,000
micro henries. Resistance 410
ohms.
Price 2/8 each.
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TUNING DEVICE

rYPe D4

SIMOUNTfr
"C AS

The new Y.B. " Chassimount " is the biggest advance
yet made in condenser design. It is a complete
breakaway, throws open new fields, and will be the
basis of this year's popular circuits.

evi

Two, three, even six tuned circuits-one knob controls them all, keeps them perfectly in tune, and
brings in station after station.
Once again J.B. leads the way. J.B. precision has
made the " Chassimount " possible and ensured the

various condenser units matching over the whole
range.

The J.B. " Chassimount " is built and designed as a
unit. Each stage is adequately
screened and has a special device

CHASSIMOUNT "

.B.

TYPE D.3

SPECIFIED
for

Mr. J. SIEGER'S
1931 ETHER

which balances out all stray
capacities. AND IT COSTS
LESS
THAN
SEPARATE
CONDENSERS.
" CHASSIMOUNT " GANG
CONDENSERS (with drum drive)
J.B.

Type D2

9,

D3
D4
D5
D6

2 stage

.0005
'3

26/6
35/42/6

5

33

50/ -

6

33

57/6

3

4

)3

)3

SEARCHER
Your

dealer can supply
immediately

PRECISION

INSTRUMENTS

Advertisement of Jackson Brothers, 72 St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.I.

Telephone: Hop 1837.
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OR you

WE TESTA weekly review of

and tests of

new components

apparatus.

Conducted by our Technical Editor: J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.1.E.E.
technique has resulted in a simplification has become general, and is quite a conLissen Transformer
arrangement. No provision is
AN interesting component tested this of this class of instrument, but, for all that, venient
surprised by the new made for varying the voltages.
week is a Lissen Torex transformer. we were agreeably
The next test was to find out in actual
H.T. eliminator, which was
This component sells at the remarkably low Regentone
figures what the eliminator would deliver,
sent in for test this week.
and the accompanying curve makes this
In
the
first.
lace,
the
size
is
commendably
by 2 in., the height being also 2 in. There
clear. With no load at all the voltage
is room in the case for a reasonably good small. The unit occupies only 7 in. by quite
250 on the full tap, and this falls to 135
core and the tests tended to show that again 4 in. by 3 in. high, yet within this small is
Compass we have a double -wave H.T. at 20 milliamps
the instrument was up to its job.
All three taps were then brought into
One of the simplest indications of the
use. Fifteen milliamps were taken from the
probable performance of a transformer is 0
power tap, 4 milliamps from the detector
the measurement of its primary inductance, b
1" If/MIL
tap, and 2 milliamps from the 8o -volts
,. (AL( N TiOn aari
although this does not tell us everything, Ca>
tap to represent the normal screen current
by a long way. In this case the inductance
in a typical set. Under these conditions
was 10.8 henries with zero D.C. current,
the voltages were found to be 135, 65, and
and this fell to 7.8 with 5 milliamps
8o respectively, which shows that the
flo ing. Thus the saturation with a small
instrument has been very nicely designed
cuent is' not marked, and, of course, it
for the average type of set in use to -day.
can be avoided altogether if one uses a
REGENTONE ELIMINATOR
All told, we were attracted by this instruparallel -feed system. Ten henries is a little
MODEL W1D
ment, particularly as it sells at only E3 7s. 6d.
low, and therefore the bass reproduction 50
complete.
must inevitably suffer to some extent.
It is a mistake, however, to insist upon 00
M/A
10
15
20
5
W. B. Valve Holder
adequate bass reproduction under all
Characteristic output curve of the new
THE new W. B. valve holder is encased
conditions. There are many cases where one
Rcgentcine H.T. eliminator
in a neat brown moulding, and has a
price of 5s. 6d. The base measures 31/2 in.

I

I

I

14e3ORAFORIM

200

150

100

eliminator capable of giving from 156 to
200 volts, depending on the load. Some of
the reduction in size is accomplished by the

use of the voltage -doubling circuit popularised by the Westinghouse metal rectifier people, but there is no scarriping of the
components, which are all well up to their
job.

Three louvres are provided at each side
for ventilation, and at the end is a small

bakelite moulding with four sockets corre-

sponding to the, negative and the three
positive H.T. taps.
Lissen Torex transformer

W. B. valve holder

requires a definitely inexpensive receiver.

good spring contact underneath, so that it is

reproduce the lowest frequencies, and it is

pins.

formance.

this week is intended for mounting underneath a panel or baseboard. The terminals
are mounted the reverse way, having been
countersunk well below the moulding, and

equally suitable for valves having solid

In such cases the speaker itself will not

The particular model sent in for test

an uneconomic arrangement to use a
transformer capable of superlative perCertainly, on a practical test we found

this Lissen transformer behaved quite

the heads being on the underside of the

In comparison with other transformers, considered to be of a similar
calibre, the quality was rather better.
well.

valve holder.

This model will commend
itself to many readers who wish to carry
out sub -baseboard wiring, or otherwise
mount the valve holder on the underside.

It has a step-up ratio of 5-1, and certainly
gave both good signals and best quality.

New Regentone Eliminator
ONE is inclined to associate the words
" battery eliminator" with large and
bulky pieces of apparatus, usually provided

New Regentone eliminator

There are three tappings on the eliminathr, one for the full voltage, and the

with multitudinous knobs and terminals, others for giving about 6o and 8o, for the
Certainly, the general improvement in detector and screen -grid respectively. This

The price is the same as the standard
model, and it is a component to be re-

membered by the enthusiastic constructor.

LET "A.W." SOLVE YOUR
WIRELESS
PROBLEMS.
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ERE is the Ether Searcher

for

instead of three, this extra winding being
for reaction. So be careful when placing
"the coils. With each coil is supplied a
small connecting link, these links fitting
into slots provided in the switch rods.
Working from the back of the set, join
all three coils together by means of the

1931-a new set designed along new

lines to suit the new conditions.

With the continual increase of power of
the European stations and the advancement
of the Regional Scheme, radio conditions

"1931 ETHER SEAR(

are considerably different from those of
last year.
It is for this reason that the 1931 Ether
Searcher has been produced with its great
This has been
feature of selectivity.

DESIGNED BY J. SIEGER.

With band-pass tuning there is the
advantage of tuning two separate cir-

be separated than would be the case

mounted inside the set. Its most useful

coupling condenser between the two bandpass circuits is well chosen, then the whole

The incorporation of the extra tuned
circuit has in no way increased the difficulty of handling the set, because all

thus be used as an extra control so that
it is possible to keep the aerial circuit in
tune. The band - pass coils are coupled
together by a .oi-microfarad fixed con-

cuits simultaneously, forming a double hump tuning curve. If the value of the

of the transmission is tuned in with the
side bands, resulting in better quality of
reproduction than would be obtained from
two ordinary tuned circuits.

This means that more stations can

reaction winding is on the extreme left. An
important point to remember here is to see

A SET GUARANTEED TO MEET PRESENT-DAY CONDITIONS

obtained by the use of what is known as
band-pass tuning. With this new set you
really will get the knife-edge tuning so
necessary when station -hunting.

links, taking care that the coil with the

if an ordinary two -circuit screen -grid
"three" arrangement were employed.

position is obviously on the panel.

It can

condensers and coils are ganged and tuning
is done by means of one knob.

denser.

The Circuit

the valve is tapped down, and bias

The circuit diagram will at once show

the scheme adopted in the 1931 Ether
Searcher. The aerial is connected to
the first band-pass coil through a .0003
This
microfarad variable condenser.

condenser is usually in-

corporated in the form of
a semi - fixed condenser

In order to reduce the damping of the

screen -grid valve across the coil, the grid of
is

applied to the grid through a 2-megohm
leak. The coupling between the screen grid valve and the next tuned circuit is by
the usual H.P. choke feed. Here again the
detector valve damping is reduced by
tapping the grid down on this coil, and so
still more increase the selectivity.
The capacity -reaction is controlled by a

.000r variable condenser and excess H.F.
currents are by-passed from the anode of
the detector valve to earth by a .0002 bypass condenser. The rest of the circuit is a
perfectly straightforward low -frequency
transformer -coupled arrangement.

Simple to Build
The panel layout is simple and easy to
The main tuning control is the
middle knob on the panel. That on the
extreme left is a series aerial condenser,
follow.

and that on the right the reaction con-

denser. Just below the tuning knob is the
wave -change switch, while below this is
the low-tension on -off switch.

The first procedure in construction is to
drill the panel. This should be done by

that all switches are "open," that is, with
the ebonite switch bars flat and the
contacts apart. Make sure that the coils
fit centrally in the screening box lids.

first detaching the wiring diagram from the

supplementary pages and then using it as
a template. There is very little panel
drilling to be done, but, the hole for the
condenser drum must be cut. The corn-

ponents can be mounted, including the
drum -dial escutcheon plate. The panel can
then be screwed to the baseboard.

Place the aluminium foil on the base-

board and, using the free full-sized wiring

diagram as a template, the components

The wires should be put on in the

sequence of numbering-that is, wire N8. x

goes on first, wire No. 2 next, and so on
to No. 31. It will be noticed that there are

six wires connected to the metal base.

These are fixed by screwing them under

the various components. Scrape the metal
clean first. The wire lengths are given in
full size on the plan. Where wires are of the
same length, only one has been drawn.

There is only the L.T. positive flex to

can be screwed in position. This will be
sufficient to hold the foil in place and keep
it flat.
The fixing of the coils requires special
mention. One of the three coils is different
from the others in that it has four sections
of

windings on the

long -wave section

HERE ARE THE COMPONENTS REQUIRED TO BUILD THE " ETHER SEARCHER "
Ebonite panel, 8 in. by 6in. (Beccl,
Trelleborg).
3 -gang .0005-mfd. variable condenser
with drum dial (J.B. " Chassimcunt ").

.0003-mfd. variable series aerial ccn-

denser (Readi-Rad, Brookmans type,
Lotus).
.0001-mfd. variable reaction condenser
(Readi-Rad, Brookmans type, Bulgin,
Lissen, Lotus, Burton).
Set of three matched coils with ganging switch (two Colvern type TGSC, and
one type TGSR).
Low -frequency transformer (Telsen,

The remarkably simple con-

and
minimum
struction
amount of wiring will be
apparent from this photograph

Ct -...Amwolow

oamoamommoowu.-06....ma.

Alm

5-1 Ace, Lissen, Varley, Ferranti, R.I.,
Burton).
On -off filament switch (Bulgin, junior,
Lissen, H. & B., Benjamin, Readi-Rad).
.01-mfd. fixed condenser (T.0 C. flat
type, Lissen, Dubilier, Watmel, Atlas).
am-ovs.o.m. sms000.aso

.0002-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C. SP
type, Lissen, Dubilitrv, Watmel, Atlas).
Three valve -holders (Telsen, Lotus,
Benjamin, W.B., Clix).
.0002-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen,
T.C.C., Dubilier, Watmel, Atlas).
.0003-mfd. fixed',condenser (Lissen,
T.C.C., Dubilier, VAttroel, Atlas).
1-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, T.C.C.,
Dubilier, Filta).
Two 2-megohm grid -leaks (Lissen,
Dubilier, Watmel, Ferranti).
Grid -leak clips (Bulgin, Wearite,

Ferranti).

Three coil screens (H. & B., Readi-

Rad).

S.G. valve screen (H. & B.).
High -frequency choke (Telsen, Varley,

Readi-Rad, Lissen, Bulgin, Sovereign,
Tunewell, Lewcos,, Burton).

Aluminium foil sheet, 151 in. by 941 in.

(Readi-Rad, H. & B., Parex).
Two terminal blocks (Junit).
Four terminals, marked L.S. 1-, L.S.-,
A., E. (Belling -Lee, junior, Clix, Eelex,
Burton).
Seven wander plugs, marked H.T. -4 3,
H.T. 2, H.T. r-1, H.T.-, G.B. ,G.B.-1,
G.B. - 2 (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix).
Two spade terminals, marked L.T. +
L.T.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix).
Insulated sleeving (Lewcos, H. & B.).

Cabinet (Clarion, Cameo, H. & B.,

Readi-Rad).
2 -volt accumulator (C.A.V. 2AG11).
120 -volt high-tension battery (Fuller,
" Sparta ").
sl6p-avrotlat
grid -bias '_attery (Fuller,

This is a picture of the set
with the coil screens removed
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ERE is the Ether Searcher

for

instead of three, this extra winding being
for reaction. So be careful when placing
"the coils. With each coil is supplied a
small connecting link, these links fitting
into slots provided in the switch rods.
Working from the back of the set, join
all three coils together by means of the

1931-a new set designed along new

lines to suit the new conditions.

With the continual increase of power of
the European stations and the advancement
of the Regional Scheme, radio conditions

"1931 ETHER SEAR(

are considerably different from those of
last year.
It is for this reason that the 1931 Ether
Searcher has been produced with its great
This has been
feature of selectivity.

DESIGNED BY J. SIEGER.

With band-pass tuning there is the
advantage of tuning two separate cir-

be separated than would be the case

mounted inside the set. Its most useful

coupling condenser between the two bandpass circuits is well chosen, then the whole

The incorporation of the extra tuned
circuit has in no way increased the difficulty of handling the set, because all

thus be used as an extra control so that
it is possible to keep the aerial circuit in
tune. The band - pass coils are coupled
together by a .oi-microfarad fixed con-

cuits simultaneously, forming a double hump tuning curve. If the value of the

of the transmission is tuned in with the
side bands, resulting in better quality of
reproduction than would be obtained from
two ordinary tuned circuits.

This means that more stations can

reaction winding is on the extreme left. An
important point to remember here is to see

A SET GUARANTEED TO MEET PRESENT-DAY CONDITIONS

obtained by the use of what is known as
band-pass tuning. With this new set you
really will get the knife-edge tuning so
necessary when station -hunting.

links, taking care that the coil with the

if an ordinary two -circuit screen -grid
"three" arrangement were employed.

position is obviously on the panel.

It can

condensers and coils are ganged and tuning
is done by means of one knob.

denser.

The Circuit

the valve is tapped down, and bias

The circuit diagram will at once show

the scheme adopted in the 1931 Ether
Searcher. The aerial is connected to
the first band-pass coil through a .0003
This
microfarad variable condenser.

condenser is usually in-

corporated in the form of
a semi - fixed condenser

In order to reduce the damping of the

screen -grid valve across the coil, the grid of
is

applied to the grid through a 2-megohm
leak. The coupling between the screen grid valve and the next tuned circuit is by
the usual H.P. choke feed. Here again the
detector valve damping is reduced by
tapping the grid down on this coil, and so
still more increase the selectivity.
The capacity -reaction is controlled by a

.000r variable condenser and excess H.F.
currents are by-passed from the anode of
the detector valve to earth by a .0002 bypass condenser. The rest of the circuit is a
perfectly straightforward low -frequency
transformer -coupled arrangement.

Simple to Build
The panel layout is simple and easy to
The main tuning control is the
middle knob on the panel. That on the
extreme left is a series aerial condenser,
follow.

and that on the right the reaction con-

denser. Just below the tuning knob is the
wave -change switch, while below this is
the low-tension on -off switch.

The first procedure in construction is to
drill the panel. This should be done by

that all switches are "open," that is, with
the ebonite switch bars flat and the
contacts apart. Make sure that the coils
fit centrally in the screening box lids.

first detaching the wiring diagram from the

supplementary pages and then using it as
a template. There is very little panel
drilling to be done, but, the hole for the
condenser drum must be cut. The corn-

ponents can be mounted, including the
drum -dial escutcheon plate. The panel can
then be screwed to the baseboard.

Place the aluminium foil on the base-

board and, using the free full-sized wiring

diagram as a template, the components

The wires should be put on in the

sequence of numbering-that is, wire N8. x

goes on first, wire No. 2 next, and so on
to No. 31. It will be noticed that there are

six wires connected to the metal base.

These are fixed by screwing them under

the various components. Scrape the metal
clean first. The wire lengths are given in
full size on the plan. Where wires are of the
same length, only one has been drawn.

There is only the L.T. positive flex to

can be screwed in position. This will be
sufficient to hold the foil in place and keep
it flat.
The fixing of the coils requires special
mention. One of the three coils is different
from the others in that it has four sections
of

windings on the

long -wave section

HERE ARE THE COMPONENTS REQUIRED TO BUILD THE " ETHER SEARCHER "
Ebonite panel, 8 in. by 6in. (Beccl,
Trelleborg).
3 -gang .0005-mfd. variable condenser
with drum dial (J.B. " Chassimcunt ").

.0003-mfd. variable series aerial ccn-

denser (Readi-Rad, Brookmans type,
Lotus).
.0001-mfd. variable reaction condenser
(Readi-Rad, Brookmans type, Bulgin,
Lissen, Lotus, Burton).
Set of three matched coils with ganging switch (two Colvern type TGSC, and
one type TGSR).
Low -frequency transformer (Telsen,

The remarkably simple con-

and
minimum
struction
amount of wiring will be
apparent from this photograph
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5-1 Ace, Lissen, Varley, Ferranti, R.I.,
Burton).
On -off filament switch (Bulgin, junior,
Lissen, H. & B., Benjamin, Readi-Rad).
.01-mfd. fixed condenser (T.0 C. flat
type, Lissen, Dubilier, Watmel, Atlas).
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Benjamin, W.B., Clix).
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T.C.C., Dubilier, Watmel, Atlas).
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T.C.C., Dubilier, VAttroel, Atlas).
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Dubilier, Filta).
Two 2-megohm grid -leaks (Lissen,
Dubilier, Watmel, Ferranti).
Grid -leak clips (Bulgin, Wearite,

Ferranti).

Three coil screens (H. & B., Readi-

Rad).

S.G. valve screen (H. & B.).
High -frequency choke (Telsen, Varley,

Readi-Rad, Lissen, Bulgin, Sovereign,
Tunewell, Lewcos,, Burton).

Aluminium foil sheet, 151 in. by 941 in.

(Readi-Rad, H. & B., Parex).
Two terminal blocks (Junit).
Four terminals, marked L.S. 1-, L.S.-,
A., E. (Belling -Lee, junior, Clix, Eelex,
Burton).
Seven wander plugs, marked H.T. -4 3,
H.T. 2, H.T. r-1, H.T.-, G.B. ,G.B.-1,
G.B. - 2 (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix).
Two spade terminals, marked L.T. +
L.T.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix).
Insulated sleeving (Lewcos, H. & B.).

Cabinet (Clarion, Cameo, H. & B.,

Readi-Rad).
2 -volt accumulator (C.A.V. 2AG11).
120 -volt high-tension battery (Fuller,
" Sparta ").
sl6p-avrotlat
grid -bias '_attery (Fuller,

This is a picture of the set
with the coil screens removed
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"THE 1931 ETHER SEARCHER " (Continued from preceding page)
connect to the filament switch, and the fixing of the screen -grid valve screen is
wavelength switch rod can be fixed. With simple, for there are four slots which fit
the switches turned so that all contacts are easily over the four wires of the valve
open, fix the small lever so that it slopes holder.
towards the panel. The screw on this can
then be tightened. It is only necessary Checking
Check all the wiring very carefully
now to pass the rod through the hole in the
panel and screw it into the lever. By before you attempt to put the set into
pushing and pulling the rod, all switch operation, Checking is quite simple if you
contacts should open and close easily.

There remain now only the gang con-

know the valves to

use.

These

are

PM12 screened grid, PM2DX detector and
PM2A Power. Particulars of other valves

suitable for this set will be given in a

subsequent issue. Cheekilb,. will be described in greater detail next week, when,
also, batteries will be considered, and

help in operating hints will be given to
assist you in getting the very best from

take each wire in turn, ticking it off on, the the " 5931 Ether Searcher."

print as it is passed as O.K. Probably

denser and screen -grid valve screen to fix many readers
into place. The condenser is an easy com- will- have finished this set
ponent to fix.

-4b

f's N.0

Take care to place it on the baseboard before next
so that the small spindle slides easily into week's articles
the hole on the panel. The condenser can will have apthen be screwed down with four screws pear e d, and

H.T.+1

o+

L.S.

o-

and the knob fixed to the spindle. The will want to
FOUR SIMPLE
STEPS IN CONSTRUCTION : Here
is

the

baseboard

with the ganged

condenser in position, and the panel
mounted at right
angles. The board
is covered with its
metal foil covering

KT.-

Gon9a/10,00,5
G.B. 2

This is the theoretical circuit of the " Ether Searcher." This clearly
shows how the band-pass circuits are arranged

The coils

are here being, put in

a c c ordance

very essential to
spacing correct and in
with the wiring plan.

reaction

winding

positioh. It

have the
Remember

is

that one coil has a

Here is the " Ether Searcher " quite ready for working, in its special cabinet

WHY YOU SHOULD BUILD
The set is now prac-

It will be seen that

denser, although
porarily, as in the
to show the panel
actually one of the
wired

tically complete.
the ganged con -

mounted t e m first photograph,

position,

is
last parts to be

It

is

THE " ETHER SEARCHER "
in every sense a set to suit present-day

conditions.
It is amazingly selective-due to the special bandpass circuit.
It is cheap to build, and economical to run.

It has one -knob control and therefore requires no
tuning skill.

It will give satisfaction with an indoor or outdoor
aerial.

It can be worked from batteries or an eliminator.
It will bring in fifty stations on the loud -speaker.
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:SETS OF DISTINCTION:

qle FERRANTI
2A...C.IIIREE
Makers : Ferranti Limited

Price : £25

by handling the set. No single control is makes an excellent two -valve gramophone
critic -4E1 its action. On the immediate amplifier.
right and left of the centre wave -change
During an evening's test I gathered a
switch are two larger knobs for tuning. good idea of the selectivity of this set when
CAPABLE of providing considerable
volume of exceptional quality, the
Ferranti three-valver for A.C. mains is an
outstanding example of the best British
radio practice. The cabinet, made of
metal, is finished in blue, brown, or grey

The right knob works a two -gang condenser worked under regional reception conditions.

and the left knob js really a trimmer,needing very little attention during the logging
of stations.
On the extreme left is the pre -detector
volume control, which, being a series aerial
rexine, a material both attractive and condenser, also works as a selectivity condurable. As can be seen, there is no panel trol. On the extreme right is the reaction
in the usual sense, the numerous controls control; one of the smoothest I have come
being mounted in convenient positions on across.
The circuit of the "Ferranti A.C. Three"
the front of the container.
In my opinion, the outstanding control comprises a stage of high -frequency amis the wave -change switch, located at the plification, a detector, and 'a transformer centre below the aperture of the tuning coupled super -power valve. The high scale. Switched to the left, this knob frequency valve is an MS4 and the detector
brings into play the medium -wave coils, an MHL4, both 4 -volt indirectly -heated
and to the right the long waves. But this A.C. types of high efficiency. The power
valve is a P625, directly
heated at 6 volts.
For converting the
A.C. into direct current
for the anode supply, a
o rectifying valve is
employed. I should ex-

The London National 261 -metre station
spread to 275 and 25o metres, an overall

spread of 25 metres. The London Regional
356 -metres could be heard up to 385 metres
and down to 335 metres, a 50 -metre spread.
The set has good average selectivity when
the volume -cum -selectivity control is fairly
well advanced. That is to say, the necessary sharp tuning is obtained without loss
of volume on distant stations.

A Sensitive Set
As regards sensitivity, f was able to get

twenty-four stations on the medium -Wavelength band at varying degrees of strength

and quality. On the long waves eight
different stations. were logged. Huizen
(1,875

metres) and Radio Paris

(1,725

metres) were very good. Zeesen (1,635
metres) suffered some interference from

Daventry (1,554 metres); but Eiffel Tower
(1,445 metres') and Motala (1,348 metres)
were clear. Kalundborg (1,135 metres was
plain that this set is suit- exceptionally good and Oslo (1,071 metres)
able only for A.C. sup- would have been good but for heterodynes.
plies. Tappings provide
Outstanding stations received on the
for input voltages be- medium -wavelength band were Budapest
tween 200 and 25o volts, (550 metres), Vienna (517), Rome (441),
having a periodicity of Katowice (408), Toulouse (385), Bordeaux
5o cycles and upwards. (304), Rennes (272), and Leipzig (253). I
This applies to the was impressed with the fact that the wavestandard model, but for length calibrations for both medium- and
those with ioo-to-130 long -wavelength bands were extremely
volts supplies of 4o accurate. Because of this I had no difficycles and upwards this culty in logging dozens of stations.
set can be supplied with
One final point I should like to mention

a special mains trans- about this Ferranti set, and that is the
A feature of the Ferranti A.C. Three is that it is impossible to
remove the back without disconnecting the mains supply

former, type PIT, at an
extra charge of 42s. 6d.
The set cannot be used
on direct -current mains
or with batteries. On
the A.C. supply - the

knob does more than merely switch over running cost is low, less than 3o watts being
from one set of coils to another; it actuates consumed.
part of the dial mechanism, so that during
Due to the inclusion of a tapped output
reception on either of the two Wavelength transformer, this set is suitable for high- or
ranges, the unwanted calibration is covered
up.

I ought to
say that the "Ferranti A.C. Three" is
low -resistance loud -speakers.

safety fuse device incorporated in the back
of the metal container. By this means it

is impossible to move the back without
disconnecting the mains supply to the set.
The " Ferranti A.C. Three " complies en-

tirely with the recommendations of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers.

More

than that, it meets the needs of listeners

requiring a really first-class instrument for
present-day broadcast reception.
SET TESTER.

Altogether, there are five knobs on the worthy of the very best moving -coil loudBroadcast dance music is the subject
That may seem speaker available. The quality was really of adverse criticism from the West of
rather a large number, but during tests I superb when I tested the set with the Scotland. Complaint is made that Glasgow
found the operation extremely easy. I new Ferranti permanent -magnet moving - listeners have had to be content with
might remark that the makers have omitted coil.
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday evenings
no necessary control in order to achieve
As a gramophone amplifier, I have de- for programmes of this nature, while
apparent simplicity.
rived considerable pleasure from this set. Londoners have a choice of programmes of
The simplicity of operation of the "Fer- With an external volume control and a dance music every night in the week until
ranti A.C. Three" can only be appreciated good pick-up, the "Ferranti A.C. Three" midnight.
front of this Ferranti set.
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Every component in the Ready Radio
1931 Ether Searcher Kit is guaranteed
ACCURATELY MATCHED
Ready Radio experts were so impressed by the wonderful
performance of Mr. Sieger's 1931 Ether Searcher that we
are sure thousands of constructors will want to build it at
once. There will consequently be an overwhelming
demand for the necessary Components. There will be
delay and difficulty in obtaining the parts you want unless.
you order from Ready Radio.

Ready Radio has again anticipated the demand. 2,000
complete Kits of Parts approved by " Amateur Wireless
are ready for immediate dispatch. Furthermore, every
component in the Ready Radio Kits is guaranteed to be
specially tested and matched.
There is no need for you to suffer delay or be offered substitutes. Order from Ready Radio now and your Kit of
Parts will be dispatched immediately, specially packed to
guard against damage in transit.
Build this wonderful receiver. You will be amazed at its
efficiency. All Ready Radio Kits are obtainable for cash
or by easy payments.

The Ready Radio Matched
Kit of Parts was personally
tested at the "Amateur Wireless" Laboratories by the de-

signer of the 1931 Ether
Searcher - Mr. J. Sieger.

2,000 READY RADIO KITS
ready for immediate dispatch
See pages 107,

111

and 113 for full details

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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H.F. OR BAND-PASS?
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
AGOOD screen -grid stage to -day will whether the set is tuned to it or not. This
enable a large selection of foreign gives the well-known "background" of the
stations to be tuned in, if other conditions local station, often extending over most of
permit. If we consider a receiver tested the dial.
The defect is aggravated if an H.F. stage
well away from a strong station, it will
probably produce a performance which will is used, because the overall amplification is
satisfy the most critical listener. Unfor- considerably increased. This means that

tunately, with the tendencies to -day to
erect large stations operating on 5o kilowatts and upwards, the problem of shepherding these transmissions into select
corners of the dial becomes troublesome.
The remedy lies in the introduction of a

second.

Hence the first circuit absorbs

the shock and only passes on to the second

circuit the true signals, to which both

circuits are tuned. This is a simple way
of looking at the action, the effect being a
very marked reduction in background.
There is, of course, the theoretical adthe background of the interfering station vantage, with a band-pass filter, of flatbecomes much noisier than before, although topped tuning. I have explained this in
perhaps the desired station is increased in various articles from time to time. Owing
strength to a greater extent. This in- to the fact that there is an appreciable
crease in the background is rendered all the coupling between the circuits, whereas in
more troublesome if one's receiver possesses the case of an H.F. stage there is no such

further tuned circuit, which may be done any components which tend to obey a
in two ways. The first, and perhaps most square law. Despite our claims for linear
obvious, solution is to add an extra stage rectification and straight-line L.F. ampliof H.F. Many readers who have tried this, fication, it is an undoubted fact that most
however, will have been disappointed with receivers are appreciably more sensitive to
the result. The reasons are manifold. In a strong signal than to a weak one.
the first place, an extra H.F. valve introduces extra damping; so that the gain in The Band-pass Filter
The alternative, of course, is the use of a
selectivity from the extra tuning stage is
not as marked as one might expect from band-pass filter. This consists essentially
of an additional tuning circuit, usually in
a cursory inspection.
Secondly, there is the question of shock the aerial system, so that the signal has

coupling, the tuning curve tends to become
flat-topped or even double -humped, which

prevents the loss of the top frequencies
often experienced in a selective receiver.

The principal advantage which will appeal

to the practical user seems to me to lie
in the additional and marked increase in

selectivity, and the absence of the spread over which is usually obtained, the background of the local station being confined
to a few degrees instead of appearing over
most of the dial.

excitation. The ordinary process of tuning two selecting processes to undergo before it
can never reduce the strength of an un- reaches the first valve. This in itself gives
Radio Normandie (Fecamp) has extended
wanted signal. It can only increase the increased selectiVity, but there is the its activities by establishing studios at

response of the set to the desired station. further advantage that the shock effect is both Le Havre and at Rouen. Plans are
Hence a strong local signal will produce a reduced. The aerial is connected to the under consideration for the erection of a
voltage on the first valve, irrespective of first circuit only and is isolated from the new transmitting station.

H.M.V. TELEVISION
(Continued from page 92)

certainly the result of very fine research
work.

Before going into some of the details of
the H.M.V. system let us gain some idea of

cal dividing lines were quite pronounced,
the detail of the constituent sections was
extraordinarily good. And there was absolutely no up-and-down movement of the
picture during the whole demonstration.
In fact the picture was most remarkable for
its steadiness. The transmission of a
cricket match scene was very successful.
The accompanying drawings give some

the general sequence. We start, not with
a living image, but with an ordinary commercial film. In this respect the system idea of the H.M.V. television scheme. The
cannot be fairly compared with Baird tele- film to be transmitted is first passed
vision, for example, since it is obviously through a standard projector. The light

easier to scan a strip of film than a human
being. Moreover, the transmission of film
provides only second-hand vision, just as
the broadcasting of gramophone records
provides only second-hand sound. Still,
judging by the excellence of the detail we
saw, the H.M.V. system should be quite
successful with live objects. And inasmuch as the system described is a laboratory work and not a commercial proposi-

tion, the use of film has obvious advantages.
We have already explained that to trans-

mit a moving object of good detail a very
large number of signals per second must be
involved. In order to reduce the total
number of signals per second without losing

detail the picture is divided into five secEach section is scanned separately
and the signals are transmitted along five
separate channels. The total scanning of
the five sections of the original film are
tions.

re -assembled on the screen at the receiving
end.
As we viewed the various scenes on the
screen during the demonstration, we could
.

see the vertical lines separating the five
sections of the complete projection. It
was interesting to see that, while the verti-

from it is passed through a series of lenses
mounted on a revolving drum. Every
complete revolution of this drum scans the
picture in five sections.

BUILD THE ETHER SEARCHER

THE BEST YET !

These special cells are arranged between
the arc lamp and a revolving drum. On
this drum are arranged highly -polished
mirrors, which correspond exactly in speed

and relative instantaneous position with
the transmitter lenses.

The apparatus we saw demonstrated
undoubtedly proved that with unlimited
resources the transmission of film is abscilutely practicable. Furthermore, that
an image having sufficient detail to be of
entertainment value requires a very much

wider frequency channel than that allotted
to a broadcasting station. The H.M.V.
research workers have shown that the per-,
fect reproduction of a television image is
possible with existing systems. Whether
further developments will enable the

laboratory results to be interpreted as a
commercial proposition is an open question.

We cannot help feeling that if television is
to come in our time it will be through the
The light passed through the revolving medium of such admirable research work
lenses is thrown, in turn, on five photo- as we have been privileged to witness at
A. S. H.
electric cells. As most readers know, the the Hayes laboratories.
photo -electric cell gives a current variation
in its output when the light falling upon it
POLARITY FINDERS
is varied. Each of the five cells takes care
WHEN the two leads are dipped into a
of a strip of the picture actually one -fifth
saucer containing sulphuric acid (borof the total. The amplified output of rowed from an accumulator), bubbles are
the five cells can therefore be utilized at the produced at the negative main only. If an
receiving end to control the light source. ordinary photographic blueprint is slightly
By means of special amplifiers an overall moistened with a weak salt solution, the
amplification of nearly a million is achieved. negative terminal produces a dirty yellow
At .the receiving end a device is needed stain. Ordinary pole -finding paper is made
to modulate or vary the powerful arc light. by soaking a piece of blotting -paper in a
This device has to provide light variations solution of turmeric in equal parts of water
from current variations, just'the reverse of and methylated spirits; in testing, a brown
the photo -electric cell. The H.M.V. sys- stain appears at the negative pole.
tem employs Kerr cells to do this job.
B. A. R.
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Ready Radio Matched Kit
only
FREE to every

purchaser of a
Ready Radio 1931

Ether Searcher

£5 14:6

complete
s. d

t Ebonite panel S in. by 6 in. (drilled to specification)
2 6
1 J.B. D3 chassis .0005-mfd. condensers
...
...
1 15 0
i Readi-Rad .0003-mfd. Brookmans type condenser ...
3 6
1 Readi-Rad .000r-mfd. Brookmans type condenser ...
2 6
I Set 3 matched Colvern coils with ganging switch
...
1 10 0
r Readi-Rad on -off filament switch
10
...
i T.C.C. fixed condenser .or flat type ...
2 6
.,.
I T.C.C. fixed condenser .0002 S.P.
2 4
...
10
i Readi-Rad .0002 mfd. fixed condenser
r Readi-Rad. 0003-mfd. fixed condenser
10
1 Hydra r-mfd. bakelite fixed condenser
2 2
3 Telsen 4 -pin sprung valve holders
...
3 0
i Telsen L.F. transformer "Ace" 5-I ...
8 6
1 Telsen H.F. choke
...
2 6
...
...
1
8
2 Readi-Rad 2-meg. grid leaks ...
...
i Readi-Rad grid leak clip
...
...
...
...
...
6
1 Readi-Rad complete set of coil and valve screens for "1931 Ether
Searcher"
...
...
...
...
7 6
1 aluminium foil base 16 in, by To in. ...
1
6
2 terminal blocks (2 -terminal type)
...
6
4 Belling Lee "R" terminals as specified
...
1
0
7 Belling Lee wander plugs (4 H.T., 3 G.B)
1
2
2 spade terminals ...
...
...
3
1 packet of Jiffilinx for wiring up
...
2 6
9 yards rubber covered flex, screws, etc.
11

£514 6
A free Ready Radio Booklet
containing constructional ,de-

tails, wiring diagram, notes on
operation, tuning guide, and
other . useful information relating to the 1931 Ether

Searcher, and one free Atalanta radio screwdriver, the
most useful wireless tool ever

A.-Less valves And
cabinet (as above).
Price
£5 14s. 6d., or 12 equal
KIT

monthly payments of 10s.

(id.

KIT B.-With

valves

less

Price £7 13s. 6d., or
12 equal monthly payments of
cabinet.
14.s.

KIT C.-With

valves

an

Price £8 14s. 6d., 01
12 equal monthly payments of
cabinet.
10s.

EVERY KIT ACCURATELY MATCHED

SEE ALSO PAGES 107, 109, 113

introduced.

Please M.neinn "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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"Symphony No. 4." This concert will be
relayed until 9 p.m. The weekly concert
Et- the City Hall, Cardiff, will be on January 31, and will be an operatic one.

A programme of music "From the

1207JI0 GROWS
r

Countryside" will be given by the Studio
Orchestra on January 27. The programme

ends with Percy Fletcher's " Woodland
Pictures."
The Swansea Police Band comes again

to the microphone for a West Regional
broadcast on January 29. Several memHE Wireless Chorus has been respon-

bers of the band will give solos._

Not for the first time a feature presented

1 sible for many fine programmes of originally in the Children's Hour is to be
Northern listeners will hear a special
unaccompanied singing last year, and an heard by adult listeners to the National relay of dance music on January 23, from
early 1931 broadcast by them should not programme. This consists of reminiscences
be missed by lovers of choral music. This of the plantations, entitled Going South, by
broadcast is on January 22 (National) and Derek McCulloch, and it will be broadcast
will consist of Parry's " Songs of Farewell." on January 24.
At a studio concert for Midland Regional
On February 5 (National) and February 7 (Regional) the B.B.C. will broadcast on January 25, Mary Pollock will sing
a comedy entitled Dr. Abernethv-His 'Wagner's "Dreams." The song forms the
Book, by Alicia Ramsay and Rudolph de main love -theme in Tristan and Isolde.
Cordova. The broadcast adaptation is by
Madame Karsavina will be heard in the
Dulcima Glasby.
"Yesterday and To -day" series on JanuVaudeville on the National wavelengths ary 23. The famous Russian dancer is to

on January 19 will be presented by give some of her reminiscences.
.Naunton Wayne, Claude Hulbert and Enid
Dr. F. J. North returns to the Cardiff
Trevor, the Four Fayre Sisters (concertina microphone on January 31, when he will
quartet), Doris Vane, and Dale Smith.
give a talk entitled "An Admiral who
On January 31 the City of Birmingham made Glass and a Bishop who made GunOrchestra is to relay a concert of " Ball- powder." Dr. North has been successful in
room Music through the Ages." Beginning making geology interesting to the ordinary
with three delicate old dance tunes by man and woman.
Dowland, Mr. Leslie Heward, who conducts the concert, will take listeners
through the dances until they reach the
present day with a modern work by HelyHutchinson entitled " The Young Idea."
"Aerbut and Gaertie," the famous

II p.m. to 12 midnight, from Newcastle,
where a charity ball has been organised in

aid of the Lord Mayor's Holiday Camp
Fund for Poor Children.
The Annual Gaelic Service from King's

College Chapel of Aberdeen University
will be relayed to the Scottish stations on
January 25. The preacher will be the Rev.
Dugald Macfarlane, D.D.
Dick Whittington is the pantomime at
the Palace Theatre, Manchester, and

excerpts will be relayed on January 24.
The appearance of Fay Compton in the
name part lends particular interest to this
pantomime, which is one of the three to be
broadcast during the next two months.

On January 22 both parts of the Halle
concert will be relayed. This concert is
purely orchestral. Archie Camden is the
in Mozart's "Bassoon Concerto,"
A concert will be given in the Cardiff soloist
and in addition to this the " Fifth Symstudio on January 25, when the artiste will phonies"
of both Sibelius and Tchaikovsky
be Dora Labbette. The Museum concerts will be played.
will be on Mondays from 1.25 to 2 p.m.
Leslie Williams is to sing in a concert
and on Saturdays from noon till 12.45
p.m. The free midday concert on Wednes- by the Midland Studio Orchestra on

Birmingham characters created by Graham day will be at the Coal and Shipping January 28.
On February 8 Belfast listeners will hear
Squiers, are holding _a party on January 27, Exchange from 1.15 to 2 p.m. A concert
and the great "do" is to be broadcast to at the Patti Pavilion, Swansea, on Janu- a string orchestral concert with the Belfast
Midland Regional listeners. Many famous ary 27 will be a symphony one, the chief Wireless Orchestra, conducted by E.
work to be performed being Brahms Godfrey Brown.
radio stars are invited to the party.
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For immediate dispatch of the
1931 ETHER SEARCHER
send your order to Ready Radio
KIT A
ponents tested and guaranteed
as specified on pages 104 and
105.

READY RADIO COMPLETE
BATTERY -OPERATED EQUIPMENT
Consisting of :-

READY RADIO
1931 ETHER

Complete Kit of matched Com-

Price, £5.14.6, or 12

Complete Kit of Parts with 3

Mullard Valves and Cabinet to
specification :

1 Fuller 100 -volt H.T. Battery

SEARCHER

monthly payments of 10/6

KIT B
Complete Kit of Components as

1 Fuller 2 -volt 30 amp. L.T.
accumulator (type SW X7) ...

1 Farrand Inductor -type Loud-

Price

Completely assembled and
ready for use, aerial tested.
(With Mullard Valves and

KIT C
Complete Kit of Components

Cabinet, as specified.) Price
£9.17.6, or 12 monthly

above, with set of 3 Mullard
Valves to specification.

£7.13.4, or 12 monthly payments of 14/ -

with set of 3 Mullard Valves to

specification with special Cabinet
(hand -made, weathered oak
finish).
Price £8.14.6, or 12

speaker Unit .
...
1 Fuller 9 -volt Grid Bias Battery
.

s.

d.

8 14 6
15 19
11

0

3 10

0

1
6
£13 12 19

Or 12 equal monthly

instalments of 26/ READY RADIO MAINS -DRIVE
EQUIPMENT.
Consisting of :Complete Kit of Parts with 3
s. d.
Mullard Valves,
specification

Cabinet to

1 Atlas Mains Unit with Trickle
Charger (A.C.188)

payments of 18/-.

1 Fuller if -volt 30 amp. L.T.
accumulator (type SW X7) ...
1 Fuller 9 -volt Grid Bias Battery

(Royalties included.)

monthly payments of 16/ -

.f;

Or 12 equal monthly
payments of 34/6

6 14

6

6

0

0

11

0
6
0

£15

7

...... .............. ...... v ',"., ................

For highest efficiency, trouble -free reception and ease in tuning, the components of the

1931 Ether Searcher must be correctly matched.

Ready Radio Components are

guaranteed accurately matched and tested before dispatch.

To Overseas Customers

To Inland Customers
Your goods are dispatched post free
or carriage paid.

Send to -day for a copy of

our 1931 "Radio Out of

Income" FREE

Cata,

.

All your goods are very carefully
packed for export and insured, al;
charges forward.

ORDER FORM
TO READY RADIO (R.R.), LTD.,
159 Borough High Street, London Bridge, S.E.1

logue-a complete ency-

Telephone : Hop 5555 (Private Exchange).

clopedia of Components,
Sets, Speakers, and every-

Please send me -

Telegrams : READIRAD, SEDIST.

1 1931 Ether Searcher Kit A at £5.14.6, or 1z monthly payments of 10/6
1 1931 Ether Searcher Kit B at £7.13.4, or Iz monthly payments of 14:1 1931 Ether Searcher Kit C at £8.14.6, or 12 monthly payments of 16,'1 Battery -operated Equipment at £13.12.10, or Iz monthly payments of 26,'1 Mains Drive Equipment at £15.7.0, or 12 monthly payments of 34,6

thing necessary for the

Wireless enthusiast,
POST FREE.

(Cross out items not required.)
CASH ORDER FORM

SEE ALSO
PAGES
107, 109, and
111

Please dispatch to me at once the item
marked above for which I enclose payment
in full of

HIRE PURCHASE ORDER FORM

Please dispatch my Hire Purchase Order for
the item marked above for which I enclose
first deposit of
143111104.11

............ ...............

Name
Address

Town

Nearest Rallway Station

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

116,11MIIIMIAN
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" 1930 Ether Searcher "
tropics twice, which is not good for bat- makes that I got the right one-a Marconi.
Now I would not part with the set, as it
SIR,-I have made up the 193o Ether teries. I have used them for eighteen
H. C. B. (London.. S.E.).
Searcher and am very satisfied with the months and two still show their rated is perfect.
results on the medium broadcast band. voltages, but one is slightly down.
Using D.C. Mains Sets
For the last valve in a set we are told to
No matter how I try, however, I do not
SIR,-I have been running my receiver
seem to be able to get satisfactory results use high voltages with plenty of bias, even
from the D.C. mains for the past year
on the long waves. I can just hear if we want only moderate volume for home
"

Daventry 5XX and at different settings I use, otherwise the quality suffers. In one
can still bring in the two medium wave of my sets I use a power valve with moderLondon stations Does this suggest a ate H.T...and bias. This valve- has been
faulty coil to you or is this a common biased according to the nine -tenths scale
experience with this receiver ?-W. J. and does not show any needle movement
and at the same time gives all the volume
(Staines).
The trouble you are experiencing points to I want. If I change over to a super -power
your using an unsuitable switch for wave - valve with higher H.T. and about three
:hanging. We recommended a Bulgin switch times as much bias, I cannot notice any
for the purpose and this make of switch was improvement in quality, nor can others.
If you

or more and have never

to be the cause of your trouble. Both switch
SIR,-I read with interest Thermion's
leaves must be insulated from the metal bush,
recent note regarding reception of
but the metal bush itself must be in good elecU.S.A. broadcast -band stations, or, rather,
trical contact with the metal panel.-En.
the lack of such reception.

between your aerial lead-in wire and the aerial
terminal or tuner of your set, when the aerial
came in contact with the ground you put a dead
short circuit across the mains through the aerial
coil. This caused the coil to burn out and also
caused the house fuses to blow. When using
D.C. mains for H.T. supply it is necessary to
interpose between the aerial and the receiver
a fixed condenser which has a test voltage of at
least double the voltage of the mains voltage.
A fixed condenser having a similar -test voltage

experienced

trouble of any description. Just recently
I decided to put up a new aerial. Whilst
lowering the aerial I felt a slight electric
shock but did not take much notice of it.
A little later I learnt that the aerial coil in
my receiver was burnt, and that the house
fuses had blown. Fortunately I was able
to replace the aerial coil but, having been
put to some expense and not knowing why
actually used in our original receiver,
Even this super -power valve is not passing the coil became burnt out, I want to make
have used another make it would seem that one anything like as much undistorted output sure of not having a repetition of the
of the leaves in your switch is in direct contact
with the metal bush. Such a switch prevents as I am told I ought to use if I want the trouble. Can you suggest how my coil
became burnt ? -J. H. (London).
BM/BB5 J.
changing over one of the coils from medium very best quality.
If the positive line of your D.C. mains is
waves to long waves. If you will look into this
earthed and you have no condenser in series
U.S.A. Reception
matter you will no doubt discover the switch

' Contrasts "

C IR, -I was rather surprised at Mr. Moseley's criticism of Contrasts. We heard
it on the Saturday and rather liked it; we
had been told by friends it was good. I
think the songs, especially those sung by
Miss Winter and Mr. Eisdell, the football
commentary, and the price of eatables for
the banquet, were much enjoyed.
Perhaps one or two items were not inter-

Saturday night last, arriving home late,
I switched on to Radio Toulouse, which

station was sending over "request " records.

He finished somewhere around r o'clock.
Swinging the dials, I heard a dance band
which, when tuned in, proved to be WGY,
announcer unmistakable. There was some
static, but no fade whatever; signals about
the strength of 5GB on a two -valuer. A

should also be connected between the earth
terminal of the receiver and the actual earth
wire.

These condensers prevent short-circuit-

ing of the mains no matter which main is
swing of the dials brought in another earthed.-ED.

esting beyond the fact that they were American, and altogether five were received
contrasts, but as one listener said, "It was at poor to fair strength, in the space of

something a little different." There was twenty minutes or so.-A. F. K. (Evesham).
certainly variety about it.
Just another instance of the other lisA Good List.
tener's view : I should be sorry if the C IR,-I feel I would very much like to
talks were scrapped; they are often
tell you of the wonderful results I can
quite as entertaining as vaudeville and obtain
with your " Britain's Favourite
other things.
1929. With the aid of a graph that
Some people would like all music. I Three,"
was
published
in AMATEUR WIRELESS, I
often think of what Mr. Moseley once have been calibrating
for a few weeks past.
wrote : "Pate de foie gras is good, but one
I have a list of fifty-nine stations I have
does not want to make a meal of it."
received-the majority are very powerful
A. M. H. (Coventry).
at times. There are still a few more I
Two Queries
can't quite identify. For such a threeSIR,-There are two hints which we are valver I think the performance is wonderful.
constantly being given in connection I have built several others since this, but
with set operation which I do not under- they are not in the same class.
Wishing AMATEUR WIRELESS the success
stand.
Perhaps someone will kindly
it deserves.
A, E. P. (Hove).
We are told not to use bias batteries for
" Britain's Favourite Three "
more than about six months because they
SIR,-In a recent issue I noticed one of
are liable to run down. I have used a
your readers, G. W., Kent, is comnumber of batteries and have never found
one to run for less than eighteen months, plaining of the volume control in his
many much longer. At present I have "Britain's Favourite Three." I built that
three in use, of Canadian make. These set, which I am still using, and I had
must have left the -works about two years exactly the same trouble. It was not until,

ago and they have been through the I had tried five volume controls of different

For the site of its new high -power station,

Radio Toulouse has purchased an estate
comprising the historic Château of St.
Aignan, at about twenty-four miles from
Toulouse on the main road to Castres.
The power of the transmitter is to be 6o
kilowatts in the aerial.

e emoswoloi.

When Submitting
Queries
Please write concisely, giving essential
particulars. A Fee of One Shilling
(postal order), a stamped addressed
envelope, and the coupon on the last

page must accompany all letters. The
following points should be noted.

The designing of apparatus or

re-

ceivers cannot be undertaken:
Modifications of a straightforward

nature can be made to blueprints, but

we reserve to ourselves the right to

determine the extent of an alteration to
come within the scope of a query.
Queries cannot be answered personally
or by telephone.
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The choice

of experts
THE WORLD .FAMOUS

TELSEN COMPONENTS ARE

INCORPORATED IN THE

161931 ETHER SEARCHER"
The greatest achievement of that brilliant radio

engirtcer, Mr. J. Sieger.

The extraordinarily large number of fir -distant
foreign stations that this exceptional set brings in
at full loud -speaker strength - the wonderful
clarity-the perfect tone-the amez-ng power are
due in no small measure to the expert choice of
Telsen Components.

Experts are unanimous in their praise of Telsen
Components, as their incorporation in every important new circuit proves, and Telsen's great
reputation and popularity are now unrivalled.
They are indisputably " Radio's Choice for Better
Radio Reception."

Follow the lead of such experienced designers as
Mr. Sieger, and incorporate Te-sen Components in
your set.
TELSEN VALVE HOLDERS. Pro. Pat. No.
10286/30. An entirely new design In Vales

Holders, embodying patent metal spring contacts, which are designed to provide the most
efficient contact with the valve legs, whether
split or NON -split. Low capacity, self locating, supplied. with potent soldering

tags and hexagon terminal nuts.

TELSEN FOUR -PIN VALVE HOLDER.

i'lL ICE 1/- each.

TELSEN L.F. TRANSFORMERS
5,1 and 3-1
" ACE"
5-1 and 3-1
"RADICGRAND"
7-1
"RADICGRAND " SUPER

8/3
12/3
17/3

TELSEN

GRID LFAKC
Absolutely silent and
non-mieroplionie, practically un-

breakable, cannot be burnt out and

TELSEN H. F. CHOKES. Designed to cover the
hole wave -band range, from 18 to 4,000 metres.
Extremely low self.capacIty, shrouded in Genuine
Bakelite. inductance 150,000 microhenrles, rel'rice 216 wen.
sistance 400 ohms.

are
TELSEN FIVE -PIN VALVE HOLDER,

PRICE 1;3 each.

unaffected

by

atmospheric

changes. Not being wire wound,
there are no capacity effects, and
they will not deteriorate or disintegrate Made in capacities of I,
1, 2 3, 4, and 5 mcgolims.
Blice

TELSEN FIXED (MICA) CONDENSERS. Shrouded it) Genuine
Bakelite, made in capacities np to
.002 mf d. l'ro. Pat. No. 20287/30.
.0003 supplied complete wilt,
patent Grid Leak Clips to facilitate
aeries or parallel connection. Can
be mounted upright or flat. Tested
on GOU yoke

Price 1/- eagle.

Advt. of Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Birmingham.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

each'.

a.

12 =tzar yy

1

BLUEPRINTS
CRYSTAL SET.

6d., post free.

AW2o6

B.B.C. Brookman's Park Set

ONE -VALVE SETS, is. each, post free.
AW258
AW267

Monodyne

One Control One ..

Hartley Single-valver........WM 1 98

TWO -VALVE SETS.

1s. each, post free.
Aw194
Aw225

Talisman Two (D, Trans)
Easy -Tune Two (D, Trans)
Wavents Two (D. Trans)
No -battery A.C. Mains Two (D, 'Frans)
No -battery Gramo-radio 2 (D, Trans) ..
..
1930 Talisman 2 (D, Trans)
Searcher Two (D, Trans)..
..
Arrow Two (D, Trans)
Forty-five Shilling Two (D, Trans)
Searcher Short-wave 2 (D, Trans)
..
Challenge 'Fwo (D, Trans)
Loftin White 2 (A.C.)
Brookman's Two (D, Trans)
Programme Two (D, Trans)
New Crusader (D, Trans)
Gleaner Two (D, Trans)
Music Monitor (D, Trans)
Me4-lin Two (A.C. Set)

AW22q
AW230
AW238
AW239
AW245
AW249
AWz50
AW2.59
AW26I
AW263
WM I 68

WM177

WMt82
WMzo

WMzo8
WM213
WM2zo

.

Five -point Two (D. Trans)

THREE -VALVE SETS. is. each, post tree.
AW214
New All -Britain Three (EIF, D, Trans)
.. AWazo
Brookman's By-pass Three (D, z Trans)

Everybody's All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans)

AW221

AW223
1930 Clarion Three (SG, 6, Trans)
AW225
.
Auto -coupler Three (D, 2LF)
AW233
Beginner's Regional Three (D, 2*LF)
Britain's Favourite Three 1930 (D, RC, Trans) AW243
AW244
Car Three (D, RC, Trans)..
AWz47
The "A.W. 'Exhibition 3 ..'
.
AWz7o
Push-pull " Two " (D, Push-pull)
AW271
1931 Ether searcher (SG, Dv Trans)
WM129
Lodestone Three (HF, D, Trans)
WM142
...
Short-wave Link (D, RC, Trans)
WM157
.
Fanfare (D, a Trans)
W1116i
...
Brookman's Three (SG, D, Trans)

JANUARY 17, 1931
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When Ordering, please
send

a

Postal

Order,

BLUEPRINT SERVICE, 58-61 FETTER LANE,
LONDON,

AMATEUR WIRELESS,

NOT STAMPS to ..
WM164
Community Three (D, RC, Trans)
Brookanan's Push -Pull Three (SG, D,Trans 1/6) WM170
WM173
Celerity Three (SO, D, Trans) ..
WM178
All -nations Three (D, 2 Trans) ..
WIVI179
Inceptordyne (SG, D, Pentode)
Brookman's A.C. Three (SO, D, Trans 1/6) .. WM184
..
.. WM mo
Music Marshal (D, 2 Trans)
WMt99
Concert Three (U, 2 Trans)
WM2o5
New Lodestone Three (HF, D, Trans)..
WM2o9
De -luxe I hree (D, RC, Trans) ..
Five -point Three (SG, D, Trans)
.. WM212
WM217
Falcon Three (A.C. set) ..
.. WM218
New Brookmans Three (SO, D, Trans)
WM223
Five -paint Short -waver (D, RC, Trans)

FOUR -VALVE SETS.1s. 6d. each, post free.
Music -Lover's

Gramo-radio

Trans)-is. 6d.

(SG, D,

RC,

AW202A

PORTABLE SETS.

Merry -maker Portable (D, 2 Trans)

..

A.W. Gramophone Amplifier
Beginner's Amplifier (tv.) 9d. ..
Brookman's Separator (HF Unit)

...

AW2CS

Sunshine Three (SG, HF, 5G, D, Trans) AW235 It Continental Portable (SG, D, Trans) .. AW24t
WMt45 1/6
1929 Chummy (SG, D, Trans, RC)
.. WM195 1/ Pedlar Portable Two (D, Trans)
Pedlar Portable Three (D, z Trans) .. WMi97 I/ James Portable SG3 (SG, D, 'Frans) .. WM2o3 1/6
Foursome Portable (SG, D, z Trans) .. WM2o6 1/6
AMPLIFIERS. 1s. each, post free.
Two -Valve Amplifier

.

..

"Mag." Gramo Unit

Simple Gramophone Amplifier
True -tone Amplifier (3 v. Trans, RC)

..

zos
AW2 to
AW212
AW216
AWz24
AW257

WM47

Music -Lover's Gramo-radio (Loud -speaker) as. AWzoza

Concentrator H.F. Unit ..

"A.W.," 4d. post free Challenge Four (2 SG.D. Trans. mains operated)
AW252
with copy of "A.W." 4d. post free ..

MISCELLANEOUS. 1s. each, post free.
James H.T. and L.T. Charging Unit ..

.

Horizbn FOur (SG, D, 2 Trans)..
AW237
Challenge Four (2SG, D, Trans) with copy fo
Challenge Radio Gramophone (SG, D, RC, Trans) AW265

..
WM134
..
WMI58
Electric Four (All A.0 -SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM162
Brookman's Four (zSG, D, 'Frans)
..
WM174
Dominions Four (zSG, D, Trans)
193o Monodial (2SG, D, Trans)

WMI89
Super Q (SG, D, 2 Trans)
WMI93
Lodestone Four (HF, D, RC, Trans)
Searcher's Four (SG, 13, RC, Trans) _
WM194
WM2oo
Invitation Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
Regional Band-pass Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) WM2I I
WMzx6
Five -Point Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) ..
Regional A.C. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM222

-

FIVE -VALVE SETS. 1s. 6d. each, post free.
.. AWzz7
.. WMI88

James Quality Five (2SG, D. RC, Trans)
Dual -screen Five (zSG, D, RC, 'Trans)
Radio -Record Five (SO, D, Trans -Parallel)
Overseas Five (3SG, D, Trans) ..
Regional A.C. Five (3SG, D, Trans) ..

WIVI19i

WM224

SIX -VALVE SET. is. 6d.
Hyperdyne Receiver (Super -het)

WM221

Copies of the " Wireless Magazine" and of "Amateur Wireless" containing descriptions

of any of these sets can be obtained at ls. 3d. and 4d. respectively post free. Index
letters "A.W." refer to "Amateur Wireless " and "W.M." to "Wireless Magazine."

Radio -Record Amplifier (DC Mains)
Selecto Amplifier (IIF Unit)
..

WMt69

.. WM 83

2 to

AANVV 40z
Choke Output Unit
3
Simple Tester Unit (6d.)
"A.W." Improved Linen -diaphragm Speaker
AW 48
Handy L.T. and G.B. Unit for A.C. Mains ..
Ohmic Coupled DX Unit
Novel Linen -diaphragm Speaker
.
Our H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains
Gramophone Tone Control
..
.
2 4
Challenge Radiogram, Turntable layout
.. AW
Short-wave Super -het Adaptor
WM1
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit
A.C. Mains Amplifier
..
.
49
A.C. Mains Unit for All -wave Lodestone Five WM 51
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains
..
.. WM 59
"W.M." Linen -diaphragm
.. WM 72
Trimmer (Selectivity Unit) (6d.)
.. WM 81
Brookman's "Wipe-outs"
.. WM 86
Short-wave adaptor for Overseas Five ..
.. WM 92
WM 02
Staminator Unit for A.C. Mains
Universal Push-pull Amplifier
.. WM: 04
Outspan Short-wave Adaptor ..
.. WM: 07
" W.M." Standard A.C. Unit
.. WM: 14
WM: 15
"W.M." Standard D.C. Unit ..
Falcon A.C. Unit ..
WM: r9
AAAA WWWW

6665

.2°5

ALL BLUEPRINTS
ARE FULL SIZE

UNBIASSED EXPERT EVIDENCE
FIJI_ILEID FRY 113,411111EMIES

SPECIFIED BY
'/AMATEUR WIRELESS"
FOR THE -1 9 31 ETHER
SEARCHER"
Fuller Dry Batteries are power units on
which you can absolutely rely. The current
emission is always, under all conditions,
steady and unvarying. That is why Fuller
Batteries improve the performance of any set. That is
why they are specified for the "1931 Ether Searcher."

W.O. 120 H. T. DRY
BATTERY.

STANDARD 120 VOLT.

BATTERIES AND
ACCUMULATORS

DIMENSIONS
113, x5, x
PRICE 15s. 10d.

16 VOLT GRID BIAS
PRICE 25. 10d..

Obtainable through Fuller Service Agents or any reputable dealer

FULLER ACCUMULATOR CO. (1926) LTD., CHADWELL HEATH, ESSEX
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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MM. Fri
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fit

,46

so
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*i#

11111111.1111111111.1111111

44

4

vsto*-

Pay the Postman
Pay
We pay all Postal charges
H.P. Terms below

04

Immediate

Delivery
Carriage Paid

The 1931 ETHER SEARCHER is fully

approved - Read what the Editor of
6A.mateur Wireless" says about the
wotairoeillit PILOT Pi41100 JUT.

JANUARY 8th, 1931

Messrs. Peto Scott Co. Ltd., 77, City Rd., London, E.C.

Dear Sirs-You have submitted a model of the "1931 Ether Searcher"
according to our instructions and specifications. We have examined
and tested it, and find that it comes up to the standard of our own
receivers. We, therefore, have pleasure in approving the kit. We are
glad to note that the dial readings agree with the average of those
given by our own receivers.
Yours faithfully,

Detailed List of Specified Pads
-

P.S. Cabinet to specification
Baseboard 16" x 10"
....
....
I
R.T. Ebonite Pane16" x Fr ....
....
J.B. Chassimount 3 gang .0008 mfd.
I

Variable Condenser with drum dial

Ready Radio .0003 mfd. variable series
aerial condenser, Brookman's Type
Keystone .0001 mfd. variable reaction
condenser
....
....
set of 3 matched coils with gang switch
(CcIvern type T.G.S.C.2 & T.G.S.R.1)
Keystone on -off filament switch
..
Edison Bell .01 mfd. fixed condenser
T.C.C. .0002 mfd. S.P. Type
....

(Signed) Bernard E. Jones,
EDITOR "AMATEUR WIRELESS."

Guaranteed Matched Coils and guaranteed
accurately matched ganged condenser.

OBTAINABLE FOR CASH.
C.O.D.
PAY THE
POSTMAN.
WE PAY ALL POSTAL CHARGES.
120 volt Pertrix H.T. Battery
15/6
BATTERIES.

9 volt Pertix G.B. Battery
1/6

2 volt 40 amp. hour Exide
Accumulator
_
9'6

ELIMINATORS. A.C. Mains. Regentone

SPEAKER. Pilot Double

L.T.

Air Chrome K Chassis

W.5, H.T. and

Trickle Charger

15 17 6, or H.T. only Regentone W. 1 .0
E4 7 6. D.C. Mains. Regentone D.C.
Combined H.T. and L.T. Trickle Charger
E3 19 6, or H.T. only Regentone D.C. I

In handsome Oak Cabinet
57,6

E2 5 0.

62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1 CHANCERY 8266
SEND COUPON NOW
PLEAS' SEND ME FREE YOUR (a) LATEST EASY WAY
CATALOGUE (b) LATEST PILOT RADIO CHART.

3 Telsen Valve Holders

NAME

Road, Chorltoncom - Hardy.
Phone : Chorhon -cum - Hardy

ADDRESS
A.W.17/1 '31

2028. NEWCASTLE, STAFFS:
7 Albany Road.

6

IS

0

3

6

2

6

8

6

1

3

20
I

I

3 Coil Screens and

I

S.G. Valve Screen

S.G. Anode connector

9

I

0

I

0

1

6

3

0

8

6

7

6
6

I

0

_-3 260

Aluminium foil sheet 16" x 10"
2 Keystone terminal blocks ...
....
4 Belling Lee Terminals marked. LS+.
LS-, A, E
....
....
....
I

1

24

Telsen "Ace" Transformer (Ratio 5-I)
I Keystone H.F. Choke
2 Lissen 2-meg. Grid leaks ::::
....
I Lissen Grid Leak Clip
....

....

6
I

HT±3, HT+2, HT+ I, HT-. GB+,
GB-I and GB -2
....
....

I

1 Belling Lee spade terminals marked

LT+, LT-

....

....

I

I

Packet of screws
Set of Bette Links

....

9
9

....
....

6 yards of thin R"C Flex
_
3 Mullard Valves, PM12, PM2D, PM2A

0
6

....

Belling Lee Wander Plugs marked

9

1

19 0
S

GRATIS

Eli 14

6

NO SOLDERING. SET OF "BETTA" LINKS GIVEN FREE

I/
MANCHESTER : 33 Whitelow

0

I

.-

mfd.

d.

I

-

1

7

PETO-SCOTT
CO.
LTD
77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1 CLERKENWELL 9406

s.

Lissen .0003 mfd. fixed condenser _
_
.0002

I

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES FOR THE 19 31 ETHER SEARCHER

L
I

I

Cash

//

KITA

KIT "B"

Price or
Vsalt-vareldblt :bilielest

£5.14.6 10/6

CwaitbhinVeatIve.s but less

KIT"C" vcoalniveps laentde Cawbiinteht £8.14.6

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Promo: Attention

12 Monthly
payn- enu of

14/1
16/.
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the discussions began afresh in the papers.

/oat arcs filec( (((
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THE sound waves do not often bring
me Gluck. But I heard him the other
night and enjoyed him immensely. Few
of us realise how much we owe to Gluck,
or rather how much Art owes to him He
was the great reformer of opera, and like
all reformers had a bad time of it.

Like most composers of his day, he
tried his luck in Vienna. He naturally
went to the opera to hear what was being
done. He became very dissatisfied with
opera, and well he might, as it was fast
becoming a ridiculous spectacle. What
he said about it boiled down to a strong

dislike of singers breaking off in the middle
of a word to execute a succession of shakes

and trills to show off their technique;
Gluck wanted to have opera a real and

living thing. He tried his luck in London,

but he had to face the fact that Handel

At the outset the chances seemed about
equal. Gluck was looked upon as being
what we should call a modernist; Piccihi

((«

stood for the old style. Gluck was thought
to have a heavy weight on his side in the

person of Marie Antoinette, but Piccini

had Madame du Barn, the King's favourite

his subject and compose an opera at all and also a powerful personality. Gluck had
convenient speed. I imagine that the the support of the Abbe Arnault who
little committee of three thought it a good replied to the witticisms of Marmontel.
plan to have Gluck's ideas of reform Piccini had Laharpe who was, however,
discussed in the Paris press; at any rate, scarcely a match for du Rollet. It began
that was the next move. They must have with well -directed correspondence on both
been a trifle surprised at the heat of the sides; then it advanced to bitter sarcasm

opposition. I have examined copies of what and insults; later it progressed still further;
was written and I must say I was surprised light missiles were used and Gluck himself
at some of the statements. Gluck was was struck with an egg of doubtful antiquity.
laughed at, insulted, and derided.
It might have been a Parliamentary
The opera was soon finished. Then came election rather than a fight over a point in
the rehearsals. The band, used to the Art. Thus far Gluck and Piccini had not
simplicities of Lully and Rameau, read met. Berton, the new director of opera,
Gluck's scores abominably and with a was mischievous enough to invite them to
certain amount of contempt. But they had dinner. They met and, seemingly, liked
met the wrong man. Gluck dismissed each other. In the end they agreed to set
several of them and things quietened down; Iphigenia in Tauris and see what happened.
the opera was a fine production and an Gluck produced his version first. It was a
immediate success. In a flash Gluck's name huge success, so much so that Piccini
was spoken all over Paris.
could not be persuaded to produce his

was having things all his way, which was
not Gluck's way. In the end he set out for
Paris where, according to Mozart's father, A Competition
And what of the opposition ? You may
the fame of a man spread throughout the
world. On his arrival he sought out a be sure they were pone too pleased. They
former friend, a literary man, named du held a council of war amongst themselves
Rollet, attache to the French embassy. Du to consider what was to be done. There was
Rollet became enthusiastic and -went to certainly no one amongst them who would
care to undertake a personal opposition
Mane Amtoffrelle" 'herself.
It was decided that Gluck should take by the composition of a rival work. They
the theme of Racine's Iphigenia in A ulis as sent for the Italian composer Piccini, and

version.
failed !

He did so two years later.

It

WHITAKER-WILSON.

L C. Orr, whose talk..id&s_t year on

events, persons, and phases of life in Old
Belfast proved most interesting, will give
a talk on February -3 On " Fifty -Years
Ago." This
listeners.

will be heard by Belfast

Cheaper Electric Radio by Regentone ! A new range of Regentone

Mains Units at lower prices. A

model for your set, for any set, any

portable. To electrify your set for
D.C. Mains it costs only £2: 12 :6
(Regentone Combined Unit, Model
II). For A.G. Maim it costs only
£4 : 55 : o (Regentone Combined

Unit, Model W.5.A). For A.G.
Mains, H.T. only, it costs only
£3 : 7 : 6 (Regentone Mains Unit,
Model W.I.D-3 fixed tappings).

Write for FREE Art Booklet, with
colour supplement " Cheaper Electric Radio by Regentone "-or get it
from your dealer.
REGENTONE LIMITED, Regentone House, 21 Bartlett's Buildings,

Holborn Circus, London, E.C.4.
Telephone : Central 8745 (5 lines).

Irish Free State Distributors : Kelly & Shiel

Ltd., 47 Fleet Street, D

E.W.G.
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1931

B

1E1

1931

ETHER SEARCHER

ETHER SEARCHER

H & B SHIELDS ARE

H & B SHIELDS ARE

THE SECRET OF SUCCESS
H & B Valve and Coil Shields

ESSENTIAL FOR SUCCESS
Mr. Sieger uses only H & B
Shields for the perfect screening
of S.C. Valve and Coils specified
for the

were used exclusively

for the
original receiver and are definitely
specified for the

1931

19 31

ETHER SEARCHER
H & B CABINET

ETHER SEARCHER
THE KIT TO BUILD THIS SET

for the

1931 ETHER SEARCHER
Handsome Walnut Cabinet £1:17:6
£1:1:0
Oak Model

d.

Ebonite panel, S by 6 in. (Trelleborg)
I 3 -gang .0095-mfd. variable conden-

2

0

15

0

ser, with drum dial (J.B., Chassie-

mount)
...
.0003-mfd. variable series aerial
condenser (Polar)
.000r-mfd. variable reaction condenser (Polar)
Set of 3 matched coils, with ganging

1

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES
3 Mullard Valves
£1:19:0 extra
120 v. Siemens " Full -o -Power " - 16/3
9 v. Ever -ready Grid Bias
1/3
2 v. 40 amp. Exide Accumulator - 8/6
Mullard Model " C " Loudspeaker £2:10:0
Ormond Loudspeaker
- £1:9:6

3 0
3

0

switch (Colvern type, TGSC2 and

TGSRI)
r On -off switch (Pioneer)

H & B SCREENS
Every EC reen made cf heavy gauge British alu-

minium, exactly to spcc tLation, and supplied
with necessary earthing tags and scr.vvs.

s. d.

Standard 10 in. by 6 in., with two
terminals
James S.G. Quality Five Set
Brookmans Three
Brookmans Four Set
Sunshine Portable ...
Clarion 1930 Three
Inceptordyne and foil

1

..
..

5
2
5
1

...
...

1
5

Ether Searcher panel screen and
base
Music Leader box ...
Horizon Four
Continental Portable
Challenge Four with foil
Challenge Three with foil ...
...
Challenge Radio -Grand with foil ...
.

.

Short-wave Adaptor with

11
5

9
6

0
6
6
9
6
6
0

2

sr ec.f.cation; quotations given by return.

2834

(H. & B.)

2

9

2

9

6

1

0

2

0
6

2

3

2

2

3
6

2

0

7

...

Insulated sleeving (H. & B.)

9
6
9

8
3

0

0

3
8

2 Terminal blocks (H. & B.)
...
4 Terminals, marked : L.S.+, L.S.-,

0

1
1

3

6

SHIELDS (3 coil shields, 1 S.G.
...
valve shield, ready slotted)
Aluminium foil sheet, 16 by 10 in.

19
2
2

9

6

1

1 SET OF H. & B. SPECIFIED

...
G.B.-2 (Belling -Lee)
L.T.- (Belling 2 Spade ends, L.T.

Aluminium Cabinet for Five Point
SIW Three, complete with 5 -ply
baseboard covered with foil
... 18 6
Any screen or screening box made to any

GERRARD

.or fixed condenser, flat type (T.C.C.)
.0002-mfd. fixed condenser, S.P.
type (T.C.C.)
...
....
r-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen)
2 2-meg. grid leaks (Lissen)
Grid leak holder (Lissen)

0

.

TELEPHONE:

1 High -frequency choke (Telsen)

3

2

8

1 .0003 -mfd. fixed condenser (Tel -

2

3

valve -

foil

1 Low -frequency transformer (Tel sen Ace, 5 to 1) ...
3 Valve holders (Telsen)
1 .0002-mfd. fixed condenser (Tel -

9
9
6
6

1

holder attached, 8 in. by 7 in. .
Regional A.C. Five (2) boxed and
Regional A.C. Four
Five Point Three
Falcon A.C. Three ...
New Brookmans Three
...
...
Five Point Four, with valve -holder
fitted
...
Regional Band Pass Four ...,
...

1

...

A, F (Belling -Lee)

7 Wander plugs: H.T.±I, H.T.-+2,

1

6

1

9

1

8
0

H.T.+3, H.T.-, G.B.+,
Lee)

12 ft. wire and 6 ft. rubber flex (Lew 1

6
0

£5 13

7

1

Baseboard, 5 -ply

...

CASH PRICE

All purchasers of the Complete Kit for the
1931

Ether Searcher can have the set
BUILT FREE IF DESIRED

TRADE SUPPLIED

H & B COILS

For Super Efficiency H & B Coils are wound
on Trellebarg's 12,030 volt per mja 'Fest Eb 311ite. Losses are therefore cut to a minimum.
Set of coils for the Revner's £ s. d.
...
...
Hyperdyne
...
17 6

Special short-wave H.F. choke
Challenge Two, with reaction
winding
Challenge Three, carefully
matched, per pair
...
...

Challenge Four, three coils ex-

1

actly as specified and carefully
matched
Challenge Radio -gramophone

2

0

10

6

1

0

11

6

1

0

7

6

9
5
3

6

10

6

9

6

10

0

Aerial and Anode Coils, ex -

actly as specified
...
...
Music Monitor, "VV.M." Sept. ...
Searcher Two, "A.W.," Aug. 23,
per pair
A.B.C. Two, "W.M." Aug.
...
Brookman's By -Pass ...
...
Music Leader, "A.W."
...

James S.G. Portable 3, "W.M.,"
.
July ...
James A.C.5, "W M.," Jan. Set
...
...
of 4 coils
...

1

1

0
0

NOTE.-We supply Coils for any set
described in " A.W.," " W.M.," etc.
Any coil built to your specification.
Prices on application.
TERMS.-Carriage Paid on all orders
accompanied by cash. C.O.D. charges

paid on orders over £1.

H & B RADIO CO.

34, 36, 38 BEAK ST., 'REGENT ST., LONDON, W.1
Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

TELEPHONE:
GERRARD

2834
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A Fine Valve Catalogue

Aikatri Ratio ,gmtwe

Such a large range of Mazda valves is now
to be had by set users that a comprehensive
catalogue giving curves and full details of
each type of valve is very welcome. I have
just received a copy of this latest catalogue

That New Speaker
A Complete Catalogue
A really fine catalogue which should be
BEFORE you decide on the type and

and can thoroughly recommend it to all

161
make of the new speaker, write to the the hands of every man who has occasion valve users.
British Blue Spot Co. for a folder which has to buy new components is that produced by
just been prepared describing the present the Henderson Wireless & Electrical SerGET THESE CATALOGUES FREE
range. There are speakers available to vice. In its 112 pages are crowded lengthy
suit any set.
Here " Observer" reviews the latest booklets
153 details of leading current components.

157

Home Recording

Camco Cabinets
Are you interested in making your own
There is, of course, nothing which imrecords ? It is quite easy to do so with your proves the appearance of a set so much as a
wireless set and using one of the home - new cabinet. There are cabinets to suit
recorder kits now on the market. I advise
you to write to Cairns and Morrison, Ltd.,
for a new booklet describing the use of the
Cairmor system.
154

every type of set and speaker made by the
Carrington Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and

in a new Camco booklet just produced
representative " boxes" of the Camco

and folders issued by well-known manufac-

turers. If you want copies of any or all of

them FREE OF CHARGE, just send a

postcard, giving the index numbers of the
catalogues required (shown at the end of
each paragraph), to " Postcard Radio
Literature," "Amateur Wireless," 58-61
Fetter Lane, London, E.G.4. " Observer "
will see that you get all the literature you
desire.

range are well illustrated.
158
Power Transformers
From Messrs. Edwards, of Chelmsford, I For Moving -coil Users
have just received some leaflets, giving
The Star Engineering Co. has written to
particulars of power transformers suitable me to say they will be pleased to send to any
NEW BROWNIE SETS
for various types of Westinghouse metal moving -coil user a copy of a resistance
rectifiers and popular valve rectifiers. A table which is handy when matching a MWO very interesting additions have
wide range of power chokes is also made and moving -coil speaker with the output stage
I been made to the already large range
these leaflets should be obtained by home of a set.
of Brownie sets, these being the "Baby 159
155
constructors of mains apparatus.
grand 2" and the "Dominion Mains
Astra Condensers
S.G.3." The "Baby -grand 2," including
Free Valve Charts
The Astra people have been making a a built-in speaker and British valves, sells
You should most certainly have the new name for themselves lately with some good at L3 5s.-a remarkably low figure. The
Marconi valve chart which can be obtained variable condensers and slow-motion dials three-valver is a quality set costing only
free through my catalogue service from the manufactured under Ormond licence. I f,I5 15s., royalty paid. Full particulars
Marconiphone Co., Ltd. This chart gives am particularly impressed by the new may be obtained free from the Brownie
full details, characteristics and curves.
differential condensers which should find a Wireless Co. (G.B.), Ltd., Nelson Street,
156 place in many sets.
160 London, N.W.r.

FIRST, BUY THE SIX -SIXTY POWER UNIT
and get constant H.T. and Grid Bias from A.C. Mains for your battery set.
Fitted in a moment, and occupies no more space than your present batteries.

Price, £6 :

6

:

0.

NEXT, BUY SIX -SIXTY A.C. VALVES
with their added range and power and all round efficiency. They are ideal
and standard replacements for any A.C. mains set. Now you can use them
in your battery set because the Six -Sixty Power Unit includes an L.T. winding for their filaments. By fitting a set of Six -Sixty A.C. valves and adaptors
you can have

ALL -MAINS OPERATION
without altering a single wire. Or if you prefer to change over immediately to
all -mains you can buy the complete A.C. Conversion Equipment from £8 5s.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET giving full

particulars of the whole Six -Sixty range.

21111111111111111MINIP

SAY

'4111

'9111111

1'111

.1111111i'

EI

'111

'111111"'1111°',

iiiillu

(11. .A. RADIO VALI, ES AND,EQUIPNIEN

SIX -SIXTY RADIO CO., LTD., Six -Sixty House,
17/18, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, London, W.I.
,Tel.: Museum 6116/7
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RECOMMENDED FOR THE

`1931 ETHER SEARCHER'
'44019
.1111.1

In design, construction and finish, this
Component, recommended by the designer of the " 1931 Ether Searcher,"
reflects the care and accuracy in manufacture which characterise all Lotus
Components.

P

t

An angle Knob Control and Bracket,

with a socket for pilot light to illuminate

the scale, are included, and it is available with artistic brown or black escutcheon plate, as desired.

PRICES :

The separate spindle with which it is

fitted enables any number of condensers

to be ganged together, and it can be
supplied complete with either two or

Drum Dial, complete with two .0005

Condensers
Drum Dial, complete w:th three .0005
Condensers

22/ -

28/9
8/6

irmnurs
DRUM DIAL

6/9

for GANGED

Garnett, Whiteley & Co. Ltd., Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool

CONDENSERS

three condensers.

Drum Dial only
...
.0005 Condenser only ...

...

Obtainable from any Wireless Dealer

A NEW

NTI

FE

TRANSFORMER
AT

11'6

With a performance better than any transformer
available at the price. Built to the Ferranti standard of workmanship, material and reliability.
With a Ferranti Transformer available at this price
TYPE

Ratio
FERRANTI LTD.

-

AF8
1:3-5

there is no need to impair the quality of your receiver
by fitting an inferior transformer.

Head Office & Works: HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE. LONDON: Bush House, ALDWYCH, W.C.2

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W-"

ettattur Wink!)

JANUARY 17, 1931
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KNIFE -EDGED TUNING
IMMENSE AMPLIFICATION

PERFECT STABILITY
NOW POSSIBLE ON ANY VALVE SET

The wonderful new 1931
S R S scRGMED CONVERTOR
ANY VALVE SET
INSTANTLY CONVERTS
INTO A SCREENED GRID SET
A SIMPLE 2 -VALVE SET BECOMES A POWER-

FUL SCREENED - GRID THREE GIVING

FULL LOUD -SPEAKER RECEPTION OF

ALL EUROPEAN STATIONS

3 -VALVE STRAIGHT SETS BECOME IMMENSELY POWERFUL SCREENED -GRID
FOURS.
DUAL RANGE LONG OR SHORT WAVES AT
THE TOUCH OF A SWITCH

CONVERTS ALSO BETS ALREADY HAVING ONE

SCREENED -GRID VALVE TO TWO SCREENED GRIDS,

AND NO ALTERATIONS TO YOUR SET
MERELY PUT AERIAL ON CONVERTOR AND A LEAD
FROM THE CONVERTOR THEN GOES TO THE AERIAL
TERMINAL ON YOUR SET.

CAN BE USED INSTANTLY ON RECEIPT.
WRITTEN GUARANTEE if you MENTION SET.

NORTHERN REGIONAL LISTENERS PRE-

PARE YOUR SETS NOW AND GET THE
REQUIRED SELECTIVITY WITH IMMENSE
INCREASE OF SIGNAL STRENGTH.

DO NOT CONFiaS:E THIS CONVERTOR WITH

ORDINARY SCREENED -GRID UNITS, IT IS
ENTIRELY DIFFERENT. PATENTS PENDING.
MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE WORLDFAMOUS SRS 'Ultra SHORT-WAVE
APPARATUS. Send for lea flats.
PRICE, READY FOR U3E (less valve) L
Postage
1/- extra
STOW:HOUSE RADIO SUPPLIES

54 UNION ST., PLYMOUTH, DEVON
Ph

2496

WILL THE ORCHESTRA OF 1940 INCORPORATE ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS?
MANY will remember the invention,

In the past a musician has been bound

instrument which consisted of the manual
control of audio frequencies produced by
oscillating valve circuits.
Since that time several similar instruments have appeared and in the labora-

but now he can invent multitudes of new

a year or two ago, of a weird musical by the limits of his particular instrument,

tones.
Electrical musical instruments (for want

of a better term) are not subject to the
limitations of other instruments which
tory there are " orchestras " actually in become rather pronounced in the upper

existence consisting solely of these instru- and lower registers, in fact these instruments are capable of producing a musical
ments.
The instrument consists of an audio - range far exceeding the capabilities of the
frequency oscillator, the pitch of which is human ear. Any desired volume, too, can
suitably altered by passing the hands be obtained with little effort.
The development of these new. instrunearer and farther from a suitably connected antenna. A single condenser is ments will, however, not be easy, partly
provided for the purpose of tuning the because of the difficulty of producing suitinstrument to other instruments in the able musical scores; again, more accurate
same way that a piano or violin is tuned. symbols for the delicate shades of quality
Volume is controlled by passing the hands and more accurate indications of volume
are obviously needed.
in the vicinity of a second antenna.
These facts combined with the neceisary
The advantages of these electrical instruments are numerous; they can be adjusted delay associated with the acceptance of
to produce all kinds of wave form from a anything new will militate against its
pure sinusoidal wave to the wave which is early acceptance, but it is very probable
rich in harmonics. In the former case we that before long this new electrical wonder
have a pure but rather thin note and in the will be a familiar sight in our concert
latter a fuller, richer tone. Both have their halls and cinemas.
L. A. C
advantages.

In addition, there is the fact that any
tone quality can be produced with the

The children's concert which will be
greatest of ease, thus making it possible broadcast from Belfast on February 6 will
to imitate any other known instrument or be relayed from the Ulster Hall, in cocombination of instruments and, indeed, operation with the Ministry of Education
tone qualities at present unknown may even
be possible.

for Northern Ireland -and the City of

Belfast Education Authority.

" CARLTON " BATTERIES supply that
abundant energy which turns any set into
a living reality. " CARLTON " BATTERIES are astonishing the Radio world

with their clear, long -living power at
prices which defy all -comers.
Don't pay more for your power.
" CARLTON " have proved on test

that they provide more energy than
most higher -priced Batteries.

Try one.
If any difficulty in obtaining, send
your dealer's name and address to

VINCE'S DRY BATTERIES, LTD.,
]..ION WORKS, GARFORD ST., LONDON, E.14

BRITISH MADE

CARLTO
N
LONG LIFE LOW PRICE

RADIO BATTERIES

JANUARY 17, 1931
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ENSURES

Permanent Efficiency

J
Incorporating westing-

house Metal Rectifier

MASTER
OF THE

MAINS

by the

introduc-

tion of

Nikalloy
completely revolu-

tionised the
standard by
which the per-

FOR USE IN " 1931 ETHER SEARCHER

form ance of

UNIT TYPE 150 4 A.G.

transformers and
chokes is judged.
These modern,
compact compo-

tt

Giving 150 volts at 25 milliamperes load, aud incor-

porating 4 vie centre -tapped winding for supplying filament current for indirectly
heated valves, Size Sins. x Sins. x iins;

Tappings: One variable 0-150
fixed

,,

150

E.G.

nents, like all R.I.

Price Z5 : O : 0

Nikalloy cores,
yield positively
unequalled re-

UNIT TYPE 120. Giving 120 volts at 20 milliamperes load. Size Sins. x Sins. X 31ins:

1

products with

Tappings: One variable 0-120
91

Price £4 : 7 : 6

sults and ensure
absolute reliability and lasting
efficiency beyond
question.

fixed

,,

UNIT TYPE 120/T.C. Giving 120 volts output at 20 milliamperes load, and also
containing trickle charger for 2, 4 or ti volt accumulators: Size 0 ans. x S ills. x 51 ilia.

404

Tappings: One variable 0-120
fixed

HYPERCORE

HYPERMU

19

Price

The highest and. most
uniform

amplification

between 25 and 7,000 cycles of any transformer in existence.

Primary inductance 85 henries. Ratio 4-1. Weight 211
13 ozs. Incontestably the world's best transformer.

HYPERCORE

The first nickel
iron choke for use

as an output filter or smoothing choke.

: 17 : 6

120

S.G,

ALWAYS USE SPECIFIED
COMPONENTS
Junit Components
specified in the
1931 ETHER SEARCHER

Low self -

capacity with high inductance ensures brilliance in reproduction. Inductance 30 henries. Maximum D.C. 80
milliamperes. Weight 18 ozs. A brilliant
example of British Radio enterprise.

120

S.G.

17'6

Ask your dealer for illustrated leaflets fully
describing the R.I. Nikalloy Components.
In case of difficulty please write to us direct
giving your usual dealer's name.

TERMINAL
MOUNTS

Price
each

VALVE

HOLDERS

Price

1 /9 each
Advertisement of the yunit Manufacturing, en., Ltd.. a R79 enscourt Square, London, W.6

R.I.

LTD., MADRIGAL WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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USE the NEW "A.W." LINEN BULLPHONE

QUALITY RADIO
ON DEFERRED TERMS

DIAPHRAGM LOUD -SPEAKER

with
your

1931 ETHER SEARCHER
THE combination of the finest speaker and -the

most selective three -valuer of 1931, described
in this issue, will give perfect radio reproduction.
The New A.W. Linen Diaphragm Loud -speaker
which proved such a remarkable sensation at the
last Radio Exhibition, Olympia, has appealed to

the amateur radio enthusiast to such an extent

that it has been necessary to take over extra

premises to cope with the enormous demand.
The reproduction and tone of this speaker arc
far in advance of any yet designed and it is equal
to; if not better than, the majority of moving coil speakers.
The Junior K.D. 9 -pole Lond

speaker Unit specially designed for liuen diaphragm
Loud -speakers.

A remark-

able unit for only SI, post

free. There is also a de luxe

model-the K.D. Double

Start the Ncw Year well-by treating yourself
to the finest loud -speaker yet designed. Any
standard unit mounted free of charge. Every
speaker tested and approved before delivery.
Size 14in. by 14in.
Size 15in. by 16in.
Size lain. by 16in.
Size 16in. octagonal
Size 241n. by 24in.

Magnet 8 -pole Unit.

For
power and sweetness of tone
is unsurpassed.

Price, 15/6, post free.
OTHER KONE-DOPE
PRODUCTS

Dope for linen. Cd. and 1/ per bottle, post 3d. Specially doped linen. 5:- per tuini re

yard, post 3d.

Write for free illustrated folder and
improce your radio. Can be obtained

front all dealerc or direct from the
actual mainifaclareni,

KONE DOPE COMPANY.
1 l'lashet Rd.. Upton Maaor, E.13

...

STRAIGHT THREE (Battery Operated)

£4 : 15 : 0

Size: 17 in. by 8 in. by 9 in. Less valves and batteries. Dual Range 2oc-2,woo metres ...

Or 10,' -Deposit and balance in 12 monthly payments of 8:-.

BULLPHONE
ELIM INATOR

Satisfaction guaranteed.
Complete Speakers. less Unit:
Size 12in. by 12in.
...

The "NIGHTINGALE"

... 15/6, post free.
17/6, post !rec.
18/6, post free.
... 19/6, pffitiree.
22/6, post free.
25/-, post free.

Incorporating Westinghouse

Metal Rectifier
Model A.C.2. In Bakelite Case, 33
millamperes output at 15o volts. Four
tappings, two fixed, two variable with
grid bias si to 15 volts.

...
...
Other sizes made to customers' requirements.
CABINETS for the
New "A.W." Linen Diaphragm Loud - speaker

10'. Dmosit and

balance

in

12

monthly payments cf 1 1
Mcdet A.C.3. As A.C.2 but with

are now supplied containing Single Linen
Diaphragm Chassis and
"KJ)." 8 -pole double
Magnet. Unit Speakers

Trickle Charger

4- or 6 -volt.
1 2 - Dapcsit

.25

zmprre, 2-,

and ',Ilene,: in

monthly payments cf 12/-.

size 12" by 12". Crocodile

finish in many colours.
Price complete.
post free.

12

Ask your local dealer for particulars or write direct to :
BULLPHONE LTD., (Dept. A.W.), 38 Holywell Lane, London, E.C.2

PULL DOWN THAT UNSIGHTLY OUTDOOR

AERIAL AND MAST !

NO DANGER FROM STORMS

NO TROUBLE 10 FIX
NO WAVE TRAPS
REQUIRED

SELECTIVITY
VOLUME
GREATER*EFFICIENCY

The New R.C. Regional Aerial.
Pat. No. 284571. An ADMIRALTY PATTERN AERIAL.
Made

of special

Rubber -covered Flexible wire

being

weather proof and non -corrosive. Suitable for erecting
ndoors, under eaves, or any outside position. Size 14 ft.
long, 4 in. dia. Rapid shortening device for smaller span.
A permanent Aerial giving high conductivity, selectivity,
Price 6, and maximum volume.
The R.C. Collapsible Aerial.

Pat. No. 284963:

An ingenious aerial invention contain-

ing 55 ft. in one length of high conductive wire in 130
turns spirally wound stud made to run along support
cords. Can be erected and re -erected in a moment.

Adaptable to any span up to 14 ft. Capacity can be
altered at a touch thereby increasing selectivity. For
indoor use.

Price

2/ -

The R.C. Popular Sdper.

An extra eflident indoor aerial made of special stranded
tinsel wire in 8 twelve foot lengths threaded side
by side to form a flat aerial.
ice 4/ -

LANCHESTER'S
LATEST
MOVING COIL
HIGH IMPEDANCE

SPEAKER 2412:6
Direct from
your set ! No
Choke or

Transformer
required.

The R.C. Super Silk.

ti
c/o

For those requiring efficiency with elegance. In
Old Gold, Silver Grey, Maroon, and Red.

lil

Price 8/ -

ALL AERIALS

fY
1:1

SUPPLIED ll'ITH

Same appearance
and standard of

MAKE UP YOUR MIND

performance as our
well-known Low

INSULATORS
ATTACHED.

TO GET THE "R.C."

AERIAL AND ENSURE
UNINTERRUPTED RECEPTION

Obtainable of all deal-

ers or Post Free from
R.C.

RADIO -ELECTRIC

Limited
YORK HOUSE, SOUTH-

AMPTON ROW, W.C.1

rg

0

Impedalce model
as listed at £4:4:0.
WRITE TO -DAY. We sell direct to the public only.

LANCHESTER LABORATORIES LTD.,
TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

JANUARY 17, 1931
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EPOCH
16,500 LINES !
N. P. L. test of the Model 101
(Domino) shows the Domino to have

a flux density of 16,500 per sq. cm.
WITHIN the air gap (about 20,000
to 35,000 lines per sq. cm. according
to the old methods of measurements).

Easu Wau

Send

%IPF

10/ -

PILOT KITS
FOR

PERFECT RADIO

made expressly for Home use.

Test Meter, without which no set is ccmplete.

,
Or x2
8111:5
Kit'B' 'Price} £10: 6:11 { monthly
£10:14:11 payments of,
hit 'C'
Nit

15/9

Send

19/8

9/2

18/11

Only

(Described in ''A .IV." Nov. Ilk, I 93o)

£6: 6:7

11/7

Or I2 moathlci 15/2
(Price} £13: 5:7 { payments of
17/5

fCash

Rend

6/5
only

IMPORTANT NOTE

KIT "A" is less valves and cabinet. KIT "B" with
valves less cabinet. KIT "C" with valves and cabinet.

Send

Any parts supplied separately.

7/9
Only

SEND NOW FOR

Send

I THE PILOT CHART

Only

for

the

Amateur

Constructor.

7/9

DAIVERY

QUALITY ?-

EPOCH

Prices from

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS are the finest
and most advanced in the world. Models for

every requirement from the tiny portable to the
giant Cinema Speakers as used in 600 cinemas.

A HAPPY COMBINATION

8.G.

H.T.

Cash Price £4 13 0
Balance in 11 monthly payments o18/6.
LAMPLUGH or FARRAND INDUCTOR
SPEAKER, for perfect reproduction.

Unit and chassis eemplete, ready
mounted.
Cash Price £3 10 0
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5.

BLUE SPOT MODEL 51R CABINET
SPEAKER.
Cash Price £4 4 0

Balance in 11 monthly payments of
7/9

EPOCH PERMANENT MAGNET

SPEAKER with type 114 unit only.
' Cash price. £4 4 0
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7,e.

I

STRICT PRIVACY
GUARANTEED

No

extra tharg-s.

ALL ORDERS

to Easy Payment Orders

CARRIAGE PAID

PETO-ISCOTT
CO. LTD.
OUR NEW CATALOGUE
.lannoonuounaccewocnimourmonaccoolinalosnousumnamoromumnroi

PLEASE SEND

ME FREE YOUR (a) LATEST
EASY WAY CATALOGUE; lb) LATEST PILOT
RADIO CHART.
LONDON: 77 City Road,E.C.1 Phone :Clerkenweli NA ME
9406-74. 62 nigh Holborn, w.c.i Phone:
'Chancery 81656. MANCHESTER: 33 W'hitelow
ADDRESS
describing ALL THE LEADING MAKERS' Receivers,
Components,

Radio

Gramophones,

Pick-ups,

etc.

A veritable guide to Radio. Get your copy to -day.

Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy.

Phone: Chorl!ou-

NEWCASTLE, STAFFS: 7
Albany Road.

cunrftardy

£6.15.0

EPOCH RANGE OF PERMANENT
MAGNET AND ENERGISED HELD

W.1.B.

variable.
Cash Price £4 19
Balance in 11 monthly payments 019,2.

Pry the Postman.

IM ;MEDIATE

(3)

REGENTONE

ELIMINATOR FOR A.C. MAINS.
One variable, one power, one S.G.

PILOT AIR CHROME SPEAKER
incorporatg
''K" the fatuous
Ultra
Chassis Air
Chrome, 14" by le. Oak 5//6

p

4 to 3) times the sensitivity of an ordin- ry
Moving Coil Speaker.
Equivalent to adding one or two distcrtionless
stages to the set.
Power, more than sufficient from a modest set.

Cash Price £3 19 6
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/4.

EXIDE 120 -VOLT WH, TYPE AC-

1,9

I
I
Contains detailed Price Lists of
I all
the latest and best Kits, and
over 30 valuable Hints and Tips I

ELIMINATOR,

H.T.

CUMULATOR, in crates.

THE "LOFTIN-WHITE" A.C.2

imi mei mos Imo mmsi NMI MIMI =M MIR

3F.20

8/6
Only

14/4

EKCO

10 in.a. Tappings for S.G. 60 volts,
and 120/150 volts. For A.C. mains.

Send

2Y;2

I

(2)

DYNAPLUSSCREENED THREE KIT,
S.C., detector, 1.712.L
}'rice
£5 14
r
Balance in 11 monthly payments o110, 6.

Send

THE CHALLENGE THREE

iris

(1)

Send

Only

Kit,A, fCash). £ 7:16:6 f °rt.:monthly I.
K,,,B,
£10:1510 paymmts of J
Kit 'C' price £11:10:6

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN ?

two S.G., detector, and power.
Cash Price £11 15 0
Dal ance ul2menthly payments of18/6.

7/4

(Described 10 this issw)

'13'

1931 OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET KIT,

23/6
Only

D.C. PUSH-PULL TWO

Ni,

aktlance hallinonthly payments of 12/9.

All above Kit prices include valves and
cabinet

for your new set, down to the last screw, in an
attractive carton, including Ths Famous Pilot

li

Only

10/6

Every specified component

A RECORD for a speaker

COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER
KIT, 1931 model, S.G., detector, and
power.
Cash Price £6 17 6

Send

Only

Success Guaranteed.

appreciated when it is realised that the
average moving coil Speaker, including
so-called "supers," generally measures
between 3,000 and 8,000 lines per sq.
cm. by the same method of measurement.

KITS,
ACCESSORIES, Etc., Etc.
MANUFACTURERS'

TO PERFECT RADIO

The enormous achievement will be

-

mattur Witv.ie9j
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A.W.e; (I I;

THE CABINET FOR THE

WIRELESS

"ETHER SEARCHER"
This cabinet has

been

specially designed by us

for Amateur Wireless

MAGAZINE

to house this receiver.

The Wax -polished Oak
with black cellulose base,

-"The DOMINO " and the

gives it an elegant and
modern appearance.

"1931 ETHER SEARCHER"

The Big British

New Edition Booklet MS4a now

Wireless Monthly

EPOCH RADIO MANFG. CO. LTD.,

1/ -

Price

-

21 /Full List of Cabinets on Request

ready-it is free for the asking

FARRINGDON AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.4

CLARION RADIO FURNITURE

28-38 Mansford Street, London, E.2
Telephone: Bishopsgate 6371

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

JANUARY 17, 1931
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BROADCAST TELEPHONY
HOMELAND FOUR
SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER KIT OF PARTS

ARECEIVER designed for Home construction and capable of reception of
S.W. programmes at Loud -speaker strength
over vast distances and under adverse conditions. Simple to operate -only one tuning
dial.

Smooth reaction control and no

unpleasant capacity effects. Wavelength
range from 12.5 to 85 metres and from 250550 metres. Coils for any between wavelengths up to 2,000 metres can be obtained.
Receiver is built on a metal chassis which
is ready drilled for assembly and includes
all components, wires, screws, etc., needed
to make up the complete receiver.

Kit complete without valves, £ 10

Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison,
the power indicated is aerial energy.
Kilo.
Station and Power
Power
Kilo.
Station and
Station and Power
KiloMetres cycles
Call Sign
(Kw.)
Metres cycles
(Kw.)
Call Sign
Metres cycles
Call Sign
(Kw.)
GREAT BRITAIN
316
950 Marseilles (PTT)
416
72r Radio Maroc
1.5
25.53 11,751 Chelmsford
328.2 gr4 Grenoble (PTT)
(Rabat) 10.0
1.2
(G5SW) 15.0
329.5 910.3 Poste Parisien ... 1.2
0.6
1,250 . 24o Tunis Kasbab
200 1,500 Leeds
0.16
345.2 869 Strasbourg (PTT) 12.0
NORWAY
242 1,238 Belfast
1.2
370
8zo.,5 Radio LL (Paris) 0.6
0.5
235.5 2,275 Stavanger
261.3 1,148 London Nat
68.0
385
779 Radio Toulouse 15.0
0.5
240.6 1,247 Kristianss and
288.5 2,o40 Newcastle
1.2
447
67r Paris (PTT)
2.0
1.0
364
824'
Bergen
288.51,040 .Swansea
0.16
466
644 Lyons (PTI')
2.3
0.7
368
8r5 Frederikss tad
288.5 1,040 Stoke-on-Trent
0.16 1,445.7 207.5 Eiffel Tower
15.0
1.5
453.2
Porsgrund
66a
288.5 1,040 Sheffield
0,16 1,725
174 Radio Paris
17.0
1.2
453.2 66a Nidaros
288.51,040 Plymouth
0.16
75.0
GERMANY
278.5
Oslo
1,077
288.5 1,040 Liverpool ......
0.16
31.33 9,560 Zecseti
15.0
288.5 1,040 Hull
0.16
POLAND
217 1,387 Konigsberg
1.7
288.5 1,040 Edinburgh
0.4
2.2
234 1,283 Lodz
218 1,373 Flensburg
0.8
288.5 1,040 Dundee
0.16
1.5
244
1,229
Cracow
227 1,319 Cologne
1.7
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth
1.2
0.5
312.8 959 Wilma
227
2,319
Munster
0.6
288.5 1,040 Bradford
0.16
1.9
887.r
Poznan
338.1.
227 1,319 Aachen
0.3
301
309.9
356.3

376.4
398.9
479
1,654

352
453
617

Send for list No. 30 for S.W. apparatus.

319

BROMSGROVE STREET.
BIRMINGHAM.

104 CHARING CROSS ROAD,
LONDON, W.C.2

C. WEBB, LTD,

.Y1r4Y1-v

Salzburg
Linz
Innsbruck
85r Graz
666 Klagenfurt
581 Vienna

206 1.456
206 1,456
216 :,39 r
243 1,235
244.7 1,226
245 3 1,223
338.2 857

Constructional booklet with diagrams and details, SIXPENCE
London Service Depot

Daventry (Nat )
AUSTRIA

218.5 1,372
246 1,220
283.6 2,058

509

Sole Hantdectnrece
STRATTON & CO.. LTD..

Aberdeen
Cardiff
London Reg.
Manchester
Glasgow
Midland Reg.

995
968
842
7g7
752
626
193

BELGIUM
Verviers
Antwerp

Cha telinea u

Courtrai
Ghent
Schaerbeek
Vel them

941

Sofia

1,139 Morayska-

279
294
342
487

1,076
1,020
878
617

281
1,153

1,067
26o

Ostrava 11.0
Bratislava
14.0
Kosice

Brunn (Brno)
Prague (Praha)

DENMARK

205

1,013

221
291
1,706

7,355
2,031
157

Copenhagen
Kalundborg

ESTONIA

Reval (Tallinn)

FINLAND
Helsinki
Viipuri
Lahti

FRANCE
St. Quentin
Fecamp
Nimes

28(1

2,730
1,103
1,040

304
313

988
952

2.5
3.0
5.5

566
570
1,635
1,635

0.7
15.0
15.0
54.0
0.3
1.0
1.0

Beziers

sud ()Jest 1.0

Lille (PIT)

Rennes
Montpellier
280.2 1,o47.9 Radio Lyons
296.4 1,012.1 Limoges (PTT)

0.6
0.5
1.0
15.0
1.2
2.0
0.5
0.5

530
527

1,071

1,875
550
1,200

Hanover
Freiburg

183.5 Zeesen

:83.5 Norddeich
HOLLAND

31.28 9,599
299 1,004
299 1,o04

1.0
10.0

B -.rdeau

248.5 1,207.2 Juan-les-Pins
256 .r, I 71 Toulouse (PTT)

vlveholdvalwholders. You can g,ting.1,cd
but you cm' t
relic d upon.
not Bm,jam gocd valv,h
eis that
th st are not
nnu
t BmjanaM
rang., ofand1?.lij
de c-ib
is. The complete
is illustrated
Radio Products
it in our catalcgue
May we send you a copy?

232.2 1,292 Kiel
239 1,256 Nurnberg
246.4 2,217.2 Cassel
253.4 1,184 Leipzig
259.3 1,157 Gleiwitz
269.8 1,112 Augsburg
276.5 z,o85 Heilsberg
283.6 1,058 Magdeburg
283.6 1,058 Berlin (E)
283.6 2,058 Stettin
316.6 947.6 Bremen
318.8 941. Dresden
325
933 Breslau
.360
833 M a blacker
372
8o6 Hamburg
390
770 Frankfurt
418
726 Berlin
452.1 663 Danzig
473
635 Langenberg
533
563 Munich
559.7 536 Kaiserslautern

(Rodno Radio) 0.5
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA

240.8 2,346

buys Bmjamin
The old hand always
knows that they cm b

0.3
0.4
0.25
0.1
0.25
0.5

(Louvain) 12.0
Brussels (No. 1) 1.2
BULGARIA

172.5 r,739
222.9 1,346
235.1 1,275
237.2 1,261

SAVVY I

0.6
0.6
0.6
'9.5
0.6
20.0

590

263

265
272

1.2
1.2
45.0
1.2
1.2
38.0
35.0

28o
16o

0.31

2.3

0.3
2.3
5.6
0.3
75.0
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.3
0.3
1.7
75.0
1.7
1.7
1.7
0.2
17.0
1.7
1.0
0.3
0.35
35.0
10.0

23.0
16.0

Milan (Milano)

8.5

Natan-V: tus:Paris) 0.5

363.4

155

ROMANIA

16.0

Bucharest

RUSSIA

427
720
800

824
870
937.5
1,000
1,103
1,200
1,30I
1,380
1,481

4.0
Kharkov
416.6 Moscow (P TT)._ 20.0
20.0
375 Kiev
25.0
364 Sverdlovsk
15.0
344.8 Tiflis
32o Kharkov (RV20) 25.0
20.0
Leningrad
300
272 Moscow Popoff.- 40.0
Kharkov
(ltV4)
25.0
25o
230 Moscow (Trades'
185.0
Unions)
10.0
217.5 Bakou
202.5 Moscow (Isom) 20.0
702

SPAIN

251

1,293 Barcelona

Riga

12.0

Kaunas

7.0

NORTH AFRICA
825.3 Algiers (PTT)

13.0

815 Seville (EA J5)

704.7 Madrid (EAR)
652 San Sebastian

(LAP)

SWEDEN

302
322
436
542
770
1,216
1,348

990
932

64 Stockholm
Sundsvall
Ostersund
246.7 Boden
222.5 Motala
554
389

SWITZERLAND

TURKEY

306.8
430.5
574.7

2.0
0.5
15.0
0.65
15.0
75.0
15.0
0.75
0.75
40.0

Falun
Goteborg

244 1,229 Basle
743 Berne
403459
653 Zurich
678.7 454.6 Lausanne
760
395 Geneva

1,216
1,961

1.5

0.75

280.6 2,301 Malmo
257 2,166 H orby

LATVIA

LITHUANIA
1,935

761

368
425.7
460

Cork (IFS)
1.5
Dublin (2RN)
1.5
ITALY
Rome (3R0)
25.4 and 80
9.0
296.1 r,or3 Turin (Torino)
8.5
313.2 958 Genoa (Genova) 1.5
905 Naples (Napoli)
332
1.7
68o Rome (Roma)
441
75.0
453
662 Bolzano (IBZ)
0.2

Bordeaux (PT) 35.0

391

0.25
0.25

5.0
8.5

724

572

Oporto
(Tea tro Apollo)
937.6 Lisbon (CTIAA)

2,250

Hilversum

Haven

8.5

224.4 1,337

525

PORTUGAL

320

240

0.6

Radio Idzerda

HUNGARY
Budapest
ICELAND
25o Reykjavik

599

2.2
16.0
14.0

Lvov
Katowice
222.5 Warsaw
788
732

(The Hague)
Scheveningen -

Hui zen ...

545

501

409.8

(BADS) 1.0
266.71,225 Barcelona
(EA J13) 10.0
349
86o Barcelona (EAJ1) 8.0

Eindhoven (KJ) 30.0

IRISH FREE STATE

413

381.

1,411

0.5
1.1
0.75

0.6
1.5

246.7 Istanbul
153 Ankara
YUGOSLAVIA
978 Zagreb (Agrarn)
696,8 Belgrade
522 Ljubljana

5.0
7.0
0.7
2.8

,

-

The BENJAMIN

Tariff Bead,

MOM LIB.,

Tottenham, 8.11.

aixeme...\

-1'AYLIR7L WET H.T. BATTERIES

New Prices: Jars 1 ;3. Sacs 1 /2. Zincs 1 Od. Sample doz.
18 Volts complete with bands and electrolyte 4/ 1 post 9d.
Sample unit 6d. Illus. booklet free. Bam.in list f r,e.
AMPLIFIERS, 31/.. 3 VALVE ALL -STATION SET H.
A. TAYLOR. 57, Studley Road, Stockwell, LONDDN.

" A.W." Solves your Wireless Problems

HOME -RECORDING

than the input energy, the " gain," expressed

THE latest hobby is that of recording in decibels, is six. This may seem a little
broadcast items in permanent form. plizzlino-, but it is due to the fact that the
decibel " is actually ten times the logIn the ordinary radio -gramophone, the
L.F. valves of a wireless receiver are used arithm of the ratio between the input and
to amplify the sounds reproduced from a output energies. The log of four is o.6, and
gramophone record. In the home recorder, ten times this is six. The reason for using
by way of contrast, the received broadcast the decibel unit instead of the ordinary
signals, after amplification, are fed to a ratio between input and output is that it
" reversed " pick-up, or stylus, which simplifies the mathematical handling of
impresses or records them on a prepared sound -amplifying problems, particularly in
gramophone " blank." Once " bottled " in connection with telephony, public-address
this way a favourite broadcast item can be systems, and the talking pictures.
reproduced as often as desired.

THE DECIBEL

M. L.

M. B.

Have you already picked up the tests

THE decibel is the modern unit of sound carried out by the new Sofia broadcasting
intensity. If the output energy from station on 319 -metres? The call is
an amplifier is found to be four times greater "Rodno-Radio."

t
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DON'T BE MISLED!
b The
" 193 1 Ether Searcher"

KU 7v1
REDUCTIONS
44N't" %
V

kIF

1

A

it

I IS NOT

A

Kit of Parts

POLYSCOPE

REDUCED
FROM 3!- TO

2r6

GENUINE

unless complete with

LIST No. S.22

LIST No. G.6
Price 9d. each.

Price 1,6 each.

No radio user need be sill hout this

meter testi IT instrument. :Thousan ds
purchased the polysc me immediately it was introduced last year, thousand; more will now be stile to enjoy
the benefit of this "electrical detective " at the new Frice.

At 2/6, the polyscope is the mast

WATES

useful instrument you can have.
It enables you to measure and check
everything - used in conjunction

ON -OFF SWITCH AND HORIZONTAL GRID LEAK CLIP

ef distortion and enables you to

Write for new 60 -page catalogue. (Post free 2d.)

creating poor results from your set.

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD., 9-11 Cursitor St., Chancery Lane, E.C.4

as specified.

with a threein one meter, itmeasures
valve consumption, seeks out causes

TEST PLUG locate every fault that may be

REDUCED
FROM 216
TO

Phones : Holb 2012 - 1072

THERE ARE NO SUBSTITUTES
111111111111111

WATES TEST PLUG
vn.vcs Pai. applied for

FOR

The New Year heralds yet another effort to put the famous Wates product within the reach of the most modest
pocket. The Test Plug in the only device which enables
von to make a " professional " test of valves.
Tests the filament, permits measurement of consumption,
etc. Always keep one handy and save in mer and time.
'Use the original and genuine Wales 3 in 1 meter. Pric
8/6. Backed by service and fully guaranteed. From all
Redio dealers.

9

STANDARD
BATTERY
CO., LTD.,
B MEM.

akiriaeS

JUNIOR
zeco

3 ft. ; removable back, lift -up lid
and silk -covered fret, best French
polished figured oak. Packed and
delivered free in England and
Wales. Price 45,', Any speaker
fitted for cost of speaker only.

,

1-31

As above with Motor, Pick-up
Sead for free
illustrated leaflet

PETO SCOTT CO. LTD.

77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1

PROBLEMS

Nvitb.
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Seavcbev"
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iD.
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COILS

SIZES

,a:'o 13.'1 Alle

cg

TUNEWELL

,441P

sit:h.

IA

WHY
YOU SHOULD
INF/IST ON

.00,10

i ititi

gratest
tivlt le-ill
the
preclasalp\e,
as
is
C..1. by '' .ts..\14."
,N13t

62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,W.C.1

LET "A.W." SOLVE
YOUR WIRELESS

1,\ Se

set
ii.i.covvoTak.:10,

Alltit

"Ialal-voy

RADIOGRAM
Carriage

re.ritee.

"OW
1.01

Baseboard up to 12". Speaker
chamber 18"x 1 5"x12". Height

Iti%

10'0

a. fot

(Reg. Design)

The Console Cabinet shown
here takes panels up to 1 8" x 8",

and volume -control.
free. From 14 15 0.

.9.00_,LISILLL

%DJ ofilt°6tdiONyiliit
vv_

Oept.A W.18 4-18 8 Shaftesbury Avenue, W.f_'.!

SAVXKIT

1
fir.

Ilk

.0

S.S.V1

Street,
--.0111111111111111

AND PRICES
Standard.
25, ZS, 50, 75

1.-Longer tuning range far each coil.
2.-Accurately made, suitable tar

30, 40, 60, 100
each

d.-Priee of whole range only a few

each 1/6
1/8

125, 150 each 2/3
275 for 5/iX

each 2/6
2/9
each 3/3
each 3/9
each 4/3

200, 225 each
250
300
400

Centre tapped
9d. each extra.
X

type If- extra.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

gae o'hnt
3. Solidruntiron;
no cross wires.
A.-Accessibility rif terminal.

pence more tbdu" rink " coils.
New dual range coil for Reinarth eir.
Xdappedpu both high and low

waves. Super -selective.

106

rTh,:ateotettlyperansgferc,omf sisedskerts,; 42inerl_uding

Challenge " none -Mr fan.* it or S.CI.

circuit,
ie each.
New "W
P.." Coils, special°Iyw'oaund
to P.W." spectheation. 10,6.
H.B. CHOKE sr:, etlIcient 613

TURNER & CO.

54

Station Road, London, N.11.
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OtnateurWirdes,)

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS

High -Grade

QUEEN ANNE STYLE WIRELESS CABINET
Hand French rolietied
f5 5
Figured Oak
Figured Mahogany

Advertisement; under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charga
THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the
tona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with person;

0

£6 6 0

Figured Walnut
£6 15 0
Carriage paid.

The Acme of Craftsmanship
'Thirty
lito

els trout £2.2.0 to £20.

of L.P. Transformer,

age illustrated catalogue. post free.

SWINDON

Lttutdishrd ISIN.

Loudspeaker

with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of
end under, and Is. for amounts in excess of £1, to Cover
rostage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In case;
of persons nat resident within the United Kingdom doub:e

(except Blue Spot) or Headphones
repaired and despatched within 48

GILBER T, Cabinet Maker,

HOURS. TWELVE MONTHS'
GUARANTEE with each repair.

Post Free.

4j -

Cash with Order.
Terms to Trade.

THAT IS BEST IN RA

COMPONENTS
SETS ETC.

Dept. S 453
CARRATT LANE,
LONDON. S.W.17.

ices are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
(Cheques cannot be

DOES YOUR SWITCH SPINDLE TUHN ROUND ?
1

-4=L-IS PA D ES, PINS( -Th
c-__,Immr" HOOKS & EYES'

Association appointed representative. Components and
McMichael Portables on hire. -55 Ebury Street, S.W.1.

By FITTING!.

TRICKLE CHARGERS, A.C. mains, for 2- and 4 -volt

Sloane 1655.

Write for List J.6

"BUSCO" SWITCH

J. EASTICH & SONS,

2 Di

111, Boalaill Row, London
2 DE
E.C.I

your trouble is ended because there

is no contact point to turn round,

and when you " switch on" you
hays contact like a power switch.
WHY NOT FIT ONE?

THE STANDARD

PLUG-IN COIL

DX

Sold everywhere from 1/ DX

They are as cheap as the inferior
type but far superior in operation.

£40

40/''

DRAWINGS FOR
Book of instructions 3d. Catalogue
of Motors, Tonearms, Soundboxes,
latest internal amplifiers Gramo-

phones and Cabinets Free. Cash
or Terms.
W. BURT, 185 High St., Deptford.

- -HAVE YOU HAD OUR

NEW GREEN LIST ?
Saves you Pounds!
Crammed with illustrations and details
of all sorts of fascinating and useful gear,
at very reasonable prices.

BUSBY & CO., LTD.

(Patentees)
Dept. A.W., PRICE ST., BIRMINGHAM

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to -Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.

Contributions

are always welcome,

will

be

promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.

Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, -Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
MOTORS

GENERATORS

"BROADCAST" Plug-in Coils

Just send a stamped envelope

25

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

35
41

Electredix, Cent, London

CHEAPEST AND LEST
.. 1/. 125 .. 1/3 25) .. 2'-

10d; 59
10d. 61
10d. 75

.. 1/1 153 .. 1/4 330 .. 2 3
.. 1/2 175
1/6 490 .. 2 9
..
.. L. 100 .. 1/3 200 .. 1/9 510 .. 3,3
Centre -Tapped 6d. extra. "I" Coils Ort. extra.
ALL POST FREE. Trade Supplied.
G. BEIGE, 34 Savcraake Road, London. N.W. 3
3)

218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4

accumulators, 0.5 amp.; no upkeep; 18/6, carriage paid.
---A. Benoit, 4 Manor Gardens, Ounnersbury Avenue,
London. W'.3.

£300, £400, £500 PER YEAR.-You, too, can qualify
in your spare time at home for these salaries. Wh7,i should
you be the one to remain in a dead-end job, Let us show

you the way to the highest posts in Mech., Elec., motor,
Wireless, Aero, Talkie Eng., etc. Write to -day for our
inspiring volume, " Engineering Opportunities." In this
hook Prof. A. M. Low throws a new and startling light on
the opportunities you are missing. It shows the simplest

and most successful way of obtaining B.Sc., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.Struct.E., C. & G., G.P.O..

etc., Exams. We alone guarantee " No pass-no fee."
Take the first step to success to -day. Write for your copy
of this eye-opening publication, FREE and POST FRET:
(state subject or exam.).-British Institute of Engineering
Technology,

109

Street, London.

Shakespeare

House,

EBONITE

IG-itGirOf trrnite7iti'i

LOW LOSS

WIRELESS

FORMERS.

MAGAZINE

Oxford

OLD WIRELESS PARTS OR SETS.-Exchange for new.

up to 50 p.c. allowed if in good condition.-W. Burns,
Wireless Factor, 4 Loanda St., Haggerston, E.8.

" CRAFTEASE " CABINETS for Wireless and Gramo-.
phones. Ready for assembling or assembled. Write for

lists.-Craftease Works. 1) Mendip Industries. Winscombe.

A MAGNIFICENT SET.- The " National Regional Three.",

absolutely complete, including Tungsrani valves, 2 -volt

accumulator, 100 -volt H.T. battery, Ormond cone speaker,
fully guaranteed, wonderful value; £4. inclusive; carriage
paid.- H. Panagakis, A.M.I.R.E., Wireless Specialist,
91 Dale Street, Liverpool. Bank 756.
AGENTS, DEALERS, SET -MAKERS I- Write now for
particulars of our unique system of trading. Deliveries on
time guaranteed. Thousands of lines catalogued.Brookman Rapid Radio Service, 105 Spencer Street,
Birmingham,.

to snow, soot, dust. ete. 2/9 each: 5/- pair, 'post free.
sole maker and patentee T. R. 1'. Williams, Netherend,
Cradley, Birmingham.

" HELMAR " Moving -coil Speakers are amazing in
quality and price. Ample volume from a good two -valve
set. In acoustically -matched cabinets of elegant, design.

Table and pedestal models. " Rehear " Speakers are
musical instruments for the super critical in radio or

gramophone reproduction. Prices from £7/15/0.- Particulars from Belmar Radio, 15 Mawdsley Street, Bolton.
Fine 40 in. Irish listen. any
DIAPHRAGM SPEAKERS.
length cat. 3/- yard post paid, guaranteed correct texture.
Dents, Abingdon Stieet, Blackpool.
WIRELESS

BARGAINS.-'three-valve brand new Port-

able Sets, best makes, from £5 19s. casts or 14/6 with order.
Three -valve Sets, complete, 63/- or 7/3 with order.-Below

Send to Fosters for latest Bargain List of Wireless Sets,
etc.-Fosters (Ifighbury), Ltd., 74 Righbury Park, High'Phone: North 4430,
ry Barn, London, N.I.
WE WILL ACCEPT YOUR SURPLUS APPARATUS
(making yott a high allowance) in part payment for any
new apparatus; your inquiry will be dealt with promptly,
--Bostock & Stonnill, 1 Westbourne Terrace, S.E.23.

PANELS, TUBES

The Big British

NEW SUPER RANGE PORTABLE FOUR.

BRITISH MADE

Wireless Monthly

Bishopsgate 4554.

NOTE-Formers tested before despatch
LOOK FOR
RIGID-RELIABLE TRADE
-MARK
sole MakersTHE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.
HANWELL, LONDON, W.7

29-31

THE INSULATED INSULATORS" intensify aerial
se. istance, improve selectivity and reception. Impervious

ELECTRICAL

RADIO

City 0191

From your local dealer, or

11111810

COILS Ltd, London, E.8

CAN BUILD A
GRAMOYOU
PHONE WITH
OUR SCALE
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THE SOVEREIGN FIXED CONDENSER (Brit.

Pat. No. 261844) has advanced radio by introducing higher standards of performance.
There is no other condenser like it for
quality, and the price gives the experimenter
a chance of using the best. Its companion,
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values) is just as distinctive and is worthy of
Remember, a Sovereign
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Component is made for your satisfaction,
and wherever you can use one you will
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get BETTER RESULTS.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism-By SYDNEY A. MOSELEY.

REVUES

THE OPENING CHORUS

A TRAVESTY.

A NEW TURN

T is difficult:I know, to put over new stuff
on a high level several times a week.
IComes
the question whether it would not

start the show, but it is very irritating was one of those accomplishments in which
trying to understand what it is all about.

the B.B.C. shows itself at its best.

be better not to put revues and such on
In the discussion between the older and I think also that the " Retrospect of the
until the real stuff is found. Here is, for the younger generations, Mr. G. Lowes Past Year" was cleverly arranged, except,
instance, World for Sale, boosted in the Dickinson easily got away with it for the perhaps, that instead of going backwards,

general and official press as a new satirical older generation. I don't know who Mr. which was rather misleading sometimes, it
revue by Mr. John. Watt.
John Maud is and who selected him as the would have been better to have started
In view of the importance this pro- spokesman for the 'younger generation, but from the beginning of the year and worked
duction assumed in advance, one made we-for, believe me, I count myself a upwards. The interpolation of the gramosure of listening. And it turns out to be member of the younger generation !- phone records was most effectively carried
out, although I have since learned that
a ragged collection of pitiful clichés without were not too well represented.
there may be some trouble about using
rhyme, reason, or rhythm. From the
some of these records without acknowledgopening chorus-which, as usual, was a
I
heard
part
of
what
was
called
"a
jumble of raucous noises-until half -way recital "-surely inadequate; it might fie a ment. I cannot see, for the life of me, how
through, when I had had quite enough, a recital of anything-and thoroughy enjoyed they can acknowledge them in the middle
third-rate production was broadcast to Pouishnoff's beautiful pianoforte playing. of a dramatic work of this nature.
hundreds of thousands of homes.

After all the fuss about Amos 'n Andy,

Billy Mayerl in a serious vein was a they were more or less a flop. I much
programme and listen to Margaret Harvey - revelation. I only hope that he does not preferred Alexander and Mose, who came
Samuel in her Chopin studies on the turn the Greig First Movement he played to London's microphone. The humour of
so nicely into syncopated music !
this famous American broadcasting pair
pianoforte.
It was a relief to turn to the National

was certainly tenth -rate. I do not suppose

Jack Payne (continued). The men who

take the parts respectively of the Cockney,

Very dramatic and inspiring was the we shall hear them often, even though

message of the Arohbishop of Canterbury,

they do hold up the traffic in New York.

Welsh, Yiddish, and the Northerner in knowing, as we did, that it was being
Something really new in broadcasting
" There's a Good Time Coming " are good delivered in the great empty silence of the
mimics. "The Guy who Wrote the 'Stein Cathedral. I bet a good many listeners was the turn given by Ola Lilith and
Song ' " is also in the right spirit; but "Go went to bed feeling the better for it. It Willy Godik, who sang Jewish folk songs.
The explanation of the announcer was
Home and Tell Your Mother "-words
welcome, although this pair was so arfail me.

tistically effective as to render explanation
unnecessary. The rendering of folk songs

I am sorry they parodied under the title
of " Say it With Flowers " that pretty radio

in varied moods was cleverly portrayed
and bore out the promise of the translater
that the language difficulty would be

play The Flowers Are Not For You to Pick,

to which I have already paid a tribute.

minimised.

Why does the B.B.C. gag its own decent
productions? That is what I complain of

I listened again to Wish Wynne, and
desire to inform her that as a London

in the "get-up" of Savoy Hill's outlook
on life-a jazzy outlook on life. If it does
happen to say something beautiful, it
blushes,
again.

schoolgirl she is par excellence. That is her

apologizes, and-turns to jazz

métier.

I do not think such expressions as "You
low-down street girl ! " should be bawled

into the ddmestic hearth.

The Neapolitan Players come over well
instruments " take " to

Sometimes

the censor at Savoy Hill-I mean the

because their
broadcasting.

Censor of Taste -74s away on holiday.

I heard part. of John Coates' latest

What is the use of these opening choruses
which sound like a jumble of meaningless,
musical discord. No one can understand

recital, and still think that, although he has
made history, he is not necessarily at his
best. Other people, probably more senti-

the worth. or even the sense of what is

being sung. It is merely following the old
idea that something in 6/8 time must

"Little Red Riding Hood" was

little better than her other fairy-tale
sketches, but the London coster girl
beats them hollow.

mental than I in these matters, think
An impression of Billy Cotton

otherwise.
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RADIO NOTES FROM THE U.S.A.
Culled by ALAN HUNTER
New Television Invention

end. It is interesting that Farnsworth conACCORDING to a message from New ceived this idea entirely mathematically.
York, P. T. Farnsworth, a young He set up the necessary equipment in his
mathematical wizard who is technical laboratory and it worked the first time he
director of Television Laboratories, Cali- tried it !
fornia, has greatly impressed the Federal
I gather that the backers of Farnsworth

noticed that on the distant o8 vessel a
waving arm was in perfect time with the
singing on the bridge of the 04. The
apparent discrepancy was due, of course, to

the appreciable time taken by sound to
travel across the water. Listeners heard
the two quartets in perfect unison.

Canada's Radio League
The future of broadcasting in Canada
is at the moment in the melting pot.
A Canadian Radio League has been formed

with the object of nationalising the Dominion's broadcasting as a public service.
Many of the League's principles are in com-

mon with the findings of the Royal Commission on radio. Included in the League's
proposals is the establishment of a broadcasting company having the powers of a
_private enterprise and the function of a
public utility.
It is also proposed to appoint a Board of
Directors to control the company, without
political or other interference. Another
aim is to develop Canadian orchestras and
choirs. One of the most interesting proposals of the League is that the national
broadcasting system should be leased to
advertisers for sponsored programmes.
It will be seen that the League proposes to
extract the best of two worlds, for the pub-

lic utility idea is essentially that of the
B.B.C. in England and the sponsored programme idea is typical American practice.

FROTHING IN

A Bell Telephone laboratory engineer in touch with the pilot of a Ford aeroplane over the
Whippany aerodrome. The Bell people are ma king extensive research into aviation telephony

ACCUMULATORS
EVERY accumulator should " gas " freely
when reaching the fully -charged state,

Radio Commission with a demonstration of propose to put his invention into effect as to an extent depending upon the charging

a new tube claimed to make television soon as the Radio Commission agrees. If rate. Sometimes, however, particularly
immediately practical. This inventor has Farnsworth really has overcome the diffi- in celluloid cells, a peculiar soapy -looking
applied for authority to operate a high - culty of the frequency band required for froth is produced long before the terminal
voltage rises to the maximum value.

power television station in New York.
transmitting images, he has certainly made
I understand that this tube, which has no a great contribution to television science.
moving parts, is claimed to accomplish
electrical scanning, converting light waves An N.B.C. Stunt
into electrical waves and transferring these
The "Diversions" department of the
back again into an image, still or moving.
B.B.C. must have read with some envy the
one of the great claims of the new Farns- account of a recent outside broadcast
worth invention is that television images of arranged by the National Broadcasting
good detail can be transmitted through Company in America. A successful broadfrequency bands-no wider than in common cast was done from a submerged submarine
use for broadcasting. The absence of off New London, Connecticut. The desmoving parts, of inertia effects and of com- cription of the under -water manoeuvres was
plicated mechanical devices is claimed to remarkable for the exactitude in timing, in
permit transmission of any desired cue handling and in the manipulation of
amount of detail. The Farnsworth system microphone pick-ups from the various
requires only 20 kilocycles for conveying moving points involved. The broadcast
pictures and sound.
opened, according to William Burke IVIiller,
A professor of the University of Cali- of the N.B.C., with two male quartets
fornia states : "The results are impressive. singing in perfect unison, in spite of the
The principle involved is quite unlike single fact that they. were on the decks of two
sideband telephone transmission, where the different submarines, 15o yards apart.
The artistes were the officers of the
I carrier and one side -band are suppressed
at the transmitter and added at the receiver. submarines, o8 and 04, and their song was a
In Farnsworth's development the necessary favourite ditty, "Any greasy submarine is
width of the frequency band is narrowed by home -sweet -home to me ! " Spectators on
a distorting process and this distorted the, deck of the 04, listening to the strains
signal is transmitted, being only changed from the o8 across the water, imagined the
back to its original form at the receiving two quartets were out of time, until they

This

is an indication that impurities are present

in the acid. The trouble can often be

cured by pouring out the old acid and thoroughly washing the plates with water that
has been boiled and allowed to stand. The

cell is then filled with fresh acid of the

proper specific gravity and recharged.

M. B.

During the month of January the German studios will transmit a late concert
according to the following rota : Breslau
(17), Cologne (2r), Koenigsberg (Heilsberg)
(24), Leipzig (28), and Munich (31). The

broadcasts start at 11.30 p.m. G.M.T. and
usually last for one hour.
The Radio Maroc (Rabat) broadcasts are
re -transmitted every Sunday by the new
9 -kilowatt Maroc -France short-wave station between 12.3o and 2 p.m. G.M.T. on
23.8 metres, and between 8 and re p.m. on
32.26 metres. CN8MC (Casablanca),
48 metres, also relays the same entertain.
ments according to the following schedule :
Monday, 9 to I I p.m. ; Tuesday, r to 2 p.m. ;

and on Saturdays from 1 to 2 p.m.. and
from 9 to r,1 p.m. G.M.T.

mutely Wirete,s5
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WjAMES.
For Mains Users
What About Your Reproduction ?
The connections of the power valve in
I OFTEN wonder how many amateurs a set
run from the mains are quite impor1 with their home-made sets and speakers,
too, sometimes, have a quality of repro- tant if freedom from hum is to be secured.
Not always is an indirectly -heated type
duction which would be thought reasonable
of power valve necessary, but when one is
by the more careful listeners.
Some, I know, have the strangest ideas, need the connections shown in the diagram
be followed. Here the resistance Rr
well balanced reproduction is often not may
included in the negative return lead and
obtained, the user appearing to prefer is
excessive bass or perhaps, though rarely, the fall in voltage across it is obtained by
multiplying the value a resistance in dams
rel.atively strong top notes.

frequency magnification, and a fine howl is
set up when the detector valve is out.

This indicates, as a rule, that the trans-

former is not too good for the circuit:

Sometimes the power valve and its circuit
is such that the feed -back is considerable,
and the circuit oscillates when the damping
of the detector is removed. The detector
valve, being across the tuning of the trans-

former, loads it and tends to prevent the

howling by levelling its frequency responseCiffve.
by
the
current
in
milliamperes
and
clividifig
The quality is, of course, dependent to a
If the curve of a transformer is taken
large extent upon the speaker. If we sup- by r,000.
For a r,000 -ohms resistance and a with various resistances across the primary,
plied this instrument with undistorted low
secondary, for that matter, you will find
frequency currents we should see what a current of 20 milliamperes the voltage or
that
the curve becomes flatter as the
This
is
applied
to
the
grid
of
drop
is
20.
mess some speakers make of the quality.
resistance is reduced. Without a resistance
They add tones as well as losing some.
the curve will probably be, peaked, especially
So it would seem that we are largely in
when the secondary is connected to a
the hands of the speaker.
condenser representing the capacity of the
The amateur does, of course, try to
output valve.
make the results pleasing by adjusting the

set in a way which masks as 'much as
possible the defects of the speaker, but
bad faults, such as resonances,

A Coil Breakdown
We are used to coils which break down
after a period, the winding which goes

cannot be avoided by this means.
There are numbers of reproducers having

being the one connected to the high tension.

Just lately I have had fixed resistances,'
wire wound, become disconnected in the
same manner:
A green spot develops at one end of the

not too glaring faults from which good
results are to be obtained provided the
set is satisfactory, but when the speaker
itself is really bad nothing much can be

winding and sooner or later a break occurs.
Low -frequency transformers used to give
trouble, but do not in these days. With good

done.

Startling New Condensers
Most of us are familiar with the low -

materials the faults in coils and other
components having wire windings will also
disappear.

voltage type of electrolytic condenser. We
use them for smoothing the supply to the

Getting More Power

six -volt type moving -coil loud -speaker, and

for the filament circuit filter when the
current is obtained from an alternating

current supply and a low voltage rectifier.
High -voltage types of these condensers

Here are the output connections for a mains driven set. Particulars are given in the
accompanying paragraph

have been used in America for several the valve through the filter circuit, R2, C.

The increase in volume obtained merely
by putting a second valve in parallel with
the one already in the last stage is often
disappointing.

The anode current to the last stage is

This filter will prevent low -frequency
in. diameter, having a capacity of variations from the resistance RI reaching
8 microfarads and rated at 43o volts, peak the grid. It is not always necessary, but
should always be tried. Condenser c is
value.
For the capacity and voltage the size is usually of 2 microfarads, and the resistance

doubled, but the volume seems not to have
increased by anything approaching a like

The cathode of the valve is joined to the
Leakage of liquid is supposed to be not centre point of the heating circuit and so is
possible. Whether the 8 microfarads smooths one side of the loud -speaker. With these
as well as 8 microfarads of capacity in the connections the cathode has a voltage but
form of a paper condenser is another little different from that of the heater.
The voltage drop in resistance RI involves
matter.
But these electrolytic condensers must a loss in the anode voltage of the valve,
be satisfactory or they would not be used. but this is usually not serious.
They are certainly compact and in con- Does It Howl ?
venient form for fitting. One that I have
Is a howl produced when the detector
seen has a screw type socket mounting, so
that it may be fitted in any position. The valve of your set is pulled out? I have just
case is the negative terminal of the con- had a set to test in which there is the usual
single stage of transformer -coupled lowdenser

output circuit, designed for a single valve,

seasons. One type is only 4% in. long and

remarkably small and the unit is quite R2 may be of roo,000 ohms.
robust.

amount. The quality, too, may not have
improved to a noticeable extent. What is
wrong ?

Probably the whole trouble is that the

has not been changed. If the circuit is
suitable for the single output valve, it is
not right for the two valves connected in
parallel. A transformer must be used, or a
tapped output choke.

With a circuit properly adapted, the

volume should show a satisfactory increase,

but although twice the electrical power is
available under suitable conditions, the

actual volume may not sound so much
greater.

However, it is sometimes worth while

connecting two valves in parallel.

mat tar Wirete;s)
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THE HOW AND WHY OF RADIO

XIX CIRCUITS SIMPLY EXPLAINED
HIGH -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS
If you are a beginner in wireless, now is your chance to gain a clear conception of its theory
and practice. In this series of articles, specially prepared for the beginner, no previous
knowledge of wireless is assumed. It is intended to deal with every aspect of the subject

and the whole series will endow the beginner with sufficient knowledge to enable him
to derive the greatest possible interest from the fascinating hobby of wireless

AS I showed last week, circuits lose all tuning. circuit of Fig. IB is shown at Fig. 2B

anode coupling.
The tuning circuit in the

their terrors when dissected, Now as part of the anode circuit of the high. anode of tke high -frequency valve, together
we are going to build up a high -frequency frequency valve. Note that between the with the fixed condenser, form this tuned amplifying circuit, noting why as well as anode and the point indicating the grid of anode coupling. It is still frequently used,
how during the process.

Turn to Fig.

r.

At A are

shown two simple circuits.

In

especially
valves.

&riot tuning

tuned -anode coupling of Fig. 3
is losing popularity in favour of

more stage of tuning than stages
of high -frequency amplification.

the circuit of Fig. 4. Here it will

A three-valver with one high frequency stage has two tuning

A

FIE flmplifier

tuning

be seen that instead of a single
tuning coil and condenser there
are two coils. The smaller is
the primary winding connected
between the anode of the high -

B

Fig. 1. The H.F. valve is inserted
between two tuning circuits

Hence the two tuning circuits

shown by Fig. A.
the detector valve is a fixed condenser.
The high -frequency valve links these two Through this are passed voltages developed
circuits together, in a way that will soon be in the anode tuning circuit to be applied to
clear.

screened -grid

But for various reasons the

every modem set there is one

circuits, a receiver with two
high -frequency valves hag three
tuning circuits and so on. For
our example we will stick to one
high -frequency amplifying stage.

with

Now note Fig. is, which

high -frequency valve. The se-

Remember last week we saw

that in addition to a filament

V°

liE Valve

circuit, a valve has a grid circuit
and an anode circuit. The high -

frequency valve links together
these two tuning circuits by
means of its grid and ' anode
circuits. One tuning circuit is

so that when the secondary coil
is tuned -the primary coil is in

effect also tuned.

These two coils form what is

known as a high -frequency trans-

former. By suitable arrangement

of the windings it is possible
to obtain a step-up in signal

To yrid voltage with this coupling.

of Det.

HE Valve

connected to the grid of the valve

T.

and the other to the anode.

coil is the secondary, tuned by

a condenser as in Fig. 3. The primary and
secondary coils are wound so that they are
very closely coupled together. So much

shows the interposition of the
. quence is tuning circuit-H.F.
valve-tuning circuit.

frequency valve and the positive
high-tension supply. The larger

B

An

interesting point for the beginner

to note is that there is no need

for the fixed coupling condenser
to prevent the high-tension vol-

tage reaching the grid of the

next valve. This is because the
high tension is applied through
left-hand tuning circuit of Fig.
the primary winding only. If
A
Fig. 2. Grid and anode tuning circuits
connected to the grid circuit of
the valve following the high of an H.F. valve
the high -frequency valve. It will
frequency amplifier is a leakybe recalled that the grid circuit
-grid condenser detector, the
of the valve consists of the path from the the grid of the detector. It will be seen usual fixed condenser will be necessary.
grid, to low-tension negative. So the tuner that the high-tension supply to the anode
is connected across the grid and filament as of the valve shown at Fig. 2B is applied
Hotspot,
shown at A in Fig. 2. The right-hand through the tuning coil of the anode tuning
circuit. The fixed condenser between the
anode and the grid of the next valve preLTG.
vents this positive high-tension voltage
from being applied to the grid of the de-

At A in Fig. 2 is shown the

of
Det

tector.
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Now look at Fig. 3 where Figs. 2A and
2B are combined. We now have the
correct connection for a high -frequency
amplifying valve placed 'between two
tuning circuits. The incoming signal is

first tuned by the aerial tuning circuit

connected across the grid -filament circuit
of the high -frequency valve. These signal

L.T
Fig. 3, Complete circuit for tuned anode H.F. coupling

voltages appear in the anode tuning circuit in an amplified form, where they are

again tuned and passed on to the next valve
through a fixed condenser.
The circuit of Fig. 3 shows the skeleton

connections of what is known as tuned -

Fig. 4.

Transformer coupling
for H.F. valve

